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Summary
High-risk, time-critical situations require trust for humans to interact with other agents even if they
have never interacted with the agents before. In the near future, robots will perform tasks to help
people in such situations, thus robots must understand why a person makes a trust decision in order
to effectively aid the person. High casualty rates in several emergency evacuations motivate our use
of this scenario as an example of a high-risk, time-critical situation. Emergency guidance robots
can be stored inside of buildings then activated to search for victims and guide evacuees to safety.
In this dissertation, we determined the conditions under which evacuees would be likely to trust a
robot in an emergency evacuation.
We began by examining reports of real-world evacuations and considering how guidance robots
can best help. We performed two simulations of evacuations and learned that robots could be
helpful as long as at least 30% of evacuees trusted their guidance instructions. We then developed
several methods for a robot to communicate directional information to evacuees. After performing
three rounds of evaluation using virtually, remotely and physically present robots, we concluded
that robots should communicate directional information by gesturing with two arms. Next, we
studied the effect of situational risk and the robot’s previous performance on a participant’s decision
to use the robot during an interaction. We found that higher risk scenarios caused participants
to align their self-reported trust with their decisions in a trust situation. We also discovered that
trust in a robot drops after a single error when interaction occurs in a virtual environment. After
an exploratory study in trust repair, we have learned that a robot can repair broken trust during
the emergency by apologizing for its prior mistake or giving additional information relevant to the
situation. Apologizing immediately after the error had no effect.
Robots have the potential to save lives in emergency scenarios, but could have an equally disas-
trous effect if participants overtrust them. To explore this concept, we created a virtual environment
of an office as well as a real-world simulation of an emergency evacuation. In both, participants inter-
acted with a robot during a non-emergency phase to experience its behavior and then chose whether
xvii
to follow the robot’s instructions during an emergency phase or not. In the virtual environment,
the emergency was communicated through text, but in the real-world simulation, artificial smoke
and fire alarms were used to increase the urgency of the situation. In our virtual environment, we
confirmed our previous results that prior robot behavior affected whether participants would trust
the robot or not. To our surprise, all participants followed the robot in the real-world simulation
of an emergency, despite half observing the same robot perform poorly in a navigation guidance
task just minutes before. We performed additional exploratory studies investigating different failure
modes. Even when the robot pointed to a dark room with no discernible exit the majority of people
did not choose to exit the way they entered.
The conclusions of this dissertation are based on the results of fifteen experiments with a total of
2,168 participants (2,071 participants in virtual or remote studies conducted over the internet and 97
participants in physical studies on campus). We have found that most human evacuees will trust an
emergency guidance robot that uses understandable information conveyance modalities and exhibits
efficient guidance behavior in an evacuation scenario. In interactions with a virtual robot, this trust
can be lost because of a single error made by the robot, but a similar effect was not found with
real-world robots. This dissertation presents data indicating that victims in emergency situations
may overtrust a robot, even when they have recently witnessed the robot malfunction. This work




One day soon, robots will interact with people in everyday activities. It is safe to assume that
these robots will perform many everyday tasks, such as delivering packages, running errands, and
cleaning houses. Robots will likely also take on many responsibilities in high-risk domains, such
as assisting medical staff in hospitals, fighting fires, and rescuing victims in emergencies. Each of
these applications requires people to trust the robots that they depend on to complete tasks. It is
possible that some people will undertrust robots, by expecting them to not perform tasks they are
designed to be capable of completing. It is also possible and, as we show, likely that people will
overtrust robots by expecting them to perform tasks that they might not be capable of completing
successfully. Overtrusting robots can lead to dangerous situations where people put themselves at
unnecessary risk by believing robots will mitigate that risk.
It is especially important for people to properly trust a robot in high-risk, time-critical situations.
A fire emergency is one such scenario. A fire emergency requires people to evacuate a building
quickly. Evacuees have little time to make decisions or select optimal paths, so they rely on existing
technology, such as emergency exit signs and evacuation maps, as well as information gleaned from
authority figures, to find the best way out. As robots become more pervasive in everyday life, we can
expect them to one-day guide evacuees during emergencies. There is considerable risk of injury or
even death to evacuees in this situation, so we must understand the factors that affect human-robot
trust in these scenarios before such robots are deployed.
This dissertation addresses human-robot trust as it applies to humans accepting guidance from
autonomous robots during a high-risk, time critical situation such as an emergency evacuation. The
goal of this work is to develop a robot that is capable of guiding evacuees during an emergency
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and, in doing so, determine the level of trust people will place in this robot. Thus, we can study
human-robot trust decisions as a component of a robot that saves lives. In pursuit of this effort, we
have developed a model of evacuee behavior, created methods for robots to guide humans, studied
human-robot trust as affected by robot performance and situational risk, validated the emergency
guidance robot platform, and explored methods to repair trust after an error.
1.1 Motivation
Trust is a requirement in every interaction that involves risk, from everyday tasks to life-and-death
situations [30, 78]. Victims in emergencies do not waste precious time arguing with firefighters and
other emergency responders; they follow the responders’ directions because they trust the informa-
tion provided by the agent. In much the same way, store owners trust their cashiers to handle money
during transactions in order to do business. The risk involved in these two scenarios is different, but
the concept of trust is inherent in both.
Robots have incredible potential to assist humans in everyday and emergency tasks. One such
task is aiding victims during a fire. Concerned about high casualty rates in emergency situations such
as the Station Nightclub Fire of 2003 [32], we have explored numerous situations where emergency
guidance robots can improve human survivability in evacuations [59, 60, 61]. Research that examined
high-rise evacuations indicates that these buildings are especially difficult to evacuate quickly [27]. As
the number of high-rise buildings continues to increase, we expect the need for additional emergency
guidance technologies to also increase [64]. Robots represent one type of new technology that can
save lives in emergencies.
Today, robots are being actively deployed in scenarios that range from cleaning floors to bomb
disposal; however such tasks either present low risk to humans (e.g. cleaning a floor) or are tightly
controlled by human experts (e.g. bomb disposal). To increase the potential for autonomous robots
to aid people in additional high-risk tasks, people must first trust the robots to perform these
tasks correctly. Moreover, we must investigate the conditions under which people will overtrust or
undertrust robots in these tasks.
1.2 Virtual, Remote, and Physical Presence Experiments
Throughout this dissertation, we present experiments that use virtual, remote, or physical presence of
the robot. There are many different factors that influence which presence level is best for a particular
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human-robot interaction study. Below, we briefly discuss the advantages and disadvantages of each.
1.2.1 Physical Presence Experiments
A physical human-robot interaction experiment requires the use of an actual robot (as opposed to a
virtual robot) and thus typically requires physical space to perform the experiment [6]. The physical
space is most often a laboratory, but can also be a house, a public place or a workspace such as
a factory or office. Regardless, the participant and/or the robot, along with any other necessary
equipment, must be transported to the location of the experiment. Transporting a robot can be
expensive and prone to errors. Robots used in experiments are typically under active development
and thus are often unsuited for locations far from the laboratory. Convincing participants to come to
a laboratory to perform an experiment can also be costly and results in self-selection: only those who
have spare time and means of transportation are likely to participate. For this reason, many HRI
experiments performed in university laboratories utilize students of the university as participants
(for example, [6, 24]).
Many HRI experiments are appropriate to administer in a laboratory setting. For example,
teaching by demonstration typically requires participants to touch or closely observe a physical
robot and does not depend on its surroundings in any particular way. Other HRI experiments, such
as those involving search and rescue robots, present problems for experimenters. It is difficult to
transform a laboratory into a believable disaster area. Previous work has presented experiments
with a selection of props and a written scenario [47]. Others use specially built areas, such as the
Disaster City at Texas A&M (see [26] and [50] for examples), but such areas are rare and expensive
to create.
Most laboratory robots are under active development and thus are not completely free of errors.
An error made by a robot during an experiment can potentially injure a participant and will almost
certainly affect the response of the participant. Another potentially confounding factor is noise and
other distractions from nearby laboratories as an experiment is in progress. Even the presence of
the experimenter can affect the outcome of the experiment. Controlling these factors in a laboratory
setting requires considerable effort. The main advantage of performing an experiment with a physical
presence robot is that the participant experiences every aspect of the actual robot in question. Many
components of a robot cannot be simulated accurately, so it is often necessary to perform a physical
experiment in order to test the complete system.
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1.2.2 Virtual Presence Experiments
We define a virtual human-robot interaction experiment as an experiment where participants observe
and interact with a simulation of a robot through a computer. Others have referred to this as a
Virtual Environment (VE) experiment and, when combined with additional simulation hardware,
this paradigm has been called an Immersive Virtual Environment (IVE) experiment [10, 76]. The
robot must be entirely simulated and the interaction must take place in some sort of a virtual
environment, similar to interactions in video games. This paradigm is attractive because most
scenarios that are difficult to create in a laboratory are fairly easy to create using modern three-
dimensional modeling software and game engines. It is possible to create the exact scenario that the
experimenter would like to test in a virtual environment. This paradigm has been used in numerous
social psychology experiments (see [10] for examples).
Another benefit of virtual experiments is that they can be deployed to participants anywhere
in the world via the internet. Most game engines have an option to create a web-based game that
can be loaded by a web browser plugin. Even participants with no video game experience can
then interact with a virtual robot in the environment chosen by the experimenter. Recently, many
experiments have used this technique to increase the number of participants who experience their
robot [51, 55, 62]. Crowdsourcing an experiment on the internet using services such as Amazon’s
Mechanical Turk allows for a larger participant population base than is typically available for physical
experiments. Other studies have found that Mechanical Turk provides a more diverse participant
base than traditional human studies performed with university students [53, 15, 8, 37]. These studies
found that the Mechanical Turk user base is generally younger in age but otherwise demographically
similar to the general population of the United States (at the time of those studies, Mechanical Turk
was only available in USA). Crowdsourcing also allows the experiment to be performed in parallel
with typically much faster results than physical experiments. A virtual experiment that requires
one hundred participants to each spend one minute interacting with a robot can have final results in
minutes or hours, rather than the days or weeks necessary to recruit, assemble, and supervise such a
population for a physical experiment. Thus, virtual experiments are most useful in situations where
the experimenter wishes to iterate through prototypes or pilot studies rapidly.
The behavior of a simulated, virtual robot can be controlled easier than a physical robot. This
is not applicable for user studies or other studies where the quirks of the robot are being examined,
but can be helpful when exploring the behaviors a robot should perform to effectively influence a
human participant. As an example, consider a study that measures the loss of trust a participant
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experiences in a robot after the robot performs specific errors. If the robot performed other errors
than those specified in the experimental case, or malfunctioned during the control case, then the
results would have to be discarded and additional participants would be required. By using a simula-
tion environment, we can tightly control the behavior of the robot and ensure that no unintentional
errors were committed.
Virtual experiments are not without their problems. Participants must volunteer for the ex-
periment, thus there is still a self-selection bias in the participant population. This is balanced by
allowing a much larger body of participants to volunteer through the use of the internet. While
virtual experiments remove the possibility of noise and other distractions from nearby laboratories,
they lose the ability to tightly control the environment in which a participant performs the exper-
iment. A participant may choose to perform the experiment while watching television or listening
to music and thus miss an important component. This can be mitigated by asking participants
to explain their responses, thus ensuring that a thoughtful process was used in their actions, and
by asking participants questions which check their understanding of the experiment. Additionally,
other studies have found that social interactions between humans and robots are not always well
represented through non-physical presence [6, 79].
1.2.3 Remote Presence Experiments
The use of video streaming technology for remote presence experiments allows for a happy medium
between virtual and physical experiments. In remote experiments (or Video Human-Robot Interac-
tion experiments [76]), participants view a video of a robot (either prerecorded or live) and complete
their tasks through a web interface. Remote experiments allow participants to observe the actual
robot hardware as it performs its experimental tasks, but do not allow participants to touch the
robot. The use of prerecorded videos allows experimenters to gather participant feedback on designs
that are still under active development and might not perform perfectly in every trial. Addition-
ally, videos can be recorded or streamed from a laboratory setting, which allows participants to be
involved in the experiment even if they cannot physically travel to the laboratory. Remote experi-
ments can often be crowdsourced, similar to virtual experiments. Videos can be placed on a service
like Amazon’s Mechanical Turk and be available to a larger participant population than physical
experiments. These experiments have similar drawbacks to virtual experiments, with the one major
improvement being the use of the actual robot in the experiment to remove any effect simulation
artifacts would have on participant responses. The remote presence paradigm has been previously
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tested in [6, 79].
1.3 Contributions
Throughout the course of this work, we have found the following thesis statement to be true:
Most human evacuees will trust an emergency guidance robot during an evacuation if
they understand the robot’s instructions and it exhibits efficient guidance behavior.
The converse statement, that evacuees will not trust a robot that does not provide efficient guidance,
has been found to be true in virtual studies, but not in physical studies. We have conducted thirteen
human subject experiments with a total of 2,168 participant (2,071 in virtual or remote studies
conducted over the internet and 97 in physical studies on campus) to support this thesis statement.
Participants ranged in age from 18 to 72, had educational backgrounds ranging from less than a high
school diploma to a Ph.D. and diverse occupations. Throughout these studies, we have produced
five major contributions to the field.
To begin this work, we had to understand how people behave in evacuations and determine
the potential effect, if any, of robots in emergency situations. Using research from the fields of
psychology and sociology as well as after disaster reports, we developed a model of evacuee behavior
in an emergency. We then simulated this model under emergency conditions with and without robots
to find the effect of robots on these situations. This research is presented in Chapter 3 and led to
our first contribution:
1. Developed a model of group affinity and information propagation between evacuees in
emergency situations and evaluated the model with automated evacuation guides.
These early results provided evidence that robots could be useful as guides in an emergency. Next,
we developed methods for a robot to communicate guidance information during an emergency. An
experiment, discussed in Chapter 4, demonstrated that participants quickly lost trust in a robot
when the robot was unable to communicate clearly. In Chapter 5, we present several informa-
tion conveyance modalities and their evaluations with human participants. This led to our second
contribution:
2. Developed models for communicating directional information to humans in high-risk,
time-critical situations and identified their correlation to various robot form factors.
Our models were shown to be effective at providing understandable guidance, but it was not yet
known if people would trust a robot in this task. Wagner’s definition of situational trust (presented
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in [78] and discussed in terms of this work in Section 2.3) tells us that trustees make their decision
to trust or not based on the amount of risk they are facing in the situation and their model of the
trustee’s performance. Thus, in Chapter 6, we present experiments that test the effect of situational
risk and variable robot performance on an individual’s propensity to trust a robot. This led to our
third contribution:
3. Measured the effect of risk modality and robot effectiveness on human-robot trust.
Next, we validated the emergency guidance robot system in virtual and real-world experiments
(Chapter 7). We began by asking participants to choose to follow robots or emergency exit signs
in a timed virtual experiment. We then developed a more complex virtual experiment that allowed
participants to explore some of their environment and experience the robot in a single interaction
before a simulated emergency began. After these two experiments confirmed that our robots worked
and that participant’s responded in a similar way as in previous work, we developed a real-world
experiment that allowed participants to experience the actual robot in a simulated emergency. While
this experiment did not confirm our previous findings, it did lead to our fourth contribution:
4. Measured a person’s propensity to follow an emergency guidance robots in a realistic
emergency scenario.
Under some conditions, robots will almost certainly break trust in real-world scenarios. Thus, we
used existing techniques identified in psychological and sociological literature to give the robot the
ability to repair trust after a mistake. Using our virtual office evacuation simulator, where we
previously developed behaviors capable of breaking trust, we verified that some of these techniques
successfully repaired broken trust in an emergency scenario (Chapter 8). This led to our final
contribution:
5. Developed techniques to repair broken trust between a human and a robot.
1.4 Scope
This work has many applications to human trust in social robots, but this dissertation is focused
on developing robot behaviors to guide humans in short-term, high-risk situations, similar to the
circumstances in an emergency. We assume that humans in an emergency situation will not have
considerable prior experience with guidance robots, so our experiments have been designed for
participants using our robots for the first time.
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Our work treats trust as a binary decision: either the person trusts the robot or the person does
not. In time-critical situations there is typically only time to make one decision to follow or not
follow a navigation aid. Additionally, our work is focused on Wagner’s definition of trust because
we are only concerned with the concept of a human putting his or her outcomes at risk, dependent
on the actions of a robotic agent. This is discussed in greater detail in the next chapter.
1.5 Dissertation Outline
In the next chapter we discuss other work related to the topics found in this dissertation. Following
that, in Chapter 3 we present our model of evacuee behavior and two simulations which tested it.
In Chapter 4, we develop two prototype robots and present a pilot study to evaluate them. Chapter
5 builds on this by describing various methods a robot can use to guide an evacuee and evaluates
them. Chapter 6 presents experiments that determined the factors that affect a person’s decision to
trust a robot in an emergency. In Chapter 7, we validate all of the work so far in realistic emergency
situations. Chapter 8 then presents techniques a robot can use to repair broken trust. Finally, in
Chapter 9, we conclude this work and give recommendations for future directions of research in this
field. Table 1.1 lists the experiments performed for this dissertation and their locations in the text.
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We begin our discussion of related work by describing existing emergency guidance technology and
its impact on our robot design. We then discuss human behavior in emergency scenarios. Following
this, we explain our conception of trust (following Wagner’s work [78]) and then list related studies
in the field of human-robot trust. We conclude with several studies of human-robot interaction that
use similar methodologies to our own.
2.1 Existing Emergency Guidance Technology
To facilitate an orderly evacuation, robot guides should be designed such that it is obvious they are
pointing evacuees towards an exit. Inspiration for our robots was taken from several studies on exit
sign design. A NIST report confirmed previous studies which found that luminosity is a large factor
in visibility (some of their observers suggested it is the largest factor) [21]. No recommendation could
be made about other factors involved in an exit sign, as some observers preferred one particular style
and others preferred another. The color red was preferred to green, however the authors mention
that this could be due to familiarity with the color or differing brightness levels. We use red in our
designs because our robots are designed for use in North America where red exit signs are popular.
Another study evaluated several different exit signs in use at the time, but did not reach many
conclusions despite testing in normal conditions and smokey conditions [57]. They determined that
color, brightness, and size of the sign mattered, but could only recommend that signs be as large
and bright as possible. They found that exit signs in North America were usually red while those in
Europe were usually green. Green signs typically allow for a greater luminosity, but easy recognition
is also important, so the study could not give a firm recommendation on color.
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Exit signs also must consider people with disabilities. This is an area where robots could be
of great benefit as they can approach those who have vision problems. A study was performed
where people in assisted living facilities rated the visibility of various exit signs [12]. Many of their
participants had vision problems. This paper had some surprising results as it shows that people
with a vision disability can recognize an exit sign at about the same distance as those without vision
disabilities (mean of 13.9-14.6 meters, depending on the sign, for those with disabilities, 14.5-14.7
meters otherwise). The study found that people can recognize an exit sign at a point several meters
past where they can read the word “EXIT”. In Chapters 4 and 5 we present guidance robots that
use elements of the designs recommended by the above studies.
2.2 Human Behavior in Emergencies
Several studies have been performed on how people react in specific emergency situations [32, 27,
71, 14]. A report analyzed the 1993 World Trade Center bombing and found that occupants of the
two towers were generally reluctant to exit in a timely fashion [27]. Many preferred to stay on their
floor awaiting further instructions instead of evacuating, even after fire alarms sounded. Occupants
were reportedly surprised that they had to wait for several hours for firefighters to arrive on their
floor to provide further instructions. This further motivates the need for automated assistance in
emergencies and presents evidence that people do not always take fire alarms seriously.
In related after-disaster research, Helbing et al. analyzed video of crowds panicking during the
2006 Hajj in Mecca, Saudi Arabia [34]. The researchers plotted the position and velocity of each
person in the area immediately in front of a bridge entrance. From this, they determined when
the crowd transitioned from laminar to stop-and-go or turbulent flows. Using this data, they made
several recommendations to the Saudi Arabian government to improve the flow of pedestrians and
reduce the number of casualties. These recommendations included making certain pathways one-
way, discouraging stops on walkways, and tracking the number of people in each area. This work
was a continuation of past research that defined a social force model to describe human walking
movements [35, 38]. Other researchers have noticed differences in walking behavior between cultures
and developed a model sensitive to that variable [28]. This body of work shows the importance of
affecting crowd behavior early, while it is still in a laminar flow mode, in order to avoid injuries.
One study interviewed 128 survivors from a fire in the Solarium of the Summerland Leisure
Complex in 1973 [71]. The researcher found that individuals with strong ties to a group were less
likely to panic and try to escape in a selfish way than previously thought. They found that families
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and groups of friends were more likely to make escape choices that were better for the group as a
whole. Sometimes, particularly tight groups would make escape choices that benefitted the group
despite great risk to the individual making the choice. For example, parents tend to refuse to leave
a burning building without their children. This study showed that some families that were not
together at the onset of the emergency still found each other and exited as a group. The affiliate
behavior was greatly dependent on the closeness of the group. Families were much more likely to
stay together, close friends somewhat less and casual acquaintances (such as those who met at the
resort) were unlikely to stay together at all. We develop a computational model of evacuee behavior
based on this research in Section 3.2.
The previous research has shown how people in groups move through crowds in an emergency,
but another study experimented with what exit individuals chose in a simulated emergency [7].
The researcher recruited volunteers for a simulated emergency situation at an IKEA store. Each
volunteer was given a headset which played an alarm and gave instructions to evacuate as quickly
as possible. The study found that when volunteers could see closed exit doors nearby they preferred
to go out through the front of the store, but when they could see an open exit door (such that they
could see outdoors) then they were more likely to exit through the open door regardless of distance.
This shows the difficulty in convincing people to follow evacuation plans with existing technology.
Several experiments have been performed to determine the best way to evacuate airplanes during
emergencies. During one test, researchers identified the impact of aisle width on time to evacuate
through over-wing exits [49]. They determined that wider aisles (up to approximately 20 inches)
allowed more people to evacuate. Greater than 20 inches of width and the aisle became wider than
the exit itself, so evacuees assumed that more than one person could leave at a time. This was
not possible due to the width of the exit door, so this caused a bottleneck in the exit row. The
researchers also examined what happened when volunteers were given extra incentive to evacuate
quickly. This incentive was an additional $7.75 over their pay as volunteers if they could be among
the first 50% to evacuate. For over-wing exits, this actually increased the mean time for evacuation.
Some volunteers pushed through bottlenecks to get out faster, which delayed the group as a whole.
Volunteers also climbed over seats (the researchers note that participants climbed over seats occupied
by other participants at the risk of injuring both parties) to jump ahead in the line. Researchers have
also examined passenger confusion about the operation of exit doors [72]. These studies were helpful
in determining the motivations to give to participants in our experiments. The studies showed that
a small amount of money can produce highly motivated behavior in participants.
Several simulators, similar to those we present in Chapter 3, have been created to help design
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buildings and new technology to reduce evacuation time. The ESCAPES simulator was used to
model the Los Angeles airport in order to aid security efforts to streamline emergency procedures
[73, 74]. Another simulator modeled the Station Nightclub fire of 2003 to help researchers understand
which factors contributed to the high casualty rate [19]. A computational model of evacuation that
studied the destructive forces of a crowd has been created, but not evaluated in reference to real-
world emergencies yet [52]. These simulators tend to be either proprietary or designed for a single
scenario, so we were not successful in using any in our research, despite our best efforts to contact
the researchers who created them. Instead, we examined the literature created about each simulator
to inform our own simulator designs in Chapter 3.
2.3 Conceptualizing Trust
Numerous researchers have proposed conceptions of trust that range from computational implemen-
tations of cognitive processes [17], to neurological changes in reciprocity games [42], to a probability
distribution over an agent’s actions [30]. Other researchers consider trust to have multiple forms,
depending on the actors and environment [36]. After a review of the available literature, Lee and See
conclude that trust is the attitude that an agent will help achieve an individual’s goals in a situation
characterized by uncertainty and vulnerability [44]. Building from Lee and See’s definition of trust
Wagner states that trust is “a belief, held by the trustor, that the trustee will act in a manner that
mitigates the trustor’s risk in a situation in which the trustor has put its outcomes at risk” [78].
2.3.1 Representing Interactions
Outcome matrices are a useful tool for formally conceptualizing social interaction. These matrices (or
normal-form games in the game theory community) explicitly represent the individuals interacting
as well as the actions they are deliberating over. The impact of each pair of actions chosen by
the individuals is represented as a scalar number or outcome. For interactions involving trust, it
is common to label one individual as a trustor and the other as a trustee. An example using the
Investor-Trustee game (see [42] for an example) is presented in Figure 2.1. The investor (or trustor)
has the choice of investing $10 with the trustee or not. If the investor does decide to invest, the
investment triples according to the rules of the game and the trustee can decide how much to return.
In this simplified version of the game, the trustee only has two options: return an even split or take
all of the money. As this example shows, outcome matrices can be used to create a simple, numerical
representation of a social interaction where risk can be analyzed with ease.
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Figure 2.1: An example outcome matrix is depicted formally and as an investment game. The risk
associated with the trustee’s action can be approximated by subtracting the values on the right in
the invest $10 columns.
2.3.2 Conditions for Situational Trust
The outcome matrix representation can be used to formally represent the types of situations that
have long been used in trust research [40]. The investment game, for example, presents an investor
with some amount of money. The investor must decide whether to invest the money with a trustee
or not. If the investor chooses to invest, the money invested appreciates to some larger amount.
The trustee must then decide what amount to return to the investor. Figure 2.1 depicts an example
game. Investment games such as this have become the de facto method for investigating trust by
the trust research community [42]. While we continue to use this trust game as an example in this
section, we instead choose to use emergency evacuations as our trust situation for this dissertation
because of the heightened risk involved in a choice that could affect a person’s survival.
In the matrix presented in Figure 2.1, for example, the investor has a choice: she can choose to
invest or not to invest. Likewise, the trustee can choose to return some amount of money or not to
return any money. Although the matrix is a specific example of a situation involving trust, we can
easily abstract away the actions that the actors are deliberating over to develop a series of conditions
for trust. These conditions (see Figure 2.2), which are derived from our working definition for trust,
can be used to segregate outcome matrices into those that require trust on the part of a trustor and
those that do not [77].
2.4 Human-Robot Trust
Much of the current research in human-robot trust can trace its roots to human-automation research
over the last few decades. Muir developed a model for the trust a person places in a machine based
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Figure 2.2: The conditions for trust derived from Wagner’s definition for trust are shown above with
examples from the Investor-Trustee game.
on sociological definitions of trust [48]. The model states that trust is a set of expectations that the
machine will be technically competent, responsible, and will act in good faith.
In related human-automation research, Parasuraman and Riley identify reasons that operators
use automation or not in certain situations [54]. They identify many positive uses, where the
automation is used as designed by operators, but also describe situations where operators misused or
abused automation and where operators did not use technology when it could have been beneficial.
In general, operators used automation technology in appropriate situations when they were well-
informed about its benefits and risks, but over-relied on it when overloaded or poorly trained.
Likewise, operators did not use automation when it raised too many false alarms or when they
perceived the likelihood of error (caused by operator or machine) as higher with the machine than
without. The authors make an important note that, at some level, trust in an automated system
actually means trust in the designer of the automated system. As such, a robot that has been
designed by a top research institute to perform a guidance task in an emergency might be more
trustworthy in that situation than a robot without those features, regardless of the robot’s prior
performance.
Lyons and Stokes continue this field of research with a study that showed participants in their
experiment relied on automation technology more as the risk of the scenario increased, even though
the real-world incident (involving an airplane collision) that motivated their study was caused by
under-use of automation [45]. This demonstrates that people will tend to trust automation, such as
a robot, more if they perceive the risk of their situation to be high.
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In a review of existing human-automation trust research, Hoff and Bashir propose a three layered
model of trust: the disposition of the operator/participant to trust the system, the situational factors
that affect trust (such as the risk), and the learned factors (such as prior robot performance). They
recommend that automated technology use anthropomorphic qualities and exhibit polite behavior
to engender trust. They found that greater transparency and ease of use also increased participant
trust in the experiments they surveyed.
A survey of human-robot trust research found that prior robot performance had the greatest
impact on trust in the robot [33]. Other attributes of the robot, such as its appearance, had a small
correlation to trust. This motivated our use of robot performance to bias participants for or against
trusting the robot in Chapters 6 and 7. Environmental factors, such as the task performed in the
experiment, were also found to have an effect on participant trust, which we further investigate in
Section 6.3.
Following this work, Yagoda and Gillan developed a scale to measure the amount of trust in
a human-robot system [82]. The scale gives several statements about user, sensor, effector, and
automation reliability and predictability, each of which are rated on a Likert scale. As described in
Section 2.3, our definition of trust is concerned with one agent putting his or her outcomes at risk in
the hands of another. As such, we prefer to record participant actions to determine if participants
trust our robot, rather than give participants a questionnaire about system reliability.
Related research has focused on the factors that participants indicate affect their trust in a robot
[16]. Carlson et al. finds that reliability and reputation impact trust in surveys of how people view
robots. Again, in contrast to surveys, we use immersive simulations and real-world experiments to
record a person’s actual behavior during an interaction involving trust. We also focus on initial
interactions with a robot, rather than trust that has been built over a long history. In additional
research testing the relationship between trust and a robot’s performance, van der Brule et al.
presented two experiments that asked participants to observe videos of a robot or interact with
a virtual robot that exhibited two different levels of motion fluency and two different levels of
performance [76]. The authors found that performance had a significant effect on participant trust
levels, but that motion fluency did not affect trust in the robot when participants interacted with
the robot (as opposed to when they only observed it).
Desai et al. performed several experiments related to human-robot trust which are well-regarded
by the human-robot interaction community [23, 24, 39, 25, 22]. This group performed experiments
on two different university campuses to determine the effect of robot reliability on an operator’s
decision to trust the robot. Participants were given the option to interrupt autonomous operation of
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the robot and take manual control at any time during a search and rescue task. The experimenters
measured the number of incorrect paths taken by the robot, the number of obstacles hit by the
robot, and the number of victims recorded by the operator. Participants were rewarded with a
larger compensation for a better performance. The researchers found that trust in the robot was
decreased by poor robot performance, but that trust could be regained if the robot performed better
in later parts of the experiment. In a later experiment, they found that if the robot warned operators
that it would have reduced reliability in the near future then operators would take manual control
without losing their trust in the robot. In contrast to the work by Desai et al., our work and the
emergency evacuation scenario we investigate does not afford an opportunity for the human to take
control of the robot. Instead, we are examining situations when people must choose to either follow
the guidance of a robot or not. While this still explores the level of trust a person is willing to place
in an autonomous robot, we believe that the difference between an operator’s perspective on trust
and an evacuee’s perspective on trust is significant. The evacuee cannot affect the robot in any way
and must choose between his or her own intuition and the robot’s instructions.
Mason et al. use a maze environment to explore the impact of robot reliability on participant
decisions to follow the robot [46]. Many of the study’s findings, however, are inconclusive. Although
their work bears some conceptual similarities, the research we present here is focused on investigating
the impact of trust on a person’s decision-making during high-risk situations, such as emergency
evacuation.
Researchers have also examined a human’s decision to follow a robot’s directions. Bainbridge
et al. found that participants were likely to follow odd and potentially destructive instructions
from a robot under certain conditions [6, 5]. Our research does not examine odd or destructive
instructions, but does investigate the factors that influence a person’s decision to follow instructions
from a robot in an emergency situation. Their work indicates that participants are predisposed to
following instructions from a robot, even though their study involved little or no perceived risk to
the participants themselves.
Salem et al. performed an experiment to determine the effect of robot errors on unusual requests
[65]. They found that participants still completed the odd request made by the robot in spite of
errors. In their work, robot errors consisted of navigation malfunctions and incorrectly following
a request from the participant, but the requests did not necessarily involve any of the those same
functions of the robot. Thus, participants could have believed that the robot’s navigational system
was malfunctioning, but that it was otherwise competent. In our work, we strive to have the robot
commit errors that are clearly related to functions that participants would depend on in a trust
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situation so that we can attempt to bias participants for or against trusting the robot.
2.5 Human-Robot Interaction
Considerable research has focused on using robots for search and rescue applications. Bethel and
Murphy studied how volunteers reacted to rescue robots in a simulated urban disaster [9, 50]. They
created several recommendations for how robots should approach, contact, and interact with the
victims. For the approach and other motions, the researchers suggest using smooth acceleration
and deceleration. In contrast, robots are usually jerky when moving in an unknown environment.
The researchers also suggested using blue lighting around the robot to convey a sense of calm. For
interaction, they note that there are several different “zones” where the robot can be: the intimate
zone (0 to 0.46 meters), the personal zone (0.46 to 1.22 meters), the social zone (1.22 to 3.66 meters)
and the public zone (further than 3.66 meters). Robots are assumed to stay in the social zone or
closer. To communicate, the researchers assumed that the robots would have to be in the intimate or
personal zones. They suggested using voice communication to reassure the victim and music when
there is no information to communicate. More recent work has extended this to aerial vehicles [26].
This body of work provides guidelines for where an emergency guidance robot should be placed to
communicate effectively.
Simulated emotions have also been tested to see how they can improve human responses when a
robot instructs a human to leave a room due to an unexpected emergency [47]. This work began by
using videos posted online to determine if humans could understand the emotions being displayed by
the robot [55]. The robot gave clear, verbal instructions aided by emotional actions, so participants
were only tested on their ability to understand the robot’s emotional actions and comply with
its requests. We used a similar approach starting with crowdsourcing and ending with laboratory
studies to test robot understandability and refine our guidance robot designs in Chapter 5 . Studies
in non-verbal robot communications have found that robots and humans work better in teams when
the robot performs non-verbal cues and gestures during the interaction [13]. This inspired our work
in Chapter 5 to develop non-verbal methods of communicating information across a distance to
evacuees.
Orkin and Roy were inspired by early chatbots, such as ELIZA, to create a game to simulate
interactions between two people in a restaurant by crowdsourcing on the internet [51]. Participants
would join the game and randomly be assigned as either a waiter or a client. Then they would
proceed to interact as if they were in an actual restaurant. The researchers noted that participants
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typically took the game seriously and acted as if they were in a real social situation. The experiment
generated considerable data related to responses to typical prompts in the environment. Participants
were solicited through blogs, web postings, emails and social media. A total of 3,355 participants
played 5,200 games over several months and completed a survey afterwards. Other research has
expanded on this crowdsourced data gathering process to help train a robot for a space mission [20].
The simulation involves two participants on a simulated Mars base, one as the robot and one as the
astronaut.
Other researchers have explored the difference between various robot-presence paradigms in dif-
ferent research areas. Related work has found that participants are generally unlikely to follow
“unusual requests,” such as throwing textbooks in the trash, given by a remote presence robot as
compared to a physically present robot [6]. Other work has found that physically present robots are
rated better than their virtual or remote counterparts at coaching tasks [79]. In [70], robots were
more effective in influencing human participants for 3D tasks, but virtual agents were more effective
for 2D tasks. Another study found that virtual agents and physical agents both had their benefits
and problems when conducting discussions with participants about health topics [56]. This gives ev-
idence that robots must be present to have a social effect on human participants in real-world tasks.
A study that compared responses to videos of a robot approaching a human actor with real-world
responses to a robot approaching a participant found little difference in the methodologies [80].
2.6 Robots in Emergency Evacuations
In previous evacuation robot research, robots with directional audio beacons [68] were deployed in
optimal positions to reach as many people as possible [69]. These robots were shown to decrease
the total amount of time to evacuate in a simulation of an emergency. Physical robots were also
deployed in a building to show that the system can automatically redeploy due to the loss of a robot.
This research focused on using the robots primarily as static beacons to attract attention to the best
exit. The placement of robots was tested in an experiment where some robots failed in their mission,
but a human subject experiment was not performed. We expand on this idea by determining the
level of trust a participant would place in such a robot, as well as by developing visual methods of
communication for emergency guidance robots.
Following our initial work on emergency guidance robots (Chapters 3 and 4), others have devel-
oped simulators to test different algorithms for robots in emergency scenarios [83, 11]. Zhang and
Guo used potential fields to model the physical environment during a fire emergency and simulated
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evacuees in a manner similar to ours in Section 3.2 [83]. Boukas et al. developed a new crowd
modeling technique using cellular automata and tested it by having a robot provide guidance to
human participants in a simulated evacuation [11]. Participant trust in the robot was not evaluated
and the authors did not report motivating participants to find an exit quickly. Instead, the authors
used this experiment to validate their prior simulations on crowd movement. Additionally, other
researchers have created a 3D simulator for evaluating human-robot trust in emergency scenarios,
similar to those we present in Chapters 6 and 7, but have not used the simulator in a human subject
experiment [3]. This group has previously performed work in a social interface for human-machine
trust [4], trust in human-robot teamwork [2], and using simulated emotions to engender trust [1].
As stated above, significant work has been performed by other researchers to understand the
motivations of evacuees in emergencies. We use this work to make computational models of evacuees
in Chapter 3 so that we can evaluate the effect of robots in large-scale evacuations. Other researchers
have also developed robots that aid emergency personnel in rescuing people after a disaster scenario.
Instead, our work focuses on providing guidance to evacuees before a building collapses, in the hope
that fewer victims will need to be rescued later. Chapters 4 and 5 focus on our development of these
robots. To this point, the field of human-robot trust has focused on the trust an operator places in
a robot. We use this work as a starting point, but our work tests the level of trust a person will






If we are to study the decisions made by humans in short-term, high-risk situations while interacting
with a robot then we must first understand the behavior of humans in these situations without
robots. Emergency evacuation is a problem in this domain that is very well studied. For example,
shouting “FIRE” in a crowded movie theater can cause many injuries and even deaths from the
subsequent rush to the exits. In a real fire, with smoke and alarms, the chaos is even worse. Even
simulated emergencies can cause injuries to volunteers [49, 72]. Also, consider two evacuations, both
caused by fires, that are particularly well documented: the 1973 Summerland Leisure Complex Fire
and the 2003 Station Nightclub Fire. To understand the behavior of humans in high-risk, time-
critical situations, we created a computational model of group behavior during evacuations and a
model of information propagation among evacuees using reports from these two disasters. Based on
these reports and our own simulations, we have identified critical tasks that robots could perform
to aid human evacuation. This leads to the first contribution of this work:
Developed a model of group affinity and information propagation between evacuees in
emergency situations and evaluated the model with automated evacuation guides.
3.2 Group Affinity in Emergencies
In this section, we created a model of human evacuation behavior ranging from high to low affinity
groups based on work discussed in Chapter 2 [71]. We then utilized this model to evaluate the effect
on an evacuation when a guide robot assists.
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Figure 3.1: High affinity rule priorities
Figure 3.2: Low affinity rule priorities
3.2.1 Model of Human Evacuation Behavior
Rules for the human evacuation model were defined such that humans would find other humans,
move towards exits or exit signs and follow evacuation guidance robots. Rules had priorities (see
Figures 3.1 and 3.2) based on which rule people are likely to follow in each situation. The highest
priority rule that could be executed was followed in each situation.
High affinity groups (such as families) first search for other members of their own group before
attempting to exit. This rule superseded all other rules, including those that would allow the
individual to exit sooner. The next rule defined how humans assembled as a group, regardless of
affinity. Lower affinity groups use this as a first rule, while higher affinity groups would follow this
rule only after their group was assembled. This rule is similar to actual behaviors during emergencies
where people tend to crowd together in hopes of finding an exit. This behavior also means that as
humans tend to move toward an exit, other humans who cannot see the exit but who can see the
humans leading the group will tend to move towards safety.
The model suggests that humans will follow a robot as soon as the robot is seen. We assume
that people will treat the robot as a mobile exit sign and head directly towards it while trying to
maintain some group cohesion with nearby humans and family groups. Similarly, the model has a
rule that humans will proceed directly to an exit as soon as it is seen. High affinity groups make
sure that others in their group are likely to see (and thus exit) before they exit themselves. This
assumes that the humans know that the exit leads directly outside (see [7]).
The lowest priority rule for the model is that a human would panic. This rule would only be
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Figure 3.3: Evacuation robot rule priorities
executed when no humans, exits, or robots are near enough to be seen. This rule models how people
move randomly (if at all) in a panic. Placing it at the lowest priority is justified by assertions in
related work that humans do not actually panic in an emergency [71].
3.2.2 Evacuation Guidance Robot Behavior
A rule-based behavior was created for the evacuation robots with priorities applicable in each situ-
ation. The robot’s first priority is to search for as many evacuees as possible. To accomplish this,
it moves towards nearby humans. Once the robot reaches the humans, it begins to head toward
the nearest exit. If the robot moves too far from its group of evacuees, it goes back for humans
that might not be able to see it any more. Once the humans start to exit, the robot starts to move
towards the back of the group of humans so that it can guide those who may not be able to see the
exit yet. Once all humans within sensor range have been evacuated, the robot explores to find more
evacuees. The priorities for these rules can be seen in Figure 3.3.
3.2.3 Experimental Setup
As a first simulation, we wanted to test the effect of emergency guidance robots on high and low affin-
ity groups moving around a large room. Humans and robots were each simulated with a rule-based
planner and simple trajectory planning. Each entity was allowed to move one unit of distance (0.14
meters) each iteration (0.1 seconds). Four exits were placed in the 500 by 500 unit (approximately
70 meter by 70 meter) environment, one at each corner. The simulation was run for 1000 iterations
(enough time for an entity to cross the width of the environment twice, 100 seconds). Two versions
of the simulation were run: one with robots and one without. The percentage of humans evacuated
in this time was used as a metric.
3.2.3.1 Human Simulations
Humans were assumed to have full 360 degree awareness of objects near them. They had a sight
range of 100 units (15 meters) to see lighted objects, such as robots and exit signs, but only 50 units
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(7.5 meters) for other humans. This was based on research that suggests people can recognize a
lighted exit sign from a much greater distance than they could recognize another object [12]. A total
of 100 simulated humans were split into 20 groups with random sizes in a Gaussian distribution with
mean of five and standard deviation of two individuals. Each group was given a random affinity
value between zero and one. The groups were placed in the environment on a Gaussian distribution
centered at a random point with a 50 unit (7.5 meter) standard deviation in each dimension so
that most members of the group would be visible to most other members. Each human’s behavior
depended on their group affinity, the proximity of humans around them, visible exit signs, and
nearby robots.
High Affinity Groups Groups were randomly classified as close-knit groups, such as families.
These humans’ highest priority was to find the other members of their group. As a first choice, group
members would proceed to the average position of the other members of their group, regardless of
their distance. They would ignore all other humans, robots and exits. It was assumed that the
family was able to communicate over larger distances than they could see. Once the group was
together, they would look for an exit. If an exit was within sight then they would proceed to that
exit. If not, they would look for a robot within sight. If they could find a robot, they would proceed
towards that robot as a group. Humans averaged the center of mass of all visible humans with the
center of their family group and the robot’s position to determine their new goal position. If no
robot was found, the human would average their family’s center point with the center of mass of
visible humans and head to that spot. This made human evacuees group together. If no humans or
robots were in range, the human would panic and move randomly. The method to determine a high
affinity group member’s goal can be seen in Algorithm 3.1.
Low Affinity Groups Individuals randomly assigned to the low affinity condition ignored their
group. If an exit was available, they would proceed directly towards it. If a robot was visible, they
would proceed towards the average of the center of mass of any visible humans and the position of
the robot. This produced a line of humans following the robot. If no robots were nearby, the human
would proceed to the center point of the visible humans. Again, if no humans or robots were nearby
then the human would panic and move randomly. The method to determine a low affinity group
member’s current goal can be seen in Algorithm 3.2.
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Algorithm 3.1 High affinity group guidance
groupCentroid = average(all members of group)
humanCentroid =
average(all humans within 50 units)
if dist(groupCentroid, myPosition) > 50:
goal = groupCentroid
else if dist(nearestExit, myPosition) < 100:
goal = nearestExit
else if dist(nearestRobot, myPosition) < 100:
goal = average(nearestRobot, humanCentroid,
groupCentroid)
else if dist(nearestHuman, myPosition) < 50:
goal = average(groupCentroid, humanCentroid)
else:
goal = randomPoint
Algorithm 3.2 Low affinity group guidance
humanCentroid =
average(all humans within 50 units)
if dist(nearestExit, myPosition) < 100:
goal = nearestExit
else if dist(nearestRobot, myPosition) < 100:
goal = average(nearestRobot, humanCentroid)





Algorithm 3.3 Robot guidance
goal = nearestExit
humanCentroid =
average(all humans within 100 units)
if 50 < dist(humanCentroid, myPosition) < 100:
goal = humanCentroid
else if dist(goal, myPosition) < 50:
goal = randomPoint
3.2.3.2 Robot Simulations
Robots were assumed to have sensors that could detect any humans within 100 units (15 meters)
in any direction and were given knowledge of the position of each exit. Four robots were used for
the experiment. They were placed at positions towards the center of the environment. Robots were
given an initial goal of their nearest exit. If no humans were within sensing range, the robot would
proceed towards that goal. If humans were within sensing range, the robot would proceed towards
the center of all visible humans. Once the center of these humans was close (within 50 units, 7.5
meters), the robot proceeded towards the nearest exit. If the center point of humans drifted outside
of the 50 unit range, the robot would turn back to gather the evacuees together again. Once the
robot reached the exit, it would wait for all humans to exit and then head to a random point in
the environment. If it intercepted humans along the way, it would start over and guide them to the
nearest exit. The function to define the robot’s current goal can be seen in Algorithm 3.3.
3.2.4 Results
Twenty runs of this experiment were performed. Figure 3.4 shows the mean percentage of humans
evacuated in 1000 iterations. A one tailed T-Test was performed with t(18)=24.8, p < 0.01.
Robots helped to evacuate many more people than trials without robots; however, the tested
human models do not allow for much exploration, so if they cannot see a robot or an exit sign they
panic. Some interesting behaviors emerged during the simulation, illustrated in the examples in
Figure 3.5. In Figure 3.5a, the robots and humans can be seen at their starting positions. Robots
are shown as red circles. Exits are shown as red squares. Humans of the same group are given the
same color.
In Figure 3.5b the humans can be seen converging on the robots. The interesting point to note
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Figure 3.4: Results of evacuation simulations with and without robots. Error bars represent standard
deviation.
(a) Initial setup (b) Lines forming behind robots (c) More defined lines behind robots
(d) Robots waiting for humans to
exit
(e) Robots looking for more humans
Figure 3.5: Example visualizations from emergency evacuation simulations. Robots are represented
as red circles, humans are represented as other circles (color-coded by group) and exits are shown
as red squares in the corners.
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here is that the humans towards the end of the line cannot see the robot, they are simply following
the group in front of them. This shows that, according to the current model, not every person in a
group needs to be directly led, some will follow others in the hopes that they are heading to safety.
In Figure 3.5c, a relatively straight line can be seen in the top right. Note that this was from a
different run than the previous figure, but it is typical. A narrow ’V’ can be seen in the lower left.
The lower right is more disjoint because the group was less orderly to start with. At this point, the
humans are in the process of exiting. Note the two groups along the left who have missed the robots
and the one straggler along the top.
In Figure 3.5d, most of the humans have exited and the robots are waiting for the last humans in
their immediate area to leave. The robots will oscillate at this step as they move toward stragglers
at the end of the line and then guide them towards the exit.
Finally, in Figure 3.5e, the robots are exploring again to look for survivors. The robot in the top
left has found a straggler and is guiding him or her to the nearest exit.
3.2.5 Discussion
Using a simulation of human behavior during an emergency evacuation, we have shown that emer-
gency guidance robots can have a significant positive effect on survival rates. In this experiment,
we assumed that information would easily flow through a crowd. We also neglected the possibilities
of leaders who would sway the opinions of their group. In the next section, we present a model
of information propagation that accounts for the flow of information in a crowd and simulates the
effect that leaders can have on other evacuees.
3.3 Information Propagation in Emergencies
A fire in a crowded club is a frightening and confusing situation. Where is the nearest exit? Should
the man shouting directions be trusted? Who is believable? Over the years many such fires have
happened in crowded clubs and bars. For example, in The Station Nightclub fire of 2003, emergency
personnel arrived within five minutes of onset of the fire, yet were helpless to prevent one hundred
deaths [32].
For evacuation guidance robots to be effective, they must be trustworthy. Rushed and possibly
panicked evacuees will not follow directions from a source they do not trust. In The Station Nightclub
fire, evacuees followed directions from nightclub employees, policemen, and firemen because they
trusted those sources [32].
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In the previous section we evaluated the use of robots as guides in similar emergencies, but
before considering robot guidance, we must first understand how people communicate necessary
information among each other in an emergency. Information about viable exits must propagate in
some way during an emergency, whether it be directly through verbal communication or indirectly
through gestures and movement. In any reasonably sized group, there will be individuals who will
be thoroughly convinced that their memory of the best exit is correct and thus will not be receptive
to the opinions of surrounding evacuees. We begin by determining what ratio of such true believers
to uncertain individuals were present during The Station Nightclub fire. Then we add guidance
robots to the scenario and vary the percentage of evacuees who believe a robot’s instructions to find
the minimum percentage necessary for significantly better survival rates.
3.3.1 Background Information
Various standards organizations have performed extensive studies after mass casualty evacuation
events. One such study was performed by NIST after a fire in The Station Nightclub killed 100
people [32]. This study decided that two of the main reasons for the high casualty rate was the fast
spread of the fire and a major stampede at the main exit. The fire department was able to respond
within five minutes of ignition, yet the fire was so bad that no firefighters could enter the building
until the entire fire was extinguished. As much assistance as possible was rendered at the exit
points and windows, yet a majority of the people who were able to escape still had injuries requiring
hospitalization and few who escaped more than one minute after the start of the evacuation survived.
The NIST simulations were later corroborated and extended in [19].
Recently, research has examined the influence that committed minorities (or true believers) has
on a larger population of people [81]. The researchers found that just 10% of committed minorities
can sway the entire population and consensus among participants occurs much faster with commit-
ted minorities. They further hypothesize that their results may explain the committed minority
phenomenon that sociologists have noted elsewhere in politics and culture. This work follows other
investigations into social consensus and alignment [29, 18]. We use this work as a starting point for
developing our model of information propagation in evacuations.
3.3.2 Methodology
In order to find the critical percentage of evacuees who need to believe information from an evacuation
robot, we first defined a model for human movement during an evacuation. Next, we defined a
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model for how information about exit locations propagates during the evacuation. True believers
were created to act as people with unswayable beliefs in an exit location. At this point, the model
was tested to determine what ratio of true believers existed in The Station Nightclub fire. Then,
a robot policy was created specifically for our fire simulation. Finally, the information propagation
model was modified to allow robots to give exit beliefs to evacuees. The ratio of humans willing to
believe information given by the robot was varied to determine the effect on survival rates.
3.3.2.1 Simulation Environment
All experiments took place in a simulation of The Station Nightclub fire (the simulation environment
can be seen in Figure 3.7, real nightclub design in Figure 3.6). The nightclub is simulated as the
combined area of the three large rooms: the main room, the sun-room and the bar. No interior
furniture or stages were included. The hallway that caused many of the casualties is simulated as
coming out of the front of the nightclub instead of contained within because the model of human
motion used in this experiment was not robust enough to handle interior walls in an efficient manner.
The main room is 16.6 meters by 10.9 meters and connected to the sun-room by 10.9 meters of open
space [32]. The sun-room is 10.9 meters by 4.6 meters. The bar is 7.6 meters by 8.5 meters and is
connected with the other rooms by a large passage. The main exit is between the sun-room and the
bar. Two emergency exits accessible to patrons were simulated, one from the bar and one from the
west side of the main room.
3.3.2.2 Human Behavior
According to [7], each person in an evacuation has an exit in mind at the start of an emergency.
Most, if not all, people will use the front doors as a first choice. This was modeled by giving each
person a belief that there was an exit (e0) at a two-dimensional Gaussian random perturbation
(g(µ, ) below) from the main entrance (Equation 3.1). If an individual happened to see an exit
along the way, they transferred their exit location belief to that exit. Some individuals are “true
believers” who cannot be easily convinced that their exit is wrong. Other individuals are unsure of
their chosen exit such that they are easily swayed by true believers and those who follow the true
believers. This was modeled using a confidence parameter (c0) where true believers and those who
can directly see exits had 100% confidence and others had 0% confidence initially (Equation 3.2).
e0 = emain + g(µ = 0,  = 4.2). (3.1)
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Figure 3.6: Actual Station Nightclub floor plan
Figure 3.7: Directional information given to humans by robots. Exits are represented as red rectan-







1.0 if true believer
0.0 otherwise
. (3.2)
Each individual finds the unit vector (v̂) from their current position (x
i
) to their chosen exit
(e
i
) at each iteration of the simulation (Equation 3.3). The individual then attempts to move along
that vector at his or her particular speed (s). If this movement causes collision with an obstacle or
another person then the individual perturbs his end goal using Gaussian noise with a mean of 0 and
a standard deviation of 1 distance unit (approximately 112 of a meter) and a step along that path
is again taken. If this perturbation still fails to place the individual in an open area then another
perturbation is applied to the original goal. If ten tries fail to produce an open space then the
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To model the propagation of exit knowledge through evacuees, we assume that individuals are
capable of communicating the information they have about their exit as well as their confidence in
their memory. In a real emergency it is unlikely that every person actually tells each other person
where their exit is, however some information is exchanged by observing the trajectory of another
person and any facial expressions he or she may be exhibiting.
Each person has a neighborhood that sets a range limit on how far information can be exchanged.
Within this neighborhood, each person compares his or her exit with every other person’s exit. The
maximum confidence (c
y
) is chosen as best, according to Equation 3.5. If this maximum confidence
is less than the individual’s confidence (c
i
) then the individual will take the new exit (e) (Equation
3.6). Each time a person accepts a new exit location he or she also accepts the confidence degraded





































This experiment was not designed to test different robot behaviors, so the behavior of the robots was
kept as simple as possible. Each robot was given two locations to oscillate between. Each location
had a corresponding direction that the robots gave the humans. Directions were given with the goal
of keeping people on course to the closest exit while also keeping congestion low at the exit itself.
This was achieved by having the robot alternate between directing people to a holding area and
directing people to a given exit. Holding areas were chosen manually before the simulation. For this
environment, three holding areas were chosen: one in the center, one on the left side of the top wall
and one on the right side of the top wall. These areas were found to be sufficiently spread out to
keep the humans in three groups but sufficiently close to allow individuals to move from the holding
areas to the exit quickly. A holding area was chosen for each exit. Two robots were assigned to the
main entrance and its holding area because the entrance is twice as large as other exits and thus
could handle additional people guided by a second robot. The initial robot positions as well as the
directional information pointing to the holding areas and exits are all shown in Figure 3.7. The
robots were assumed to be simple platforms that could not detect humans as anything but obstacles
and simply worked on timers to change places. Robot obstacle avoidance was implemented in the
same way as the simulated human obstacle avoidance.
3.3.2.5 Human-Robot Information Propagation
For this experiment, we assumed that some humans will believe the robots, but others will ignore
or even consciously disobey. We have modified the human exit information propagation model to
determine how many evacuees must believe the robots to produce a significant change in survival
rate. The humans who do believe the robots (c
r
= 1.0) are modeled such that they become true
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believers in whatever direction the nearest robot is advising. Their exit (e
i+1) is set to whatever
direction the robot is giving (e
r
, Equation 3.8). Their confidence (c
i+1) is set to maximum and they
propagate information to other humans as before (Equation 3.9). In the case where an individual is



























3.3.3 Human to Human Belief Propagation
Before an experiment can be run using robots, we must first determine a valid number of true
believers for The Station Nightclub fire. A simulation of the nightclub and 440 people was created.
3.3.3.1 Experimental Setup
Simulations were initialized with 440 people inside the club. Each person was given the ability to see
exits, robots and humans at a range of 3.5 meters. Each person’s neighborhood was defined as all
other individuals in sight. The confidence degradation constant was set to 0.9. Initial true believers
were varied from 0% to 100% of the population at increments of 10%. Positions at the start of each
experiment were randomized. The random seeds were kept such that each experimental setup could
be run at each variable level. Thirty trials were run for each independent variable combination.
The average human walking speed is approximately 1.4 m/s, so each human was given a speed
within a Gaussian random position about that mean. It is estimated that all survivors evacuated
the nightclub within one minute of the fire alarm, so experiments were run until one minute of
simulated had time passed. Each iteration of the simulation was 116 of a second in simulated time.
The measured results of each test was the number of people who successfully evacuated within 1
minute.
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Figure 3.8: Results of human to human tests
Table 3.1: T-Test results comparing human to human tests and actual survival













The results of the human to human belief propagation tests can be seen in Figure 3.8. As the
percentage of true believers goes up, the number who evacuate goes down. In other words, when
more people listen to the others in their area instead of their own intuition, the survival rate goes
up.
In the actual Station Nightclub fire approximately 220 people were able to escape through the
doors (the others left through broken windows). Only door evacuation was simulated here, so a t-test
was performed (Table 3.1) to see which percentage of true believers had p > 0.05 when compared
with the actual number of survivors. This tells us that the total number of true believers in the
nightclub was likely between 30% and 70%. This is a large range; however, the data taken from the
actual event has a large error margin which prevents limiting the range.
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3.3.4 Robot to Human Belief Propagation
Evacuation robots were added to the simulations with true believer rates not statistically significant
when compared to the actual fire (30% to 70%) to determine what effect the robots had on survival
rates. Tests were also run at 0% and 100% of true believers to determine the effects of robots on
extreme populations.
3.3.4.1 Experimental Setup
For these simulations, humans were randomly chosen to either believe the robots or not. The
percentage of humans who believed the robots was varied between 0% and 100% at 10% increments
for each chosen true believer level.
Each robot was given a set of waypoints to move along to inform as many people as possible.
Each robot was also given directional information to give to each human in range. The directional
information for each robot is shown in Figure 3.7. Two robots were assigned to guide people towards
the front entrance and one was assigned to each side entrance. For this simple robot model, the
directions given were static and time based. The information was selected such that the evacuation
of this particular nightclub would be optimized. It is assumed that any system that implements
this work in the real world would take the time to customize directions based on their particular
evacuation plan.
3.3.4.2 Results
With no true believers, any number of humans believing the robots significantly increased the survival
rate (Figure 3.9a). Table 3.2 shows the p-values as compared to the without robot trial. Every trial
with any humans believing robots was significant at the 0.05 level. Robot believer ratios between
20% and 90% were significant at the 0.001 level.
The results of the 30% true believer test can be seen in Figure 3.9b. Here the robots had a
significant impact on survival rate at the 0.001 level for all robot believer rates 10%-90%.
The results of the 40% true believer test can be seen in Figure 3.9c. The results become significant
when 30% of the people believe the robots. Results at 40% true believers are very similar to those
at 50-70% true believers, so those graphs have been omitted for brevity.
At the 100% true believer level (Figure 3.9d), results are significant starting at 10% robot belief
ratio.
Table 3.2 shows the p-values from the t-tests between each of the conditions at each value with
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(a) Results of robot to human tests at 0% true believer
level
(b) Results of robot to human tests at 30% true believer
level
(c) Results of robot to human tests at 40% true believer
level
(d) Results of robot to human tests at 100% true believer
level
Figure 3.9: Results of selected exemplars of robot to human tests
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Table 3.2: T-Test results of robot to human belief propagation tests compared with non-robot tests
True Believer












0% 0.291 0.114 0.953 0.662 0.352 0.682 0.458
10% 0.007 <0.001 0.107 0.010 0.004 0.360 <0.001
20% <0.001 <0.001 0.118 <0.001 0.001 <0.001 <0.001
30% <0.001 <0.001 <0.001 <0.001 <0.001 <0.001 <0.001
40% <0.001 <0.001 <0.001 <0.001 <0.001 <0.001 <0.001
50% <0.001 <0.001 <0.001 <0.001 <0.001 <0.001 <0.001
60% <0.001 <0.001 <0.001 <0.001 <0.001 <0.001 <0.001
70% 0.001 <0.001 <0.001 <0.001 <0.001 <0.001 <0.001
80% <0.001 <0.001 <0.001 <0.001 <0.001 <0.001 <0.001
90% 0.001 <0.001 <0.001 <0.001 <0.001 <0.001 <0.001
100% 0.005 <0.001 <0.001 <0.001 <0.001 <0.001 <0.001
the corresponding non-robot test.
3.3.5 Discussion
As a lower bound, just 30% of the humans have to believe the robot to increase survivability at a
statistically significant level. As more people believe, we see a dramatic rise in survivability. When
all humans believe the robots, over 100 extra people can make it out within the time limit. If we
extrapolate to include window evacuations during the actual event then it is possible that all people
would have made it out of The Station Nightclub in the 2003 fire if robots were available to help. In
general, standard deviation also dropped when robots were introduced, so more people consistently
made it out.
In extreme cases where either no humans are true believers or where all humans are true believers,
robots have a significant impact on evacuation rates at the lowest level of robot believers tested.
Based on these results, it may be true that evacuation robots will be most helpful in areas where
most people believe they know the best exit, such as an office building. The people would almost all
head to the front entrance, but the robots could guide some to side exits. Likewise, in areas where
the location of the nearest exit is unknown, such as large malls and convention centers, the robots
can provide much needed guidance.
Adding robots to an evacuation introduces the risk that the robots themselves act as obstacles.
For all percentages of true believers, holding robot belief at 0% produced no significant results when
compared to tests when robots are not present. From this, we can conclude that the robots’ presence
had no effect on the simulation unless the people believed in the robots, thus the robots did not
produce a noticeable impediment in the evacuation when they were ignored.
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3.4 Conclusion
Our experiments indicate that only 30% of a group needs to be convinced to follow the robot in
order to save the whole group. By examining group affinity in evacuations we know that robots
must be aware of family groups that will refuse to evacuate without the entire group. Additionally,
the first experiment shows that robots can produce a significant positive effect in an emergency. By
examining after-disaster reports we know that a large percentage of casualties were unable to find
an exit in time or tried to exit through an already congested area. As such, emergency guidance
robots need to communicate understandable guidance instructions in a trustworthy manner to be






In a fire emergency, evacuations are usually triggered by alarms. These alarms have an audible
component (usually a horn or a voice) and a strobe light. The functional purpose of the system is
to provide notification and guidance to facilitate an evacuation in a fire emergency. The goal of the
system is to minimize response time as well as total evacuation time. In current emergency scenarios,
guidance is typically provided visually through exit signs, but notification is provided visually and
audibly using fire alarms. According to the Boyce study [12], exit signs have a maximum visibility
of approximately fifteen meters and, according to the NIST review [21], this is greatly reduced as
smoke fills the room. Exit signs and fire alarms are supplemented by published evacuation plans.
Plans are typically posted in places where people unfamiliar with the building will see them, like
hotel rooms and conference venues. While evacuation plans are usually publicly available and posted
in prominent locations, visitors may not be able to locate them in an emergency and are unlikely to
have studied them prior to an alarm.
In the previous chapter, we established that guidance robots can have a significant positive effect
on emergency evacuations if they are understood and trusted by the evacuees. Designing a robot that
can be understood in such a chaotic environment is not a trivial task. The design must consider that
evacuees will be interacting with the robot in an environment that is potentially smokey, crowded,
noisy, or all three. The design must also appear to be trustworthy to evacuees. Based on a review
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Figure 4.1: Emergency Guidance Robot Prototype 1
of existing emergency guidance technology, two prototype robot designs were created. The designs
included a number of the recommendations from the literature including red and white colors, clear
arrows, and lighted signs. These designs were then evaluated with participants in a virtual simulation
of a fire emergency.
4.2 Design
The first robot was designed with three sides (Figure 4.1). The rear side was designed to be noticeably
narrower than the other two so that the robot’s forward direction was clear. The three sides of the
robot were nearly identical, except for directional arrows. The robot was at least as tall as an adult
human so that it could be seen in a crowd. Each of the top three corners had a downward facing
light to illuminate the area around the robot. These were very bright to help evacuees see where
the robot was and where they were going. Flashing lights and strobes were avoided as the evacuees
were expected to look at the robot as they followed it to an exit.
The most important aspect of the design was the static display featured prominently towards the
top of each side of the robot. This is shown in the diagram as a standard North American exit sign.
The color and style of the sign would be changed based on the location of the robot. In Europe,
this would be a green sign with a figure heading towards the front of the robot. All signs, regardless
of style, had directional arrows that pointed towards the front of the robot. It was assumed that
the front of the robot would always be pointed towards the best exit path. The exit signs were
illuminated brightly from behind, but not so brightly as to blind people within a meter of the robot.
To encourage trust, the robot was designed with red stripes to make it resemble a fire truck.
The robot would need approval from national and local fire safety organizations, so their logos were
shown as large as possible to convince evacuees that the robot was an approved evacuation device.
If possible, the local fire department would put their logo on it as a seal of approval.
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Figure 4.2: Emergency Guidance Robot Prototype 2
A second robot model was created after receiving reviews from other researchers (Figure 4.2).
The changes in this robot were motivated by concerns that the first robot looked like a static sign
when it was still, rather than a dynamic robot. The same white and red colors were used, although
the stripes were not included in this model. The robot had “EXIT” written twice on either side of
its cylindrical body with arrows pointed towards the front. There was a three dimensional arrow
on top also pointed towards the front of the robot. This arrow was in response to comments that
the first robot model’s forward direction was somewhat ambiguous. “Emergency Evacuation Robot”
was written along the back to make the robot’s purpose obvious.
4.3 Evaluation
To evaluate these prototypes, we created a three dimensional environment using the jMonkeyEngine
3 game engine to simulate an emergency and determine to what degree an individual will follow a
robot to a variety of exits. This engine was chosen so that the simulator could be deployed in a web
browser as a Java Applet. A small shopping mall environment and two robot models were created in
Blender. Test subjects started near the front entrance and were instructed to proceed to a highlighted
region towards the back of the mall in their own time. Once the participant entered this region,
smoke filled the mall and the interface displayed the text “FIRE EMERGENCY! EVACUATE!” This
gave the participants time to explore the environment before the emergency, as if they were in a real
mall. The mall was left empty of people and obstacles to better study the effects of one individual in
an emergency. All exits were marked with exit signs in front of the exit and in any hallway leading
to the exit, as in a normal mall.
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Figure 4.3: Map of the mall environment. Exit signs indicate the location of exits. Red arrows
indicate directional exit signs (and the direction they point). The blue circle indicates the starting
position of the participant. The green square indicates the highlighted region.
Figure 4.4: Participant view at start of simulation. Highlighted region is immediately ahead.
4.3.1 Environment Model
A small shopping mall environment was created to test the prototypes (Figure 4.3). Three exits
were created to give the participant a choice during simulations. The exits were each approximately
the same distance from the highlighted region. Each exit was marked with exit signs at each corner.
The front exit was just behind the starting position of the participant (Figure 4.4). This gave the
appearance of the participant entering a mall through the main doors. Another exit was to the
left approximately halfway down the main area of the mall. The final exit was along a corridor
immediately to the right of the highlighted region. Without any additional guidance and with no
smoke obstruction, the participant was expected to move straight towards the large exit in front.
Some attempt was made to give the appropriate atmosphere to the simulator by adding store-
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Figure 4.5: Participant view at start of emergency.
fronts and textures along the wall, floor and ceiling. A simple outdoor scene could be seen out of
each door, along with some sunlight. A patterned texture was used on the floor and ceiling so that
the participant would have a sense of motion as they moved through the scene.
Smoke was added to the model by using the game engine’s fog mechanism with a dark gray color.
The smoke level was set such that walls were just visible across the large hallway. A view of the
simulation after smoke was added is in Figure 4.5.
Participants controlled the simulator with the arrow keys. Up and down were used to traverse,
left and right were used to turn.
4.3.2 Robot Behaviors
Both robots followed the same control policy. The robots were assumed to have a holonomic drive
such that they could point towards the desired exit regardless of their direction of travel. Robots
were given a list of targets at which to point for each exit scenario. The targets were set at each
corner along the desired path and at the final exit. The robot could choose between five positions
in front of the participant’s view: far left, middle left, center, middle right and far right. The robot
chose whichever position was closest to the desired target and pointed towards that target. The robot
attempted to stay within the social zone of the participant with a proportional velocity controller.
The maximum speed of the robot was set at three times the maximum speed of the participant.
4.3.3 Hypotheses
Our first hypothesis was that evacuation times would be faster with a robot present than without.




0-X No robot appears
1-F Robot 1 appears and instructs the participant to proceed to the front exit
1-L Robot 1 appears and instructs the participant to proceed to the left exit
1-R Robot 1 appears and instructs the participant to proceed to the right exit
2-F Robot 2 appears and instructs the participant to proceed to the front exit
2-L Robot 2 appears and instructs the participant to proceed to the left exit
2-R Robot 2 appears and instructs the participant to proceed to the right exit
designed these robots and behaviors with that in mind (Chapter 3). Our next hypothesis was that
Robot 1 would be better received than Robot 2 in the survey results. Our intuition was that Robot
1 presented a greater sense of urgency to the participant and thus was a better evacuation robot.
We included Robot 2 in this experiment to test this intuition. Our final hypothesis was that most
participants would follow the robot initially, but few (if any) participants would follow every time.
We expected that the first time the robot appeared the participant would follow it out of curiosity.
Some participants were likely to follow it several more times out of trust. Eventually, the robot
would go in a direction that the participant did not think was safe, or the participant would become
fatigued with the test and proceed on his or her own course.
4.3.4 Experiment Procedure
Each participant was asked to complete seven total scenarios, presented in random order (Table 4.1).
Volunteers were solicited by sending an announcement with a link to the interactive simulations via
email. Volunteers performed the test on personal computers outside of a lab environment.
Each scenario ended when the participant reached an exit. Participant and robot (when appli-
cable) positions were recorded at 0.5 second intervals. The time at the start of the scenario, time
at the start of the emergency and time when the participant reached an exit were all recorded for
each scenario. After all of the scenarios, participants were given a short survey (Table 4.2). All




Fifteen volunteers completed all seven scenarios. Any volunteers who completed fewer than all
scenarios were excluded from the results presented below. As can be seen in Figure 4.6, every
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Table 4.2: Survey Questions
Label Question Response
Q1 In what year were you born? Short answer
Q2 What is your gender? Multiple choice
Q3 What is your occupation? Short answer
Q4 I am comfortable with using new technology Likert Scale
Q5 I believe firefighters are trustworthy guides in a fire emergency Likert Scale
Q6a Robot 1 [accompanied by picture] looked like a trustworthy guide. Likert Scale
Q6b How could this robot’s appearance be improved to encourage evacuees to follow it? Short Answer
Q7a Robot 1 acted like a trustworthy guide. Likert Scale
Q7b How could this robot’s behavior/motion be improved to encourage evacuees to follow it? Short Answer
Q8a I followed Robot 1. Likert Scale
Q8b Why or why not? Short Answer
Q9a Robot 2 [accompanied by picture] looked like a trustworthy guide. Likert Scale
Q9b How could this robot’s appearance be improved to encourage evacuees to follow it? Short Answer
Q10a Robot 2 acted like a trustworthy guide. Likert Scale
Q10b How could this robot’s behavior/motion be improved to encourage evacuees to follow it? Short Answer
Q11a I followed Robot 2. Likert Scale
Q11b Why or why not? Short Answer
Q12a During this simulation, I acted as if I were in a real emergency. Likert Scale
Q12b Why or why not? Short Answer
Q13 What would make the simulation more realistic? Short Answer
Q14 Is there anything else that would encourage you to follow a robot in an emergency? Short Answer
Q15 Please list any other comments here Short Answer
participant followed the robot at least twice. Five participants followed the robot in every scenario
where a robot appeared. In general, participants followed the robot for the first few scenarios and
then tended to leave by the left exit. This is most likely because they were frustrated from running
many similar scenarios and perceived the left exit to be the closest from the highlighted region.
Three of the robot scenarios show a trend (p < 0.1 using a paired t-test) of allowing participants
to evacuate faster when robots were present (see Figure 4.7 and Table 4.3). It should be noted that
the averages include those participants who did not follow the robot, so we expect that a larger
sample size would allow us to find significant results that show that following the robot produces a
faster evacuation. There are no statistically significant results for scenarios between robots (Table
4.4), but the results for the front and right exits show a general trend where evacuation is faster
with Robot 2.
4.3.5.2 Quantitative Survey Results
All volunteers reported being male students between the ages of 20 and 32 (mean of 24). Participants
rated their level of comfort with technology at a mean of 6.1 and rated the trustworthiness of
firefighters in an emergency at a mean of 6.9. Participants rated the two robots as essentially the
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Figure 4.6: Number of scenarios where participants followed a robot
Figure 4.7: Average time from start of emergency to exit
Table 4.3: P-Values between no-robot scenario time to exit and other scenarios.
Robot Scenario P-Value
1 Front Exit 0.287
1 Left Exit 0.029
1 Right Exit 0.166
2 Front Exit 0.073
2 Left Exit 0.052
2 Right Exit 0.911
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Figure 4.8: Survey Results
same on the Likert scale, with responses ranging from 5.1 to 5.6 on a seven point scale (Figure
4.8). Some participants failed to respond to some questions (Figure 4.5). It is unknown why the
participants failed to respond. The realism of the simulation was rated with a mean of 4.7.
4.3.5.3 Qualitative Survey Results
Most of the free response comments given were constructive criticisms to help improve the design
of the robots and simulation. The most consistent critique was that the robot would often move










past a nearby exit to guide them to a further exit. Most participants realized this was by design as
part of the experiment, but suggested that the robot should give some reason for not going to the
nearest exit. Several participants suggested that including other evacuees would make the simulation
more realistic. Five participants suggested that a more complicated environment would increase the
necessity of a robot guide. Six participants said that they followed the robots until they understood
the environment better, then took whichever way seemed fastest. One participant suggested that
some sort of scoring system could be added to encourage a fast evacuation.
Robot 1 was generally well received, but several comments were made for improving its appear-
ance. One participant commented that it looked like a “candy cane” and that it could be improved by
adding explicit information that the robot was serving an emergency purpose. Several participants
suggested that lights or strobes should be included on the robot. Most participants mentioned that
audio notifications would help to increase the urgency of the emergency and help give guidance to
evacuees. Three participants specifically noted that the exit signs on the side of the robot encouraged
them to follow it.
Despite its slightly higher score on the Likert statements, Robot 2 received more negative com-
ments. Several of the comments about the addition of lights and audio were repeated. One partici-
pant felt that the robot resembled a trash can. One participant noted that the robot was easier to
lose in the smoke, but suggested that adding some color to it would fix that. Several participants
mentioned that it was hard to tell which direction was forward, but some noted the same about
Robot 1.
Two participants mentioned differences in actions between the two robots despite their identical
programming. One thought that Robot 2 was faster and thus more trustworthy. One thought that
one of the robots (he did not specify which) was attempting to deceive him. Two participants were
confused because the robot turned too often. Four participants noted that the robot lost their trust
when it passed a clearly marked exit in favor of one further away.
4.3.6 Discussion
Many of the comments given by the volunteers were used to create the next revision of evacuation




There was virtually no difference in the quantitative reviews between the two robot designs. This
was something of a surprise, but because both robots received favorable reviews we anticipate that
they both have features necessary in an evacuation robot. Thus far, audio has been avoided in the
simulation because there is no guarantee that participants will have the speakers turned up on their
computer. This could be solved by holding participant testing on a lab computer, but the intent
is to distribute the simulator to the public for future testing. In our later work, messages from the
robot were added to the simulator in the form of speech bubbles.
4.3.6.2 Robot Actions
Several participants complained that the robot passed obvious exits; however, that was intentional
to determine how the participant responds to robot guidance so it will not necessarily be changed
in the future. In response to this, we have defined distinct decision points where robots should be
placed to provide guidance in an emergency. Instead of directing an evacuee to the exit, the robot
will move to an intersection and inform participants which hallway to take.
4.3.6.3 Scenario Revisions
The two largest complaints about the simulator were the repetitive scenarios and simplistic envi-
ronment. In Chapter 6, we have pursued a between subjects design that involves each participant
completing a single trial. As an added bonus, participants are less likely to learn a simulation envi-
ronment in their first experience with it, so even simple environments should provide some challenge.
When participants ignored robot guidance they tended to exit through the left door rather than
the front door. This does not agree with [7]; in this experiment, the effect was probably caused by
acclimation to the environment, but Chapter 7 explores this concept further.
4.4 Conclusion
Our first hypothesis was correct in three of the six scenarios. In those scenarios, participants evac-
uated faster with a robot present than without. Our second hypothesis was incorrect: participants
did not rate Robot 1 significantly better than Robot 2. Both robots received favorable reviews on
the Likert scale questions, so elements from both robots were used in later studies. Surprisingly,
one-third of all volunteers followed the robots whenever presented, so our expectations in hypothesis
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three were exceeded. While some of these results are certainly due to the novelty effect of evacuation
robots, we are hopeful that the general public will accept these robots in the event of an emergency.
In previous work (Chapter 3), we have found that a lower bound of 30% of evacuees and an
upper bound of 80% of evacuees must trust guide robots in order to produce significantly better
survivability in an emergency. While our current sample size is too small for solid conclusions,
this experiment has found that all tested individuals are willing to follow the robot in at least two
scenarios and 33% of those tested followed in all scenarios. Thus, these prototypes were somewhat
successful in attracting followers, but not all of their instructions were clear. The next chapter
presents the next iteration of robot designs that use visual information conveyance modalities to





Data from Chapter 3 indicates that conveying guidance information to a small percentage of evacuees
drastically improves survivability. In the last chapter, we presented results indicating that our
prototype robots were initially trusted by humans in a simulated emergency situation but that the
trust levels dropped considerably when participants in the experiments were unable to determine
what the robot was instructing them to do. Building on those results, in this chapter we explore
various visual guidance modalities deployed on mobile robot platforms and their effect on human
understanding of guidance instructions. We also redesigned the prototypes with commercial-off-the-
shelf (COTS) parts to be more effective. We then tested each new design in a virtual environment,
followed by verification tests with remote presence and physical presence robots. This work is in
pursuit of the second contribution:
Developed models for communicating directional information to humans in high-risk,
time-critical situations and identified their correlation to various robot form factors.
5.2 Robot to Human Information Conveyance Modalities
Three methods for conveying guidance information were identified: static signs, dynamic signs, and
arm gestures. These methods were combined on a mobile robot base to form five different platforms
capable of conveying guidance information and one baseline platform with no specialized informa-
tion conveyance ability. These systems were tested by recording simulations of the six platforms
performing each of four different guidance instructions at an instruction point near the evacuee and
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a point further away from the evacuee. Human participants viewed the information conveyed by
the robot then interpreted the instructions and rated the understandability of the information being
conveyed.
5.2.1 Modality Descriptions
This work is focused on methods to convey instructions to victims in a potentially noisy emergency
situation. Some instructions in an emergency are directional: either instructing victims to go to a
particular location or instructing them to stay in place. In this chapter, we only consider a victim
standing in one location observing a robot giving instructions, so one set of instructions that we
believe would be valuable is: 1) proceed to the left or right (we arbitrarily chose left in all cases),
2) proceed forward, 3) turn around, and 4) stay in place. The instructions as conveyed by each
modality are given below.
Mobile Platform A typical mobile platform can convey information even when not equipped
with specialized displays and actuators. Unlike in the previous chapter, we assume that the mobile
platform is non-holonomic but otherwise a fully controllable ground robot. For directional instruction
(left, forward, turn around) the robot first turns in the direction it wishes the human to proceed
and then oscillates about that direction by 30 degrees left and right. In this way it can point in
the general direction that the human should proceed but still indicate that information is being
displayed through action. To instruct the human to stay in place, the robot spins in place.
Static Sign In the previous chapter, we mounted a static sign consisting of an arrow and the word
“Exit” to a holonomic platform and pointed the robot in the direction of the exit. This was both
confusing to the participants and unrealistic on actual platforms, so for this experiment the static
sign only consists of information giving the intent of the robot by displaying the words “Emergency
Guide Robot.” The sign informs participants of the purpose of the robot but does not provide any
specific instructions.
Dynamic Sign A dynamic sign gives the robot the ability to convey situation-dependent informa-
tion including arrows, text, and animations. Such a sign can consist of a tablet or computer monitor
or even a set of LEDs. For the purposes of this work, we assume that the sign will give sufficient
resolution such that it can show English words and simple symbols. For the left and forward di-











(d) Wait Instruction Screens
Figure 5.1: Dynamic Signs Text and Symbols
grow along the direction of the instruction (either left or forward, see Figures 5.1a and 5.1c). To
indicate that the participant should turn around, the sign alternates between the u-turn symbol and
the text “TURN AROUND” (Figure 5.1b). For the stay in place instruction the sign cycles through
three screens: “WAIT,” “STAY HERE,” and a red octagon (Figure 5.1d).
Arm Gestures Arm gestures are frequently used by humans in many different contexts, from
police officers guiding cars to airport personnel directing aircraft to parents guiding children. Arms
also provide the ability to attract attention at a distance by waving. We developed gestures for
robots equipped with a single arm or multiple arms. For these purposes, we assume that the arms
have at least two degrees of freedom: base rotation and at least one bend.
Attention is attracted by a platform with a single arm by holding it upright and waving it
horizontally 20 degrees left and right (Figure 5.2a). For directional instructions, the whole platform
turns to face the direction it wishes the human to proceed and the arm points forward (Figure 5.2b).
The arm then oscillates slightly along the vertical axis to “wave” the participant in the required
direction. For the stay in place instruction the robot faces the participant and waves its arm in the
same manner it used to attract attention from this stationary position.
Multi-arm gestures are very similar to single arm gestures in directional instructions: two arms
wave in the direction in which the participant should proceed. For the stay in place instruction, the
robot faces the participant and alternates between both arms straight up and arms crossed (Figure
5.2c). Attention is attracted by waving upright arms.
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(a) Example of a Single
Arm Waving
(b) Example of a Single Arm Pointing
(c) Example of Multiple Arms Crossing
Figure 5.2: Examples of Arm Gestures. In each case, the arm moves from the solid black position
to the solid gray position in the direction of the dotted arrow.
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Figure 5.3: Robot Guidance Platforms
5.2.2 Hypotheses
We hypothesize that a simple mobile platform will be unable to provide clear guidance instructions
to humans but the addition of information conveyance devices, such as arms or displays, will allow
for increasing understandability. The static sign is not expected to provide any specific guidance
information but the dynamic sign is expected to produce significantly better results for the near case
where text and symbols will be legible. For the far case, the arm gestures are expected to produce
significant increases in clarity, with multi-arm gestures being more understandable than single arm
gestures. Finally, we hypothesize that a combined approach featuring a dynamic sign and multi-arm
gestures will convey guidance information best at both distance levels.
5.2.3 Robot Platforms
The platforms used in our experiment as well as the specific information conveyance devices are
described in this section. We started with a Baseline robot (Figure 5.3a) to test the mobile platform
instructions. We then created the Static Sign platform (Figure 5.3b) to determine if these signs
produced any differences from the Baseline. All further platforms used static signs as well as other
modalities. A Dynamic Sign platform (Figure 5.3c) as well as both Single Arm Gesture (Figure 5.3d)
and Multi-Arm Gesture (Figure 5.3e) platforms were developed to test each of those modalities alone.
Two arms were selected for the multi-arm platform to be as close as possible to human gestures.
A final platform combined a dynamic display with multi-arm gestures to fully test our hypothesis
(Figure 5.3f).
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Mobile Platform All robot platforms were based off of the Willow Garage Turtlebot 2 due to its
ease of use and general availability. The Turtlebot 2 is a 42 cm tall platform with a Kobuki base,
a netbook running ROS for control and a Microsoft Kinect for sensing. The Turtlebot used in this
experiment was simulated with 3D models of all components. This platform was tested without
modification to determine the baseline understandability of guidance instructions.
Static Sign All robots except the Baseline carried signs that declared the robot’s purpose as an
emergency guidance aid. The signs were in two cylindrical components: one on the top of the
Turtlebot and one covering the netbook just above the base. The top sign displayed “Emergency”
in each of the four cardinal directions around the cylinder and the bottom sign displayed “Robot
Guide” in the same manner.
Dynamic Sign An 11” Samsung Galaxy Tab was used as the dynamic sign. The tablet was
mounted upright on top of the Turtlebot in landscape orientation. The tablet displayed instructions
to the participant in a combination of arrows, stop-signs and English words.
Gesture Arms A PhantomX Pincher AX-12 arm was used in all platforms that required arms.
This arm has five degrees of freedom and a maximum reach of 35 cm. For the Single Arm Gesture
platform, the arm was mounted to the center of the top of the Turtlebot. For the Multi-Arm Gesture
platform, two arms were used, one mounted on the left side of the top of the Turtlebot and the other
on the right side. For the Multi-Arm Gesture with Dynamic Sign platform, the arms were mounted
as in the Multi-Arm Gesture platform but on a box approximately 12 cm high such that no arm
gesture would collide with the display.
5.2.4 Experimental Setup
To evaluate human understanding of the robot guidance modalities, we utilized a between-subjects
experiment. Participants were recruited and the study conducted using Amazon’s Mechanical Turk
service. Other studies have found that Mechanical Turk provides a more diverse participant base
than traditional human studies performed with university students [53, 15, 8, 37]. These studies
found that the Mechanical Turk user base is generally younger in age but otherwise demographically
similar to the general population of the United States (at the time of those studies, Mechanical Turk
was only available in USA). A total of 192 participants performed this survey. Demographics of the
participants can be seen in Table 5.1.
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Table 5.1: Demographics of Participants (participants who did not answer specific questions are
omitted from this table)
























Figure 5.4: Questions asked for each video
Participants began the study by reading and acknowledging a consent form. Next, they com-
pleted a demographic survey collecting information about gender, age, nationality (Mechanical Turk
is currently available for residents of both USA and India), occupation, and education. Then, the
participants were presented with videos of one particular robot performing each of the four instruc-
tions (one instruction for each video). A victim’s ability to understand visual displays of guidance
information depends on the distance between the victim and the display. For this reason, robots were
tested at both a near and a far distance (see Figure 5.7 for the layout). Each participant was only
shown the videos for one robot at one distance level. For each video, participants indicated which
instruction they thought was being performed, estimated their confidence in that answer (a number
1 through 7), and gave an explanation for their answer (see Figure 5.4 for the exact questions and
layout). Several instructions were given as multiple choice answers for each video, including some
that never appeared in the test so that participants could not use process of elimination to give an
answer. We recorded their answer to the multiple choice question and the explanation for choosing
that answer. The order of the videos was randomized. The videos were each between 15 and 19
seconds long. Each video was 800 x 600 pixels in size. Participants were paid $0.50 for completing
the survey. IRB approval was obtained before the study began.
Videos of the instructions were created in the Unity Game Engine. The videos were hosted on
YouTube and embedded into the survey form on Mechanical Turk. Each commercially available
component of each platform was simulated using CAD files provided by the manufacturers. These
components were assembled into robot platforms using the Blender 3D modeling software and im-
ported into Unity for simulation. Custom components, such as the signs on the robot, were created
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(a) Actual size on
screen
(b) Entire scene
Figure 5.5: Dynamic Sign platform at near instruction point displaying wait instruction
(a) Actual size on
screen
(b) Entire scene
Figure 5.6: Dynamic Sign platform at far instruction point displaying wait instruction
in Blender and Unity.
The testing environment was a long hallway with open areas (potential exits) immediately to the
left of the camera view, at the far end in front of the camera, and behind the camera. Screenshots
of the robot in the near and far positions can be found in Figures 5.5 and 5.6, respectively. A map
of the environment can be seen in Figure 5.7.
Sixteen participants viewed each robot at each distance level. To ensure that participants did
not have any information about the other robots or their actions, no participant was allowed to
perform the experiment more than once.
5.2.5 Results
In general, adding features to the baseline platform improved understandability of instruction (Fig-
ures 5.8 and 5.9). As expected, the Multi-Arm Gestures with Dynamic Display platform had the
best overall understandability (75.8% overall) but, unexpectedly, the Static Sign platform performed
worse than the Baseline (18.0% and 28.1%, respectively). Unfortunately, the confidence values re-
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Figure 5.7: Map of testing environment
ported by the participants had no consistent base and thus could not be used to give insight into
the results. Detailed results are given below.
We expected that there would be little or no difference between the Baseline and Static Sign
platforms; however, the results show that the Baseline performed considerably better than the Static
Sign for the left instruction at the near distance. Based on comments, it seems that participants
were able to infer the rotation of the robot by the position of the Kinect. Because the top sign on
the Static Sign platform partially obscured the Kinect, participants were not able to observe any
orientation of the robot. Results from the other three instructions are very similar between the
two robots. Participants were unable to see which direction the robot was pointing for the near
distance forward and backward instructions, even when the Kinect was not obscured. For the far
condition, participants in the surveys for both of these robots indicated that they could not see
any understandable action. Many guessed that they should follow the robot (an option included in
the survey even though it was not shown as an instruction). They reasoned that the robot moved
away from them and waited, thus indicating that they should proceed in that direction. Overall,
results from the Baseline and Static Sign platforms did not show statistical difference in a Chi-
Squared test (p = 0.054). There were, however, significant differences between both of these robots’
understandability and every other platform (p < 0.001) (Table 5.2).
As expected, the Dynamic Sign platform performed very well for the near instructions. Every
participant indicated that the screen simply told them what to do and thus the answer was easy.
The distance for the far instructions was specifically chosen such that a tablet or other screen about
this size could not be clearly read from that instruction position. Each participant in the far survey
confirmed that they were unable to discern any instruction from the Dynamic Sign platform, even
when the large red octagon was displayed. Examples of the Dynamic Sign platform at near and far
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Figure 5.8: Percent Instructions Understood at Each Distance Level and Overall by Platform Type
Figure 5.9: Percent of Instructions Understood by Platform Type
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Note: p < 0.05 is significant
distances in Figures 5.5 and 5.6, respectively, show that participants in the far case were at a great
disadvantage in this case. Recall that participants only viewed instructions from one robot at one
distance level, so no participants were able to observe an instruction while close to the robot and
then recognize it from a distance. A majority of the participants did not even realize that a display
of any type was mounted on the platform. They wrote that there was simply an indecipherable red
light on top. As in the previous cases, confused participants tended to assume that they should
follow the robot if they could not understand a particular instruction. Overall, this platform was
significantly different from the Baseline, Static Sign and Multi-Arm Gesture with Dynamic Sign
(Table 5.2).
The Single Arm Gesture platform performed about as well at the Dynamic Sign platform overall
(59.4% and 60.9%, respectively, p = 0.798) but had much lower variance between the near and far
conditions. This indicates that guidance robots should be equipped with at least one arm unless the
environment is conducive to individuals reading a screen. Participants had difficulty determining
which direction the arm was pointing when it was giving forwards or backwards instructions. This
difficulty increased with distance. Some of the difficulty could have been an artifact of the simulation.
Participants also had difficulty understanding the stay instruction in both near and far cases. This
is because the single arm is not able to articulate any standard stop gesture. In addition to the
previously reported statistical results, the Single Arm Gesture platform had statistically significant
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differences between the Multi-Arm Gesture (p = 0.049) and Multi-Arm Gesture with Dynamic
Display (p = 0.005) platforms (Table 5.2).
The Multi-Arm Gesture platform solved the problem with forwards, backwards, and stay gestures
by adding a second arm to provide instructions in the same style as airport ground crews. This
produced an overall understandability of 71.1% of instructions. There was some confusion still
with the forward and backward commands that was also exacerbated with distance, but comments
indicated a greater confidence with the answers chosen. The stay instruction was confusing to some
but most still recognized it as indicating to not proceed in that direction, even if they did not
understand that they were supposed to stay in place. Otherwise, confusion generally resulted in the
participant choosing the follow option.
Surprisingly, the Multi-Arm Gesture with Dynamic Display platform had no statistically signifi-
cant differences from the Multi-Arm Gesture platform (p = 0.396). Overall, 75.8% of its instructions
were recognized correctly. We expected the near results to be identical to the Dynamic Sign results,
but comments from two participants lead us to believe they confused the robot’s reference frame
with the camera’s reference frame and thought that the robot was indicating right instead of left and
backward instead of forward. In those two cases, the robot also turns such that the tablet cannot be
seen after the robot arrives at the instruction point, which might have increased the confusion. The
robot performed as expected at the far distance level. Overall, after accounting for qualitative re-
sults gleaned from the comments, the combined approach of using a dynamic display and multi-arm
gestures produced the best results for both near and far conditions.
Across all robot platforms the backward instruction was understood the worst (39.6%) and the
left instruction was understood the best (65.6%). The instruction did have a significant effect on
the results (p < 0.001) but all instructions were tested for each robot, so the results are still valid.
Recruiting participants through Mechanical Turk did not seem to have a major effect on the
results. Most participants took the survey seriously and gave considered, thoughtful comments for
each question. Some indicated frustration when they were unable to understand the robot. One
even requested that participants receive training on robot gestures if we would like the results to be
improved. There was some confusion as to exactly what the robot arms were, but the participants
ability to understand the instructions did not depend on whether they referred to the arms as
“antennas”, “cranes” or even “tentacles.” Only one participant gave bizarre answers, writing “I believe
that the robot is trying to say that the walls are dirty and [that] they need to be cleaned.” and “The
reason I chose [to] follow [the] robot is because I think that the robot is attempting to communicate
with the human.” for two different questions. Those results were included for completeness.
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Figure 5.10: Results Grouped by Demographic Categories - Actual vs. Expected
A total of 122 males and 69 females participated in the experiment (one participant declined to
give his or her gender). Gender was not found to have a significant effect on the results (p = 0.183).
Participants spanned all education categories with a majority indicating that they had at least some
college experience. This, too, was found to not have a significant effect on the results (p = 0.758).
Most participants reported that they were in their 20s, but 10 were over 50 years of age, so the age
range in this study is likely much more broad than would be found in testing on a college campus.
Occupations spanned a wide range. We grouped them into the following categories for analysis:
self-employed, technical, customer service, clerical, unemployed and other. Neither occupation nor
age were found to have a significant effect on the results (p = 0.441 and p = 0.446, respectively).
There was not enough variability in nationality to test for statistical differences. Expected results
for Chi-Squared tests were calculated by taking an average of the results of all platforms weighted
by the number of participants in that demographic who participated in that survey. See Figure 5.10
for all demographic results and their expected values.
5.2.5.1 Humanoid Guidance Modality
One of the strengths of the Multi-Arm Gesture robot is that the guidance methods created are
applicable for robots with a simple mobile base (such as the one tested above) as well as for humanoid
robots. To test this, we performed a follow-up study where we applied the gestures to a simulation
of the Darwin OP robot and performed the same tests as above on Mechanical Turk (Figure 5.11).
The Darwin OP has one fewer degree of freedom in its arms compared to the Pincher arms used
above and has some size limitations that mean it cannot cross its arms over its head. To address
this, the simulation of the Darwin was increased in size by 50% to be comparable to the Multi-Arm
Gesture robot tested above and the stay in place instruction was modified to cross arms in front of
the robot instead of over its head.
Our follow-up study was performed in the same manner as the previous study. Sixteen par-
ticipants were asked to evaluate each of the four instructions at the near instruction point and
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Figure 5.11: Humanoid Guidance Robot
Figure 5.12: Percentage of participants who understood each direction at each distance level for
humanoid guidance robot
another sixteen asked to evaluate the instructions at the far instruction point. This robot performed
somewhat worse than the Multi-Arm Gesture robot above, even though participants generally un-
derstood the stay in place gesture (Figure 5.12). The directional instructions were more difficult to
understand, possibly because of the smaller arms on the Darwin. The humanoid platform did not
perform better than the other platforms, so we can conclude that a humanoid robot is not necessary
to provide effective guidance.
5.2.6 Discussion
Our survey explored the capability of different robotic platforms to instruct humans to find a safe exit
in an emergency. We focused on visual guidance to avoid potential problems with audio instructions
in a noisy emergency environment. Platforms were varied by adding signs to indicate function, a
tablet to display instructions in written language or recognizable symbols, and an arm or arms to
gesture to the victim.
Through quantitative and qualitative results we found that a ground platform with a dynamic
display and multi-arm gestures provides the clearest instructions to victims in an emergency. The
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addition of single arm gestures or a dynamic display by itself also performed considerably better than
an unmodified ground robot. A surprising result provides a word of caution to fellow roboticists:
adding seemingly trivial aesthetics such as signs can produce differences in outcomes of human-robot
interaction experiments.
This survey was a useful first experiment to evaluate our guidance modalities, but its generality
is limited by the use of simulated, virtual robots in a virtual environment. In the next section, we
present validation of a subset of these tests using physical robots.
5.3 Validating Information Conveyance Modalities with Phys-
ical Robots
5.3.1 Introduction
Currently, human-robot interaction experiments are usually performed in a laboratory or real-world
setting where robots can physically interact with human participants. Two alternatives to the tra-
ditional physical presence experiment paradigm now exist: a remote presence paradigm where the
robot is located elsewhere so interaction occurs through video streaming and a virtual presence
paradigm where the participant interacts with a simulation of a robot in a virtual environment.
Some interactions, such as those involving emergency situations, are difficult to perform in a lab-
oratory setting and can be impossible to perform in a real-world setting. Throughout this work,
we have used virtual environments to evaluate prototypes of our emergency guidance robot. In this
section, we determine the extent to which these virtual environments can be used to evaluate human
understanding of instructions given by robots by comparing our experiment in the previous section
with data from two new experiments. First, we used physical agents to create similar videos to those
shown in our previous work, evaluated using crowdsourcing (remote presence experiment paradigm),
and then we performed a similar experiment in a laboratory setting (physical presence experiment
paradigm).
5.3.2 Experimental Setup
In this study, two additional experiments were performed and compared with the previous virtual
experiment results. The first experiment tested the remote paradigm by recording videos of real
robots performing gestures and using Mechanical Turk to gather data. The second experiment
tested the physical paradigm by gathering participants in an office environment and measuring
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Figure 5.13: Robots used in this study compared to their virtual counterparts. Virtual platforms
are shown on the left and physical platforms on the right for each platform.
their response to a real robot performing instructions in front of them. Each experiment used the
platforms or a subset of the platforms shown below (Figure 5.13).
5.3.2.1 Remote Presence Experiment
To evaluate human understanding of the remote robot guidance modalities, we utilized a between-
subjects experiment. Participants were recruited and the study conducted using Amazon’s Mechan-
ical Turk service. A total of 128 participants performed this survey. These were compared to the 128
participants from the previous study who observed the virtual robot counterparts in the previous
section. Participants answered the exact same survey questions as in the previous section. Again,
two distance levels were used and the floor plan was the same as in Figure 5.7. Each participant
only observed one robot at one distance level. The order of the videos was randomized. The videos
were each between 38 and 89 seconds long. Each video was 1280 x 720 pixels in size. Participants
were paid $1.00 for completing the survey. IRB approval was obtained before the study began.
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5.3.2.2 Physical Presence Experiment
To evaluate our robot in a physical presence experiment we again used a between-subjects study.
A total of 48 participants were recruited by posting fliers around the Georgia Tech campus and by
emailing students in the School of Electrical and Computer Engineering. Only three conditions were
tested in this study: the Baseline, Multi-Arm Gesture, and Multi-Arm Gesture with Dynamic Sign
platforms were each tested at the near distance level. The near distance level (the robot was within
approximately two meters of the participants) was chosen because our other experiments and robot
use cases (Chapter 7) did not require participants to understand the robot at distances further than
the near distance level.
The experiment began with participants reading and signing a consent form. Participants then
lined up along a wall facing the robot’s demonstration point in an office environment. The experiment
location was in the same building as the videos for the remote experiment were recorded, but in a
different location because the hallway used in the videos had considerable foot traffic that would
disrupt the experiment. The wall on which participants lined up had several doors on it, so it
was hoped that participants would consider one of those doors as a possible exit. A hallway in
front gave the impression that participants could travel to the left, right, or forward to find an
exit. Multiple participants observed the robot’s demonstrations in each trial; however, participants
were instructed not to communicate with each other during the procedure and an experimenter
was present to supervise. Participants observed a single platform perform all four instructions and
answered survey questions about each. The survey questions were identical to those in the virtual
and remote experiments except on paper instead of a webpage. In our prior experiments we failed to
find an ordering effect, so in this experiment we did not randomize the order of the instructions for
each session. Each session observed first the backward, then the left, then the forwards, and finally
the stay instruction. Participants were allowed to revise previous answers as long as the experiment
was in progress. After the demonstrations, participants completed a demographic survey and were
allowed to ask any questions they might have about the robot or the experiment. Participants
were compensated $10.00 for their time. IRB approval was obtained before the study began. All
robot demonstrations were automated. The experimenter controlled which demonstration would be

































Figure 5.14: Results at the near distance level for the Remote Presence Experiment
5.3.3 Results
5.3.3.1 Remote Presence Experiment
A total of 128 participants (denoted as N below, 39% female, mean age of 34.1 years old) responded
to a total of 512 questions (denoted as R below) in this study. Their answers were compared to
answers (N = 128, R = 512) about the same platforms at the same distance levels in the virtual
study performed. Results for each platform and comparisons with the corresponding platform are
in Figures 5.14 and 5.15. Statistical tests were performed to determine any difference between the
overall results across both distance levels and all instructions of a platform tested in the virtual
experiment and the corresponding platform tested in the remote experiment.
Baseline Overall, 22.7% of instructions were correctly understood when presented by the remote
Baseline platform. This is 5.8% worse than the virtual platform results, although the difference is
not statistically significant ( 2(1, N = 64, R = 256) = 0.592, p = 0.314). As in the virtual study,
the left instruction was generally understood but the other instructions were not. In the near case,
participants interpreted the oscillating motion in the forward and backward instructions as the robot
shaking its “head” to indicate “no.” Many responses (13 of 32) indicated that participants interpreted




































Figure 5.15: Results at the far distance level for the Remote Presence Experiment.
of 16) of participants interpreted the spinning motion that we intended to mean stay in place as
an indication that they should turn around. Comments indicated that participants were unsure
about their answers even though they could clearly see the robot. The far case presented additional
difficulties for participants. They were generally unable to discern any identifiable motion from the
robot. For each instruction at the far distance, four participants thought that they should follow
the robot to the instruction point.
Dynamic Sign Again, a small difference was found between the remote and virtual platforms for
the dynamic sign. Overall, 56.3% of instructions were understood on the remote platform compared
to 60.9% on the virtual platform ( 2(1, N = 64, R = 256) = 0.543, p = 0.446). In the near
case, where participants could definitely read the sign, 96.9% of responses indicated participants
understood the instructions. We expected 100% of responses to indicate understanding, as in the
virtual case, but one person answered that it was telling him to go right when it was actually
indicating left (although the explanation given indicates the participant understood the intention)
and another participant reported that one of the four videos would not play for technical reasons.
Thus we can conclude that the dynamic sign is understandable at the near distance level. At the
far distance level it was almost completely unintelligible by design and only 15.6% of participants
answered correctly. Most participants indicated that they should follow it in all cases. They could
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clearly see that the platform went down the hallway and turned to face them. They interpreted that
action as the robot proceeding ahead and then waiting for them to catch up.
Multi-Arm Gesture The remote Multi-Arm Gesture platform performed about the same as the
virtual platform. Overall, 65.7% of instructions were understood for the remote platform compared
to 71.1% for the virtual platform ( 2(1, N = 64, R = 256) = 0.581, p = 0.347). Participants
understood a majority of the instructions in the near videos. There was some confusion as to
whether the forward and backward instructions actually meant to follow the robot, but a large
majority of participants understood the instructions. Five participants were unable to understand
the stay instruction. One thought it was indicating “no,” and thus to turn around and go backwards,
by crossing its arms. The others answered “unknown” and indicated they had no guess. One reported
that he thought the robot was panicking. Results are worse at the far distance level with only 51.6%
of participants reporting that they understood the robot’s instructions. Many participants could not
discern understandable gestures at this distance and thus answered that the robot must be asking
them to follow it down the hallway. This is similar to the responses in the virtual study. In the
virtual study, many participants thought the robot’s arms were actually antennas or tentacles, but
in this case only one participant seemed unclear that they were arms, referring to them as “flippers.”
Multi-Arm Gesture with Dynamic Sign The remote Multi-Arm Gesture with Dynamic Sign
performed closest to its virtual counterpart out of all of the robots tested. There was a 3.9%
difference overall and a 0% difference in the near case, smaller than any other condition for any
robot ( 2(1, N = 64, R = 256) = 0.530, p = 0.477). Comment responses were also very similar to
the virtual case. When the dynamic sign was visible throughout the entire video (the near backwards
and stay instructions) participants answered exactly as we expected. When it was obscured for a
portion of the time (the near left and forward cases) a small number of participants were unable to
understand the instructions (one in the left case, four in the forward case). At the far distance level
the robot performed exactly the same as in the remote Multi-Arm Gesture case with very similar
explanations from participants. Again, only one participant did not understand that the robot had
arms, referring to them as “antennas.”
5.3.3.2 Physical Presence Experiment
A total of 48 participants (denoted as N below, 30% female, mean age of 24.7 years old) responded


































Figure 5.16: Results for the physical experiment compared with corresponding platforms in the
virtual and remote experiments at the near distance level. Note that the Dynamic Sign platform
was not tested in the physical experiment.
number of participants in each session ranged from one to seven. The results were broken up by
platform type and compared to corresponding platform types at the near distance level in the virtual
(N = 48, R = 192) and remote (N = 48, R = 192) experiments. Results can be seen in Figure 5.16.
Participants viewed an actual robot performing live demonstrations, so there were occasional robot
failures. Of the 56 total gestures performed, three were repeated. One due to the arms losing sync
during the wave procedure (one arm was up and the other was down instead of moving together),
one due to operator error (the wrong gesture was chosen) and one due to a participant arriving late.
In each case, participants were instructed to ignore the failed demonstration and only answer survey
questions about the correct one.
Baseline The Baseline platform showed no difference in the physical experiment when compared
to the near condition of the virtual experiment (40.6% of participants understood the instructions)
and a 7.8% greater understandability when compared with the remote experiment results at the
near distance level ( 2(2, N = 48, R = 192) = 0.191, p = 0.575 across all three presence levels). No
surprises were found in the comments, either. As in the previous experiments, participant comments


































Figure 5.17: Detailed results of the Multi-Arm Gesture platform at the near distance level across all
three presence levels. The only major anomaly is participants’ inability to understand the “backward”
instruction in the physical experiment.
Multi-Arm Gesture The Multi-Arm Gesture platform did show a significant difference based
on presence level ( 2(2, N = 48, R = 192) = 0.393, p = 0.001). Over all instructions, the physical
platform was 26.5% less understandable than in the virtual experiment and 23.4% less understand-
able than in the remote experiment. This was a curious result, so further analysis was warranted.
Comparing responses to individual instructions across the three presence levels revealed that the
biggest difference was in the understandability of the backward instruction (Figure 5.17). The
other three instructions ranged from a 6.2% to a 18.7% difference between presence conditions (left:
 2(2, N = 48, R = 48) = 0.274, p = 0.360, forward:  2(2, N = 48, R = 48) = 0.254, p = 0.413, stay:
 2(2, N = 48, R = 48) = 0.142, p = 0.695), but the backward instruction had a 62.5% difference
between the remote and physical conditions and a 68.7% difference between virtual and physical
( 2(2, N = 48, R = 48) = 0.393, p < 0.001). We believe that this is entirely due to our experiment
location. Recall that participants were lined up along a wall to observe the robot and that we had
hoped the doors in the wall would provide a believable route in the backwards direction. Instead,
participants indicated in the comments that the robot was pointing at them but that no route was
available behind them and thus the robot must be telling them something else. Five believed that
the robot wanted them to follow it, five decided on stay in place and four thought the robot actually
wanted them to move forward, believing that this was a beckoning gesture.
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Multi-Arm Gesture with Dynamic Sign The final platform performed exactly the same over
all four instructions as it did in both the virtual and remote conditions at the near distance level.
For each instruction, only one or two participants did not understand the direction correctly. One
participant indicated that the robot gave two different directions during the backward instruction.
This was recorded as an unknown in our results because the participant could not distinguish between
the two directions. Both participants who did not understand the forward instruction indicated
that they thought the robot wanted them to follow it, which is similar to the remote and virtual
experiments.
5.3.4 Discussion
All of the results in the remote experiment and the physical Baseline and Multi-Arm Gesture with
Dynamic Sign show a small difference between the virtual, remote, and physical experiments. These
platforms ranged from a 3.9% difference to a 5.8% difference over all instructions and distance levels
for the remote experiment and between 0% and 7.8% for the physical experiment. None of these
results were significant at a p < 0.05 level. The only different platform condition, Multi-Arm Gesture
in the physical experiment, only had a significant difference in a single instruction. As explained
above, we believe that is because the location of the experiment did not have an obvious exit route
in the direction the robot indicated, and thus this result is spurious. Qualitatively, participants gave
similar explanations for their interpretations of the instructions in all three experiments.
As in our virtual study, participants attempted to understand the robot’s instructions with any
information that they had. All participants gave some comments to explain their response. One
participant tried to help our design process by suggesting we use colored lights and loud sounds to aid
people with cognitive disabilities or people taking narcotic medication in understanding the robot’s
instructions. Many participants in the remote experiment observed that there is a green light on the
back of the Turtlebot base. This light shows brightly in the video but is dim in person, so we had
not considered it as a potential feature of the robot. Participants who noticed the light interpreted
the green light as a signal to mean go forward or follow the robot. This was only observed in cases
where no intelligible guidance instructions could be seen by participants, such as the Dynamic Sign
Platform at the far distance level or the Baseline platform at either distance level. Any participants
who could see arm movements, for example, ignored the green light and focused on the intended
gestures. The same effect was seen when the robot would tend slightly to the left or to the right at
the end of its path: participants would interpret this minor deviation in course as an indication that
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they should proceed in that direction. Thus we can infer that if participants cannot understand the
instructions of a robot they will attempt to glean knowledge out of any feature visible, no matter
how insignificant or unintentional that feature was to the robot designer. No similar effect was found
in the physical experiment because participants only observed near robots.
A valid study should have as diverse a population of participants as the expected population of
future users. An emergency guidance robot could be used in many situations with many different
populations, so we used crowdsourcing to gather a diverse population. When the demographics of
our remote study population were compared with our physical study population, we found that the
physical study population was much younger (average of 9.4 years younger) and had a somewhat
lower female to male ratio. Moreover, 46 of 48 participants in the physical study indicated that they
were students. This is not surprising given that recruitment for the study was mainly confined to the
Georgia Tech campus, but many other studies use a similar recruitment strategy without attempting
to gather a wider audience. For our study, this did not matter as participants in the physical and
remote studies gave almost identical answers, but other studies may not be so fortunate.
5.4 Conclusion
This chapter has explored several strategies that a robot can use to communicate directional infor-
mation to a human. We found that a simple mobile platform, even with distinct signage, is not
sufficient to convey guidance information. A single arm has good visibility and can convey direc-
tional information but has difficulty in conveying other guidance information, such as “wait here”. A
dynamic visual display can show familiar pictograms and text instructions but has difficulty being
seen over great distances. Two arms, whether on a humanoid robot or on a standard mobile base are
capable of being seen at a great distance as well as communicating all necessary forms of guidance
instructions. Thus, the following chapters use a robot with a mobile base and two arms for all future
emergency scenarios tested. These results were first obtained by having participants evaluate videos
of virtual robots, then by having participants view videos of physical robots and finally by having
participants observe the actual robots in a laboratory setting.
Our results in this chapter show that there is a small difference between virtual, remote, and
physical robot presence in HRI experiments that relate to understanding instructions given by robots.
Only one platform had a significant difference in responses between the presence levels tested. We do
not generalize this result to mean that all HRI experiments can be performed in a virtual setting, but
rather that this is one experiment in a subset of all experiments that can be performed in a virtual
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setting. We feel confident that other experiments which rely on a participant’s ability to understand
a robot’s actions would be valid using a virtual setting. Additionally, performing this experiment
first in a virtual setting, then in a remote setting, and finally validating in a physical setting allowed
us to generate a number of virtual robots, prune these to a few useful physical designs and then use
crowdsourcing to again prune our platforms and experimental conditions before performing a costly
and time-intensive physical presence experiment. We believe other design processes can benefit from
a similar process when developing new robots for HRI tasks.
In this chapter, we have established that emergency guidance robots can be understood in con-
trolled environments, but will evacuees trust the robots to lead them to safety? The next chapter
discusses several experiments that tested human-robot trust in time-critical situations.
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Chapter 6
Factors that Impact Human-Robot
Trust in Emergencies
6.1 Introduction
In the previous chapters, we have shown that robots can assist evacuees in an emergency as well as
explored the methods that a robot can use to provide guidance instructions in these situations. In
order to develop robot behavior that can modify a human’s trust level, we must first understand
what factors cause an individual to trust or not trust a robot in an emergency situation.
Risk, as defined in [78] and applied to the emergency domain, can be interpreted as a combination
of situational risk and agent risk (Figure 6.1). Situational risk is the amount of danger that the
victim perceives in the environment around him. Triggered fire alarms and the presence of smoke
Figure 6.1: Factors that affect a human’s trust in a robot
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would increase the risk in a fire emergency. The sound of gunshots would increase the risk in an
active shooter scenario. Very little risk might be perceived if there is no visual or audio indication
of an emergency. Increased risk in the environment should generally increase the likelihood that the
victim will follow the robot’s directions in most situations.
Agent risk is considered in terms of both the agent’s behavior and appearance. In this case, the
agent is the robot trustee attempting to help the victim. In [58] we outlined the basic requirements
for the appearance of an effective evacuation guidance robot. Following these guidelines will help to
increase trust in the robot. In [61], we examined which actions the robot could perform to increase
trust in situations where evacuees have personal reasons to disregard its directions. Many behaviors
may increase the perceived risk of following the robot, such as the robot making the obvious error
of colliding with an obstacle. There may be a perceived risk of the robot itself harming the victim.
An increased perceived risk of following the guidance of the robot will generally lower the trust in
the robot. In this chapter, we first describe our initial studies in human-robot trust, then present a
study that determined how two risk factors affected the trust a human has in a robot for our third
contribution:
Measured the effect of risk modality and robot effectiveness on human-robot trust.
6.2 Developing Methods to Evaluate Human-Robot Trust
Unfortunately, few research protocols exist for investigating human-robot trust. The methods that
do exist have largely focused on very narrow aspects of the trust phenomenon and/or situations
[63, 33]. Further, by definition, the presence of trust implies risk on the part of the person or the
robot [78]. Placing study participants at risk is challenging from an ethical point of view and presents
logistic problems. For example, an experiment may ask participants to move around a building while
a fire is simulated using artificial smoke, visible flame, and fire alarms. One participant may view
this experience as completely artificial and thus feel no risk, while another participant may panic and
injure himself or herself in the same situation. Moreover, measuring trust is strongly influenced by
factors outside of the experimenters’ control. These factors make the investigation of human-robot
trust extremely difficult.
Our approach for handling these challenges has been refined over numerous different experi-
ments and in this section we present the methodological findings from experiments involving 510
participants. Here, we present the lessons that we have learned over the course of conducting these
studies with the aim of informing future human-robot trust research. A brief listing of the major
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Table 6.1: A list of the major experimental milestones discussed in this section and related to our








Narrative Pilot Experiment 1 20 Agreement with
definition
N/A
Narrative Pilot Experiment 2 32 Agreement with
definition
N/A




























































experimental milestones discussed in this section can be found in Table 6.1 below. We began with
experiments that used written narratives to explore trust situations and then expanded into exper-
iments that asked participants to make trust decisions in single round simulations with guidance
robots. We then applied these lessons to develop the two round experiment discussed in Section 6.3.
Throughout these experiments, we tested a variety of metrics, motivations, and behaviors.
6.2.1 Crowdsourced Narratives in Trust Research
Crowdsourcing has become a popular method to increase the number and diversity of participants
in human-computer interaction and even human-robot interaction experiments [43]. We chose to
crowdsource our experiment in order to broaden the pool of people from which our data was gen-
erated. The greater the variety in our participant pool, the greater the generality of our results.
Crowdsourcing uses the combined resources of a large group of people connected over the internet,
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to accomplish a goal or perform a task. Studies have examined the use of crowdsourcing as a means
for garnering experimental subjects and found that the validity of experiments utilizing crowdsourc-
ing is not otherwise compromised [31]. In order to guarantee quality work, only Mechanical Turk
workers with overall acceptance rates 95% and above were used. To ensure diversity no participant
was allowed to enroll in the study more than once. Workers that attempted to enroll in the study
more that once were warned that their data would be rejected and pay refused. We also rejected
responses that included incomplete answers and comments. This research was approved by the
Georgia Institute of Technology Institutional Review Board.
6.2.1.1 Trust Definition Validation
Our initial research goal was to evaluate our definition for trust (Section 2.3) and the four conditions
derived from this definition. To accomplish this goal, we needed a clear and understandable way to
present different matrices to participants. We decided to use textual narratives (i.e. stories) as a
way to present the matrices in a manner that most people could understand. We felt that narratives
allowed a great deal of flexibility for creating situations that closely matched the original matrix.
Moreover, the use of narratives only required basic reading skills in order to participate in the study.
Finally, because outcome matrices are often described as short stories (e.g. prisoner’s dilemma, stag
hunt game) the use of narratives was a natural fit.
In order to empirically evaluate Wagner’s conditions for trust (Section 2.3 and [78]), we needed
to create narratives that matched outcome matrices that met and did not meet the conditions. We
were able to further divide the matrices that violated the definition of trust into subcategories based
on the way the definition was violated. For instance, a matrix that contains equal outcome values
did not put the trustor at risk and hence violates our definition for situational trust. Table 6.2
depicts the different matrix types. The first matrix in Table 6.2 represents a situation that requires
trust and meets our conditions for trust. The other four matrices violate at least one condition
of trust. The Equal Outcomes matrix violated all conditions by providing a situation where the
trustor risked nothing in the interaction. The Trustor-Dependent Trustee-Independent matrix
presented a situation where only the trustor’s actions affected the outcome, thus the trustor was
not placing any risk in the hands of the trustee. This violates the second and fourth conditions.
Likewise, the Trustor-Independent, Trustee-Dependent matrix represents a situation where
the trustor has no control whatsoever. If the trustor is not able to make a decision then the situation
does not meet our definition of trust. This matrix violates conditions three and four. Finally, the
Inverted Trust matrix presents a scenario where the trustor receives the worst reward when the
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Table 6.2: The categories and descriptions of trust and no trust situations tested along with an
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order to receive the best
outcome.
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trustee intends to fulfill trust and the best reward when the trustee intends to break trust. Thus the
trustor would wish that the trustee would act in a manner that breaks trust, rather than maintains
it. This matrix violates the fourth condition.
Each participant was asked to read and evaluate twelve scenarios. Participants were paid $1.67
for the completion of their survey.
6.2.1.2 Iterative Development of Narrative Phrasing
The narratives that we created were based on several different scenarios that we felt offered some
flexibility in terms of storytelling. One was an investment scenario meant to verbalize the investor-
trustee game. A second scenario described a navigation task based on our interest in emergency
evacuation. The final scenario was a hiring decision. The narratives were written to be as simple
as possible while still allowing the flexibility to test each of our outcome matrices. The names Alice
and Bob were consistently used to represent the characters in the scenario. The narratives began
with a sentence or two introducing the scenario. Next, each of the 4 potential actions and their
outcomes are described. The narrative ends with a statement describing the decision and resulting
action that was taken by Alice or Bob and a question asking the subject whether or not they believed
that the chosen action indicated trust. In order to rule out potential confounding factors, half of
the narratives displayed a positively stated action and the other half displayed a negative action
(“Bob chooses to hire Alice” versus “Bob chooses NOT to hire Alice”). In half of the narratives, Alice
was the trustor and Bob the trustee and in the other half that was reversed. The ordering of the
narratives, and the outcome amounts were all randomized. Participants were asked to explain each
individual answer.
Best practices were used when developing the narrative surveys including the creation of several
pilot studies, examination of within-subject reliability, use of randomization to eliminate biases, and
measurement and evaluation of potential confounding variables. Figure 6.2 depicts the evolution of
these narratives.
Not surprisingly, early pilot studies indicated that the wording of the narratives could influence
participant decisions. This can be seen in Figure 6.3, where 86% of responses agreed with our
definition when presented with a Trust Matrix, but only 49% agreed when an Equal Outcomes matrix
was presented. For example, initially subjects were asked if the selection of an action indicated that
one individual did not trust the other individual. Examining participants’ explanations for their
answers indicated that they generally understood the narrative and the actions taken by the trustor
in the narratives, but some did not notice that we were asking about one individual NOT trusting
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Figure 6.2: Initial iteration of the narratives (left) compared with their final version (right)
another. For some participants the negative phrasing led to confusion. We found that questions
such as, “Does this decision indicate that Bob does NOT trust Alice?” could be interpreted in several
ways. One interpretation is that trust is not involved or present during the situation. Another is that
Bob distrusts Alice. Participants offered explanations such as “There was nothing for Alice to gain.
So there was no need for her to trust. No distrust is indicated” and “It indicates neither trust nor
distrust.” After careful consideration, we eliminated the negatively stated trust questions believing
that our working definition for trust and associated conditions could be adequately investigated
with positive statements. This pilot study demonstrated that most individuals do not have clear
delineations between notions such as “not trust”, “distrust”, “mistrust”, and “trust is not required”.
Although our research is only interested in how people define “trust” rather than the various terms
that indicate no trust, this may be a fruitful area of future research.
In an additional pilot study, some participants seemed to exhibit anchoring bias with respect to
key words, such as “invest,” “follow,” and “hire” [75]. Anchoring bias describes the human tendency
to focus heavily on early and/or specific pieces of information and disregard later information. This
can be seen in Figure 6.3 where 93% of participants agree with our definition when a Trust Matrix
is presented, but only 79% agree when an Equal Outcomes matrix is presented. Explanations by
participants, such as, “In this case, even though the outcomes are the same regardless of Alice’s
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Figure 6.3: Results from the pilot and full experiments using textual narratives to describe potential
trust scenarios.
decision, I would say that her choice to hire Bob is a sign of trust,” “There is no situation where
she ‘loses’ any money from either investing/not investing, she must believe that he can do good
with the money,” and “Since Bob decides to follow Alice’s directions, this indicates that he trusts
Alice. Though he will arrive at the destination regardless if he trusts her or not. If he knows this, it
potentially makes it easier to trust Alice,” clearly indicate anchoring bias. Because of this bias, we
chose to replace specific actions that people were focusing on with less specific terms. For example,
the statement “Bob is considering an investment of $1000 in Alice.” became “Bob is considering
spending $1000 to perform an action with Alice.” The final iteration of the narratives used in this
experiment removed all keywords, such as “invest” or “hire,” and replaced them with less specific
phrases, such as “perform the action.” This allowed us to reduce anchor bias.
6.2.1.3 Results
In the full study, 128 participants’ provided 1920 responses to the questions asked by the narrative.
See Figure 6.3 for a comparison between this study’s results and the corresponding results from
the pilot studies. The scenarios showed minor, insignificant differences that appear attributable to
random error. No significant difference regarding gender or magnitude of the outcome matrix values
was found. The full results from this study are reported in [77], but some of our discoveries aided our
later work. Overall, we found a strong correlation ( (128) =0.592, p < 0.01) between the predictions
of our conditions and the evaluations made by participants. Participants strongly agreed that the
Trust Matrix narratives presented were indeed situations that required trust (93% agreement over
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640 responses) but had some disagreements about situations that did not require trust according to
our definition (66% agreement over all 896 responses for designated no trust scenarios).
At times, participants seemed to be confused by unusual situations described in the narratives,
such as when Bob would perform an action with Alice even though doing so would cost him money
or time. In these cases, some participants invented reasons that the trustor would choose or not
choose to perform the action in order to make sense of a situation. Based on their comments, this
appears to have occurred when they were confronted with a narrative that did not make sense. For
example, when confronted with a situation where Bob decides to lose $2000 by participating in an
action with Alice, one participant explains, “Bob trusts Alice because his decision has nothing to do
with the money just his friendship with Alice.” There is no mention in any of the narratives about
a friendship or past relationship between the agents, yet the participant believes that there must
be some reason Bob has chosen to lose this money and thus provides additional details so that the
situation makes sense. With respect to the data, these peculiar narratives appear to have influenced
participant trust evaluations more when the matrix did not meet our conditions for trust and may
hint to a limitation of the use of narratives.
6.2.1.4 Discussion
Overall, the use of crowdsourced narratives to examine trust offered several advantages and dis-
advantages. Advantages include the ability to reach a large and diverse population of subjects,
flexibility in terms of describing trust scenarios, and an ability to develop narratives that closely
matched the matrices from which they were derived. For example, it is difficult to examine the
trust involved in a hiring decision without using some type of narrative. Because we believe that
our framework can be used to represent most situations involving trust, it was important to capture
results from several different scenarios. This approach is not without its limitations: it was difficult
to manage or eliminate all psychological biases, the narrative approach was disconnected from our
larger goal of exploring human-robot trust, and translating these matrices into narratives resulted
in some unusual descriptions of situations.
While this study did not involve robots, it showed that we can use crowdsourcing to examine
participant views on trust situations. Most importantly, the results validated Wagner’s definition
of trust [78], which allows us to use the definition in our human-robot trust research later in this
chapter. The study gave us insights into the exact wording we should use to ask about trust and
cautioned us that participants will invent additions to whatever story we tell them, if the story does
not seem to make sense.
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6.2.2 Single Round Evacuation Robot Experiments
As mentioned above, a key disadvantage of the narrative approach to investigating trust is its
disconnection to robotics. In this section we describe experiments designed to test trust using
an environment designed for human-robot interaction. Because a diverse set of participants was
desired, crowdsourcing was once again utilized as a means for recruiting and paying study subjects.
We developed a simulator that allowed participants to interact with a virtual robot using a web
browser. For this experiment, participants were asked to choose whether or not they would like to
use a robot for guidance when evacuating from a building. The building environment was modeled
after a maze with corridors, dead ends, and no visual landmarks. Each simulation used the Unity
3D game engine to simulate the virtual maze and the virtual robot. Three-dimensional models for
the game engine were created in Blender and Unity 3D. Participants were paid between $1 and $2,
depending on the exact study. This setup is also used in the next section where we determined the
effect of robot behavior and situational risk on a participant’s decision to use a robot in a second
round through the maze. Below is a brief overview of the single round experiments.
6.2.2.1 General Experimental Setup
Each experiment began by thanking the person for participating in the experiment. Next the subject
was provided information about the evacuation task. In some experiments this included presenting
the environment and robot to the subjects in videos, images, or text and providing information that
allowed the participant to evaluate the risk associated with choosing to follow the robot. Participants
were shown examples (again in the form of videos, pictures, and/or text) of good and bad robot
performance (e.g. robots that are fast and efficient and robots that are not) and participants were
given an idea of the complexity of the maze. Also, as part of this introduction, participants were given
the chance to experiment with the controls in a practice environment. The practice environment
was a simple room with three obstacles and no exit.
After this introduction, participants were given the choice to use the robot or not. With the
exception of two pilot studies, participants were told that their choice to use the robot would not
affect their compensation for this experiment. Participants were then placed at the start of the
virtual maze. If they chose to use the robot it would start out directly in front of their field of view
and immediately begin moving towards its first waypoint. The robot would move to a new waypoint
whenever the participant approached. If the participant elected to not use the robot then no robot
would be present and the participant would have to find the exit on his or her own.
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(a) Example of an initial maze environment (b) Example of a revised maze environment
Figure 6.4: Comparison between an initial maze environment and a revised maze environment.
After the maze-solving round was complete, participants answered a short survey about the
round and about themselves. The exact questions asked in the survey varied considerably over the
course of developing the pilot studies and the final experiment. This iterative process is described
in Section 6.2.2.3.
6.2.2.2 Iterative Development of Scenario
Our first lesson in developing an evacuation simulation to test trust involved the size of the maze
environment. In our first experiment, the maze environment was simple (see Figure 6.4a), so partic-
ipants believed that they could easily solve the maze with or without the robot. As a consequence,
their decision to use the robot was arbitrary, rather than based on trust, and they reported that on
surveys. In response, we developed a maze environment sufficiently complicated that participants
would have to rely on the robot in some way, if they chose to use it (Figure 6.4b).
Next, we attempted to create a representation of each of the outcome matrices in the narrative
experiment (Table 6.2) in our simulator. This proved difficult. We developed numerous introduc-
tions to the experiment that informed participants that their monetary bonuses would be affected
by choosing or not choosing to use the robot (i.e. Trustor-Dependent, Trustee-Independent). Addi-
tionally, we developed introductions that informed them that the robot would decide their bonus,
regardless of their actions (i.e. Trustor-Independent, Trustee-Dependent). Finally, we told them
that their bonuses were already decided and nothing in the simulation would have an affect (i.e.
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Equal Outcomes). Very few participants read and understood these introductions. The few who did
believed that they were being tricked by the experimenters and that their actions or the robot’s ac-
tions would have an affect on their bonus. We focused on the Equal Outcomes matrix and, inspired
by our first, overly-simple maze environments, found that we could inform participants that there
was no risk in the scenario by removing the maze from the simulation environment. Participants
could clearly see the exit at the start. We also informed them of this beforehand, so there was no
illusion of risk at any time in the experiment. The results from this experiment are presented below.
6.2.2.3 Asking about trust
Our initial experiments found that participants would occasionally act as if they trusted the robot
while reporting that they did not. This led to us to closely examine our method of asking about
trust. Initially participants were asked: “When you made your decision to follow or not follow the
robot, did you trust the robot as a guide in this scenario?” This produced good results when a Trust
Matrix was used to design the experiment, but mixed results in other cases. Pilot studies were
performed immediately afterwards, focusing on the Equal Outcomes matrix (see Table 6.2) and the
trust question. We analyzed what it means for the participant to answer these questions. It was not
initially clear if participants were stating whether they trusted the robot, the robot’s ability to lead
them to an exit, or something else. Additional pilot studies were performed with different wordings
of the trust question. For example, we asked, “Did you trust the robot?”, “Did your decision to follow
or not follow the robot indicate that you trusted the robot?” and also varied responses available to
the participants to include the option “Trust was not involved in the decision”, in addition to “Yes,”
and “No.” Overall, we found very little difference in the data resulting from these changes in wording.
In later single-round experiments, the issue of trust question wording was revisited. This time,
participants who chose to use the robot were asked to agree or disagree with the statement “My
decision to use the robot shows that I trusted the robot.” Participants who chose to not use the
robot were asked, “My decision to not use the robot shows that I trusted the robot.” Each group
was also asked if they trusted the robot itself. We again found very little difference in responses.
Ultimately, we concluded that the wording of the question itself did not matter when compared with
changes we made to the scenario.
6.2.2.4 Results and Discussion
After several experiments with varying motivations and simulation environments, we found a strong
correlation between participant responses as to whether a situation required trust and our definition
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of trust ( (120) = +0.406, p < 0.001). When conditions for trust were met, 74.0% of participants
indicated that they trusted the robot, compared with only 32.9% when conditions were not met.
In the single-round experiments, we again validated the definition of trust but we also validated
the use of robot guidance in mazes to test human-robot trust. We determined that the mazes used
in these experiments were sufficiently complicated to present a trust situation and that people who
chose to use the robot felt that their decision meant that they trusted the robot. In the next section,
we again use robot guidance through a maze to test the effect of prior robot performance and the
effect of situational risk on a participant’s decision to trust a robot.
6.3 Effect of Robot Performance on Human-Robot Trust in
Time-Critical Situations
To develop trustworthy robots, we must first examine the conditions that affect a human’s decision to
trust a robot. One condition is prior task performance. In this section, we ask: how does the initial
performance of the robot during a high-risk, time-critical situation affect a participant’s decision to
trust the robot later? The understanding gained by exploring this question will allow researchers to
create robots that humans are more likely to trust, develop robots that understand how to better
manage a person’s trust, and may provide insight into the phenomenon of trust itself. To answer
this question, we have developed an interactive navigation simulation that allows participants to
use a robot as a guide to find the exit of a maze in a timed scenario. We measure the participant’s
decision to use the robot in an initial round, when the participant has little knowledge of the robot,
and in a second round, after the participant has experience with the robot. We vary the behavior of
the robot in the first round to determine the effect of successful and unsuccessful guidance on the
participant’s second choice. Two different methods were used to add time pressure to the scenario:
a monetary bonus for a quick exit and a survival risk for not evacuating within a specified time.
6.3.1 Hypotheses
In order to explore how a robot’s initial performance affects a person’s trust, we must measure the
change in trust after the robot acts as a successful guide and after the robot does not act as a
successful guide. Our first hypothesis examines this question directly: (H1) Self-reported trust will
be significantly lower in the second round if the robot did not perform well in the first round.
There are many ways for a robot to fail during a time-critical situation. For this guidance
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scenario, one failure mode is for the robot to be an inefficient or slow guide. This occurs when the
robot successfully leads the person to the exit, but requires a great deal of time to do so. Another
type of failure is for the robot to not lead the person to the exit. One way to implement this type
of failure is for the robot to stop moving somewhere within the maze. We hypothesize that: (H2)
Participants that are guided by a robot that fails will self-report less trust than participants that are
guided by a slow, inefficient robot.
As stated above, different measures for trust exist. One could use a measure of the person’s
behavior to infer the amount of trust. Alternatively, one could ask participants to self-report their
trust. We hypothesize that: (H3) There will be a high correlation between participants who decide
to use the robot in a round and participants who self-report that they trusted the robot.
Risk is a major component of trust [78]. Characteristics of the experimental scenario can influence
a subject’s perceived risk differently. For example, the risk associated by losing $10 gambling will
likely impact the behavior of people near poverty more than wealthy people. From an empirical
point of view, we would like to control the factors that influence the subject’s perceived risk. Yet,
monetary incentives are a common method for putting a person at risk in order to explore trust
[42]. Our final hypothesis examines the use of emergency scenarios as a possible replacement for
monetary incentives in trust research. This leads to our final hypothesis: (H4) The decision to use
the robot for guidance in the second round is significantly more sensitive to the robot’s performance
in the emergency scenario than in the bonus scenario.
6.3.2 Methodology
To address these hypotheses, two different experiments were conducted. Both experiments required
a person to navigate a simulated maze with or without the help of a robot. The person was required
to navigate a different maze in two separate rounds in order to examine the impact that a robot’s
initial performance has on later decisions involving trust. They were given the option to use a
guidance robot prior to navigating both mazes. Data reflecting their decision to use or not use a
robot as well as surveys focused on the participant’s reasoning were collected and used to confirm
or refute the hypotheses presented above.
6.3.2.1 Participant Inclusion and Exclusion Criteria
Emergency guidance robots could potentially aid a large variety of people. In order to gather such
a large variety of participants, crowdsourcing (via Amazon’s Mechanical Turk service) was used
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to collect data for both experiments. In order to ensure the best possible data, participants were
required to have a 95% acceptance rate for their previous work and were only allowed to participate
once.
The experimental surveys required subjects to comment on the reasoning behind their deci-
sions. Much of our previous work has indicated that participants understood our questions and
thought logically about the answers (see Chapter 5). A participant’s data was excluded if comments
were missing, nonsensical (e.g. if the comments were not understandable), or repeated throughout.
Human participation in our experiments was approved by the Georgia Tech Institutional Review
Board.
6.3.2.2 Experimental Protocol
The same general experimental setup was used for both experiments (Figure 6.5). Participants
began each experiment by accepting a request on Mechanical Turk and clicking a link to a Unity
3D Web Player executable. Some participants had to download the Unity Web Player plugin to
perform the experiment. Next, they viewed an introductory message that described the navigation
task they were to perform. This page included photos of an exit and the guidance robot. The
guidance robot varied in the two experiments. They were then offered the opportunity to practice
navigating in a maze. They had a first-person view of the maze and used their keyboard arrow keys
to move. After the practice session, they were presented with illustrative examples of human-robot
performances in the maze. The nature of these examples varied with respect to the experiment.
The examples impressed a particular outcome matrix onto the participant in order to give him or
her some background knowledge on the expected behavior of the robot. The participant was then
asked to decide whether or not they would like a robot to provide guidance during the first round
of the experiment. After making their choice the person then navigated the maze and completed
a short survey (Table 6.3). The survey collected qualitative and quantitative information about a
participant’s trust in the robot as well as comments on their decision to use the robot or not. They
were then offered another opportunity to use the guidance robot in the second round. Next they
navigated the maze in the second round and completed a short survey about their second round
decision. Unknown to the participant, the robot’s guidance performance in the second round always
matched its performance in the first round. The experiment concluded with a final survey that
collected demographic information about participant age, gender, country of residence, occupation,
and education level. This survey also asked if participants have worked with a real robot in the past.
This research is motivated by the desire to better understand how people react to emergency
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Table 6.3: Survey presented to participants after each round.
Number Question
1 Did you choose to use the robot in the previous experiment?
2 Did you trust the robot?
3 Did you believe that the robot would find the exit quickly?
4 Were you motivated to find the exit as quickly as possible?
5 My decision to use the robot shows that I trusted the robot.
guidance robots so a simulation environment was created to resemble an office building. This en-
vironment included corridors and rooms designed to give it a maze-like appearance (Figure 6.6).
Participants were placed in the environment with no prior experience and required to find a single
exit.
6.3.2.3 Measuring Trust
The decision to use the robot was viewed as an indicator of trust. This decision served as a binary
behavioral measure of trust: either the person trusts and uses the robot or the person does not trust
and use the robot. Our conceptualization of trust focuses on the risk a person accepts when choosing
to depend on the robot. Hence, we believed that the person’s decision to use or not use the robot
could serve as a measure of trust. In the first round, the participant must choose based on very little
information, but in the second round the participant bases their decision on the robot’s previous
behavior. Thus, we felt that measuring the participant’s decision to use or not use guidance from
the robot at the beginning of the second round would provide a measure of their trust in the robot.
We also measured trust by asking participants to self-report whether or not they agree with
the statement: “I trusted the robot when I made my decision to follow or not follow the robot.”
In addition to the options to agree or disagree, we offered the option of choosing “Trust was not
involved in my decision.” In pilot studies, we found that some participants felt that disagreeing with
the trust statement meant that they actively distrusted the robot. We therefore, provided a third
option that clearly indicates they neither trust nor distrust the robot. Our results are based on
people that affirm their trust in the robot. The use of binary measures rather than Likert scores
is common in trust research (e.g. [46]) and, we feel, more accurately reflects the types of high-risk
decisions a person must make during an emergency.
6.3.2.4 Robot Behavior
The performance of the robot informs the human of the robot’s ability to be trusted in future
interactions. H1 examines how the robot’s behavior affects the participants’ self-reports of trust in
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Figure 6.5: Experimental protocol with screenshots from experiment. The entire experiment was
presented in a Unity 3D web game, including the survey questions.
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Figure 6.6: Overhead views of the three environments used in both experiments. Environments were
designed to be similar to office layouts. Corridors and rooms were used to give maze-like qualities
to make the simulation challenging.
the second round. H2 explores different types of robot guidance failures: one that inefficiently leads
the person to the exit and one that fails entirely to lead the person to the exit. In pilot studies
we evaluated several different types of robot guidance failures. All but two of these failure modes
were eliminated because participants were unable to determine that the robot had failed and hence
resulted in an extremely long experiment completion time (see Table 6.4 for a listing of the robot
guidance failure types that were not included in these experiments). Overall, three robot behaviors
were defined that were used in the experiments:
• Efficient navigation: the robot proceeds directly to the exit location (Figure 6.7). Robots that
acted in this manner are capable of finding the exit within thirty seconds. This behavior was
designed to preserve the monetary bonus in the bonus scenario and allow for a fast exit in the
emergency scenario.
• Circuitous navigation: the robot explores many possible routes before eventually finding the
exit (Figure 6.7). Robots that acted in this manner are capable of finding the exit in ninety
seconds. This behavior was designed to garner small bonuses for participants in the bonus
scenario and did not find the exit in time for participants in the emergency scenario.
• Incorrect navigation: the robot proceeds directly to a corner of the environment that is not
the exit location and then stops. This is meant to emulate the behavior of a robot that
has incorrect information about the exit location. Robots that acted in this manner stopped
moving after approximately thirty seconds at a point at least thirty seconds from the exit.
As in the circuitous navigation condition, this behavior did not allow participants to receive
much, if any, bonus in the bonus scenario and did not guide participants to an exit in time for
them to evacuate successful in the emergency scenario.
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Table 6.4: Failed robot guidance behaviors that were used during a pilot study.
Name Description Reason for Exclusion
Small
Loops
Robot circled an obstacle
continuously
Several loops around the obstacle were
required before participants realized the
robot had failed. The total time for the
experiment was too long.
Large
Loops
Robot circled a large area of the
environment continuously
Participants could not realize that the robot
had failed until it completed at least one
loop. This could take several minutes by
itself and thus the total time for the
experiment was too long.
Continuous
Searching
Robot searched through entire
environment except location of
actual goal position. After
completing a search it started
again.
Participants followed the robot for
considerable time before realizing the robot
had failed. Some participants would follow
the robot for more than 15 minutes.
Wall
Collision
Robot nearly found goal but then
continuously collided with wall
and was unable to proceed.
Participants did not understand that the
robot was colliding with the wall and thus
did not understand that it failed.
Figure 6.7: Examples of efficient robot guidance (left) and circuitous robot guidance (right). During
efficient guidance the robot knows exactly where the exit is and effectively mitigates the participant’s
risk. During circuitous guidance the robot searches for the exit, eventually finding it.
The robot followed a predefined set of waypoints throughout the environment to perform the
behaviors. Waypoints were set near corners or occlusion points so that the robot stayed in the
participant’s view. The robot waited at each waypoint for the participant to approach before it
moved to the next waypoint. The robot was allowed to move considerably faster than the participant
so that it would always be leading. The exact time to reach each end point depended on the particular
environment and on the participant.
6.3.3 Experiment 1: Bonus Scenario
The first experiment examines the use of losing money as a way to put participants at risk. We
used the risk of losing a potential allotted bonus as the source of risk motivating participants’ trust
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Figure 6.8: Screenshots from the bonus scenario experiment. The figure depicts the introduction
screen (top left), example outcomes (bottom left), beginning of a round (top right), and successful
navigation to an exit (bottom right).
decisions. This is an established procedure in the trust literature [42]. Subjects were offered a $1
bonus if they could find the exit of a maze within 30 seconds. After the first 30 seconds had elapsed
the bonus began to decrease. Ninety seconds after the start of the experiment the bonus was $0.
Participants were informed that their choice to use a guidance robot or not would not directly affect
their bonus in any way.
The type of robot behavior (efficient, circuitous, incorrect) witnessed by the person served as the
independent variable for this study. Measurements of trust served as the dependent variable. Both
behavioral measures of trust and post-round self-reports were collected. The correlation between
these two measures was used to evaluate H3. Hypotheses H1 and H2 were examined by comparing
trust measures between subjects that interacted with different types of robot guidance behaviors.
6.3.3.1 Experimental Setup
Although the experiments followed the same general procedure described in Figure 6.5 above, some
screens and text were unique for each experiment.
The first screen seen by the participants gave instructions. The simulated environments were
specifically referred to as “mazes” to give the participant an idea of their complexity and goal. For
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this experiment the robot displayed during the introduction and used in the rounds was a Willow
Garage TurtleBot 2. The 3D model of the robot was created out of CAD files distributed by the
manufacturer.
After the practice session, the participants were informed of the performance-based bonus and
how to obtain it. Participants were given three example performances (Figure 6.8 bottom left) for
the navigation task: (1) stated “People who used a robot that quickly found the exit typically earned
a bonus of about $1.00” accompanied by a top-down view of a direct path to the exit in an example
maze; (2) stated “People who used a robot that did not quickly find the exit typically earned a bonus
of about $0.00” accompanied with a top-down view of a very indirect path to the exit in the same
example maze; (3) stated “People who did not use a robot typically earned a bonus of about $0.50”
accompanied with a top-down view of an indirect path to the exit in the example maze.
For this experiment, at the beginning of each round participants were informed that their bonus
was currently set at $1.00 (Figure 6.8 top right). When the participant began moving, a timer in
the top left of the screen displayed the time spent navigating to a tenth of a second precision. The
bonus was prominently displayed in the top right corner. After thirty seconds of navigating the
maze, the bonus began to decrease at a rate of $0.0167 per second (Figure 6.8 bottom right). The
bonus was completely depleted after ninety seconds. The second round was setup the same as the
first but with a different maze. All other aspects of this experiment proceeded as described in the
Methodology section.
Because participants had no control over the amount of bonus they earned; they were all paid
the full $2.00 bonus after their experiment was completed. This information was not made available
to any participant before the experiment.
In this experiment we also asked one additional survey question in order to better understand
choices for following the robot. Participants were asked to rate their motivations with respect to
time, money, and enjoyment on a seven point Likert scale. They were then asked to rank these
motivations in terms of importance from most to least important. The additional survey was only
included to help design better experiments.
6.3.3.2 Results
A total of 106 participants (mean age=31.0, 60.4% male) completed the first experiment, 84.9% of
which chose to follow the robot in the first round, with no prior knowledge of the robot’s behavior.
Figure 6.9 depicts the number of participants who used the robot in rounds 1 and 2 for the efficient
and circuitous/incorrect robot behaviors and the self-reported trust in rounds 1 and 2 for the different
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Figure 6.9: Change in decision to use robot (left) and self-reported trust (right) between the two
rounds for the successful and unsuccessful robots. Note that a majority of participants continued
to use the circuitous/incorrect robots even though half had lost their trust in the robot. Error bars
represent 95% confidence intervals.
robot behaviors. Only participants who chose to follow the robot in round 1 are reported to ensure
that all reported participants experienced the robot prior to their round 2 decision.
As can be seen in the figure, our first trust metric, the percentage of participants who self-
report trust, decreases significantly (53%,  2(1, N = 60) = 68.76, p < 0.001) when the participants
experience a circuitous or incorrect robot in the first round. Only a 4% ( 2(1, N = 30) = 0.11, p =
0.739) decrease in trust was reported by participants that were guided by an efficient robot. There is
a 40% difference in the level of self-reported trust in the second round between the efficient guidance
behavior and the circuitous/incorrect behaviors ( 2(1, N = 90) = 12.85, p < 0.001).
The decision to use the robot (our other trust metric) did not see as large a difference. Efficient
robots saw a 17% drop in decision to use the robot between the two rounds ( 2(1, N = 30) = 5.45, p =
0.020) while circuitous and incorrect robots dropped 30% between the two rounds ( 2(1, N = 60) =
42.33, p < 0.001). Still, there was only a 13% difference between the efficient robot usage and the
other robots usage in the second round ( 2(1, N = 90) = 1.87, p = 0.172).
Figure 6.10 shows the results for the different failure modes. The type of robot failure had no
impact on either the self-reported trust (0% difference) or the decision to follow (0% difference). In
both the first and second round a strong positive correlation was found between following the robot
and reporting trust in the robot,  (106) = +0.628 for round 1 and,  (90) = +0.422 for round 2.
We examined the survey comments to better understand each participant’s rationale. Table 6.5
summarizes the most common comments from round 2. Note that, of the people that were guided
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Figure 6.10: Change in decision to use robot (left) and self-reported trust (right) between the two
rounds for the circuitous and incorrect robots. The same number of participants chose to use each
and the same number reported trust in each in the second round. Error bars represent 95% confidence
intervals.
by a circuitous or incorrect robot, many choose to follow the robot in the second round because
they believed that the robot’s help was better than no help at all (n=7) or they thought that the
robot would perform better this time (n=5). These comments hint that participants were deciding
to follow the robot in spite of the loss of bonus.
We performed an analysis on our motivational survey to better understand why people par-
ticipated in our study. About half of the participants (55) reported that their most important
motivation with respect to the experiment was money. The rest of the participants were evenly
divided between time (25) and fun (24). These results indicate that many participants are not solely
motivated by monetary bonuses in the experiment. Hence, some chose to follow the robot in the
second round in spite of its failure and the fact that they self-reported not trusting it because they
believed it would ultimately be faster or more fun to follow the robot.
6.3.3.3 Discussion
Overall, the results strongly support some of our hypotheses and do not support others. With
respect to H1 the data indicates a 53% decrease in self-reported trust when the robot fails versus a
4% decrease when the robot does not fail. This result supports our hypothesis that self-reported trust
significantly decreases after the robot provides slow or failed guidance. This result is important in
that it shows that only a single failure can strongly and quickly influence a person’s trust in the robot,
which may have ramifications on the testing and evaluation of such systems. It is also noteworthy
that the majority of people (84.9%) chose to follow the robot initially. This result appears to imply
that people tend to trust initially when motivated by a monetary bonus.
Our second hypothesis focused on the manner in which the robot failed. We predicted that a
robot that fails by traveling a short distance and stopping would have a significantly larger negative
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impact on both self-reported trust and the subsequent decision to follow than a robot that merely
slowly led to the exit. The data shows that this is not the case. Our results indicate that either
failure impacted trust equally both with respect to the self-report and subsequent following. The
fact that there was 0% difference in both cases is presumably a statistical artifact.
Our third hypothesis examined the relationship between self-reported trust and the decision to
follow the robot. We predicted that both the participant’s trust and the likelihood of following would
be strongly correlated. Indeed, we found a strong positive correlation between following the robot
and self-reporting trust. Yet, the results show that numerous participants (26% of all participants)
choose to follow the robot in the second round even though they reported not trusting it.
6.3.3.4 Experiment 1 Conclusion and Motivation for Experiment 2
The experiment supports our hypothesis that self-reported trust decreases after poor guidance.
Further, we found a strong correlation between self-reported trust and the subject’s decision to
follow the robot. No statistically significant difference resulted from the different types of robot
guidance failure. Still, the data indicates that participants were significantly more likely to follow
the robot in spite of a failure and a lack of trust in the robot. An examination of the participant’s
comments hinted that the participants are motivated by factors other than the bonus, such as time
and fun.
These survey comments and our study of the participants’ motivations led us to develop a second
experiment that sought to better align the participants’ motivations with the task goals. This second
experiment asked participants to act as if they were in an emergency. Instead of receiving a bonus, a
quick exit from the building rewarded them with “survival.” We hypothesized that being motivated
by an emergency would result in a better alignment between their self-reported trust and their
decision to follow the robot.
6.3.4 Experiment 2: Emergency Scenario
In a second experiment, participants were told that our goal was to discover how people leave a
building during an emergency. Instead of receiving a bonus for a fast completion, they were told
that they would only survive if they found the exit in time. During both rounds, a countdown
timer appeared in the middle of their view to tell them the remaining time. As with the previous
experiment, this study was conducted using the Unity simulation and Amazon’s Mechanical Turk.
Participants were compensated $2.00 for their participation in this experiment.
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Figure 6.11: The introduction screen for the emergency scenario experiment is depicted in the
top left. Note that the robot is different from in Bonus Motivation Experiment. Additionally,
participants were told that this experiment was to determine how people evacuate buildings. The
screen on the bottom left depicts example results. Participants were shown overhead views of the
example environment with survival possibilities. The screen on the top right presents the beginning
of the first round of the experiment. The timer counted down and was moved to the center of the
screen for maximum visibility. Text indicated that an emergency had occurred. An example of an
unsuccessful exit is presented in the bottom right. Text informed the participant there was no time
remaining. The robot can be seen in the distance.
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6.3.4.1 Experimental Setup
There were several differences between this experiment and the Bonus Motivation Experiment. First,
the introduction screen stated “We are testing how people leave a building in emergencies” and asked
them to “Please act as you would in a real emergency!” (Figure 6.11 top left). The word “building”
was used instead of “maze” to further reinforce the emergency portion of the simulation.
The robot in this experiment was a TurtleBot 2 modified with two PhantomX Pincher AX-12
arms to allow it to gesture. The robot was also given signage to indicate that it is an emergency
evacuation robot. The arms waved while it moved to attract attention. The robot’s appearance and
gestures were evaluated in the previous chapter (see Figure 5.3e) and it was found that participants
understood it better than other forms of evacuation robots.
For this experiment each round ended after 60 seconds regardless of the participant’s ability
to find the exit. Once again, before selecting whether or not to use the robot, the participant was
presented with a series of example experimental performances (Figure 6.11 bottom right): (1) stated
“If the robot was good at guiding humans then they typically survived” accompanied by a top-down
view of a direct path to the exit in an example maze; (2) stated “If the robot was bad at guiding
humans then they typically did not survive” accompanied with a top-down view of a very indirect
path to the exit in the same example maze; (3) stated “about half of humans survived the experiment
without help from a robot” accompanied with a top-down view of an indirect path to the exit in the
example maze.
During each round the words, “EMERGENCY! Please leave the building now! EMERGENCY!”
appeared as well as the time remaining to exit (to a tenth of a second precision) in the top-center
of the participants’ view throughout the entire round (Figure 6.11 top right).
Other than these changes, both experiments were identical. Participants were again required to
complete the same survey examining their trust in the robot and reasoning for choosing the robot
for both rounds.
6.3.4.2 Results
A total of 129 participants (mean age=31.8, 60.5% male) completed the second experiment, 69.8% of
which decided to use the robot in the first round. As shown in Figure 6.12 the decision to follow the
robot decreases by 50% in the second round when the participant interacts with a circuitous/incorrect
robot in the first round ( 2(1, N = 60) < 0.01, p < 0.001), compared to just 3% when an efficient
robot is used first ( 2(1, N = 30) = 1.02, p = 0.313). There was a 47% difference in usage between
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Figure 6.12: Change in decision to use robot (left) and self-reported trust (right) between the two
rounds for efficient and circuitous/incorrect robots. Note that the decision to use the robot dropped
with self-reported trust in this experiment, unlike in the Bonus Motivation Experiment. Error bars
represent 95% confidence intervals.
the efficient guidance behavior and the failed behaviors ( 2(1, N = 90) = 19.29, p < 0.001).
Self-reported trust follows a similar trend with trust decreasing 53% when participants experi-
enced a circuitous/incorrect robot ( 2(1, N = 60) < 0.01, p < 0.001) and self-reported trust increas-
ing by 3% after interacting with an efficient robot in the first round ( 2(1, N = 30) = 0.16, p = 0.688).
There was a 55% difference between efficient robot and failed robot trust levels in the second round
( 2(1, N = 90) = 24.31, p < 0.001).
Figure 6.13 shows the results for the different failure modes. The type of failure had minimal
impact in the participant’s decision to follow ( 2(1, N = 60) = 0.27, p = 0.606). There was also
a minimal change in self-reported trust ( 2(1, N = 60) = 1.15, p = 0.284). A strong positive
correlation was found between choosing to use the robot and reporting trust in the robot in both
rounds:  (129) = +0.661 for round 1 and  (90) = +0.745 for round 2.
Again, motivations for participants’ actions and reports can be found in the comments. A short
description of a selection of these comments can be found in Table 6.6. Note that not all participants’
comments are included in this table for brevity and some participants gave multiple reasons for their
actions.
6.3.4.3 Discussion
The results from this experiment strongly support H1, H3 and H4 but do not support H2. A single
failure of a robot caused 50% of participants to stop using the robot in the second round, compared
to just a 3% drop with a successful robot. This supports our hypothesis that participants will
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Figure 6.13: Change in decision to use robot (left) and self-reported trust (right) between the two
rounds for the circuitous and incorrect robots. While the results are not identical in this round, as
they were in the Bonus Motivation Experiment, they are still not statistically significant. Error bars
represent 95% confidence intervals.
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continue to trust a robot that performs well (H1).
Our data indicates that a smaller percentage of participants chose to use the robot in the first
round when compared to the first round of the Bonus Scenario Experiment. While a majority still
chose to use the robot, and thus our findings from previous work are still supported, we did not
expect such a change. Many participants justified their choice by stating that they did not want to
put their life in the hands of a machine. This indicates that people are more likely to initially trust
a robot when there is a lower risk (e.g. a financial risk instead of a survival risk). This data serves
as evidence that people take the emergency scenario, and the risk it entails, seriously.
With respect to the type of robot failure, both experiments showed no difference in either self-
reported trust or the decision to use the robot if the person experienced a circuitous robot versus a
robot that stopped moving before arriving at the exit. This is an interesting area for future work
as it indicates that participants do not discriminate based on how the robot failed, only that it did
fail.
The results from this experiment show an even greater correlation between self-reported trust
and the decision to use the robot than was seen in the Bonus Scenario Experiment. This supports
our third hypothesis: self-reported trust and the decision to use the robot are correlated. Only 12%
of participants chose to follow a robot that they did not report trusting in the second round of this
experiment.
We also found strong support for our fourth hypothesis: the decision to use the guidance infor-
mation from the robot was more sensitive to the behavior of the robot in the emergency scenario
than in the bonus scenario. This result suggests that an emergency scenario, in contrast to a bonus
scenario, does influence participants to act in a manner that is aligned with their self-reported trust.
Thus, we feel confident in our use of emergency scenarios to test human-robot trust. This is in
contrast to much of the existing work that tests trust (such as [42]), which uses a monetary bonus
to motivate their participants
The comments also indicate that participants took the emergency scenario seriously. Several
comments note that individuals acted as if they felt real pressure to find the exit quickly (one
participant wrote “It felt like a challenge, and I treated it as an emergency as instructed,” another
wrote, “Burning building, needed to get out”). Some likened it to getting the high score in a video
game while others just wanted to “survive” the simulation. Participants who did not successfully
survive the first round typically stated that they were upset with the outcome. Some were upset
at their robot, some at themselves. Almost all participants who failed to survive in the first round
vowed to live in the second. We believe these comments are evidence that using simulated emergency
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scenarios fosters a sense of risk in the participant that is critical for human-robot trust experiments.
This data serves as evidence that people take the emergency scenario, and the risk it entails, seriously.
6.4 Conclusion
In this chapter, we present studies involving 770 participants in order to validate our working
definition and conditions for trust in human-human and human-robot interactions. In these studies,
participants have examined outcome matrices, decided the extent to which the interactive situation
described by these matrices demands trust, and informed us about the extent that situational risk
and robot behavior affects their decision to trust. In the beginning, written narratives were used to
sculpt these situations. Later, simulated evacuations through a maze were used to convey risk and
force the participant to make a decision.
Overall, these experiments have taught us the following lessons related to the empirical evaluation
of trust:
• It is difficult for a non-expert human to understand when a robot has failed at a task. For
example, if the robot is built to be a navigation guidance robot, participants will expect it to
be a good guide.
• Our results show that most people will initially trust an unknown robot.
• In these experiments, even a single failure strongly impacted a person’s trust.
• We found that the manner in which the robot failed does not impact trust.
• In low risk situations (monetary bonus) people may act as if they trust the robot after a failure
even if they self-report little trust; however, in higher risk scenarios (simulated emergency)
participant’s self-reports matched their decision to use the robot. Experiments which attempt
to equate the person’s risk to a bonus appear to underestimate other motivations such as time
and fun.
Our pilot studies with various unsuccessful robot behaviors raise concerns about people blindly
trusting robots to perform their stated task. While many people seem predisposed to not trust
any new form of technology, others seem to instantly trust a new technology to perform its task,
regardless of evidence to the contrary. Participants were willing to follow a robot in what we consider
to be an obviously unsuccessful search for an exit for almost 12 minutes for $2 in compensation (the
bonus had expired by this time). Even in our emergency scenario, 50% of participants who had
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experienced an unsuccessful robot chose to use the robot again in a second round. The next chapter
explores this topic in greater detail.
The experiments presented in this chapter provide understanding of the human-robot trust dy-
namic, but do not give us a complete picture of a person’s interaction with an emergency guide
robot. Each of these experiments was simulated in a virtual environment and the simulations were
focused on finding the exit in a maze, rather than finding an exit in a building familiar to the partic-
ipants. Participants were forced to either explore the environment on their own or rely on a robot,
rather than a more realistic situation where they would have some knowledge of the building. In
the next chapter, we examine human-robot trust in more realistic emergency scenarios, first with
two experiments in a virtual environment to determine the effect of emergency exit signs and prior
knowledge of the building on a person’s decision to use a guide robot, then in a physical space where






In the previous chapters, we determined that robot guides can be of assistance in emergency evac-
uations, we developed understandable methods of conveying this guidance to nearby evacuees, and
we evaluated the factors that would affect a human’s trust in the robot using virtual simulations of
mazes. In the maze simulations, participants had no knowledge of the environment and thus had to
rely on guidance provided by a robot or explore on their own. In real evacuations, people typically
know something about the building, like the location of the front entrance, and they know how to
find standard emergency exit signs to locate additional exits. In this chapter we ask the question:
will people trust an emergency guidance robot during a real emergency?
We began by giving participants the choice of following standard exit signs or one of the robots
developed in Chapter 5 to find the exit in a virtual maze. We then created a virtual office environment
and evaluated human-robot trust in a simulated emergency. In this simulation, participants had the
choice of retracing their steps to the main entrance, following emergency exit signs to an alternative
exit, or following the robot’s guidance to an unmarked exit. Finally, we tested the same experiment
in a building on campus, using artificial smoke and smoke detectors to simulate an emergency. In
this experiment, participants had the choice of retracing their steps to the entrance of the building
(also marked with an emergency exit sign) and following guidance from the robot to an unmarked
exit. These experiments were performed in pursuit of our fourth contribution:
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Measured a person’s propensity to follow an emergency guidance robots in a realistic
emergency scenario.
7.1.1 Verification of Exit Signs
We assume that most people are capable of understanding the intent of exit signs in the real world,
but this may not be true of virtual exit signs in our 3D simulator. To test this, we performed a
survey on Mechanical Turk similar to the surveys described in Chapter 5 in which we tested the
clarity of our robots’ guidance. Participants were asked to interpret four different images depicting
different emergency exit signs (Figure 7.1). The first exit sign had an arrow pointing to the left
from the participant’s point of view and was intended to mean that an exit was located somewhere
down the left hallway (Figure 7.1a). The second sign had no arrow (7.1b). This sign is often used
to indicate that an exit is located somewhere down the hallway behind the sign. The third had an
arrow pointing up and was intended to mean that an exit was located further along the hallway
ahead of the participant (Figure 7.1c). Even though the second sign is standard in this situation, we
provided this third sign to determine if an arrow is necessary in a simulated situation. The last sign
displayed a different type of instruction and informed participants that this area is an emergency
assembly point (Figure 7.1d). This was intended to be analogous to the “stay” instruction given by
the robots in Chapter 5.
Sixteen participants took part in this survey. All participants saw each image. Results are
presented in Table 7.1. Fifteen of sixteen participants (94%) were able to correctly identify the
purpose of the first (Figure 7.1a) and the third (Figure 7.1c) signs (the signs with arrows). It is
unclear why the last participant was unable to identify the directions depicted by these signs. Nine
of the sixteen participants (56%) were unable to understand any guidance information from the
exit sign without arrows (Figure 7.1b). Four participants (25%) correctly identified the sign as
telling them to go forward, but the remainder were split between left (1), stay (1) and backward
(1). We can conclude from this that most participants will require an arrow on an exit sign in
a virtual environment in order to be comfortable with its instructions. Eight participants (50%)
correctly identified the stay in place sign, even though the sign did not actually instruct them to
take an action. Four (25%) stated they were unsure what the sign meant and the remainder were
split between forward (2), left (1) and right (1). The two participants who indicated that the sign
directed them to move forward did so because the sign was slightly in front of them, so they would
have to move forward in order to be at the assembly point.
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(a) Left exit sign (b) Emergency exit sign without directional
arrow
(c) Forward exit sign with arrow (d) Emergency sign indicating participants
should stay in place
Figure 7.1: Emergency exit signs shown to participants in our verification survey. Note that the
simulated environment is the same as in Section 5.2.
Table 7.1: Participant understanding of static exit signs
Sign Percent Understood
Left exit sign (Figure 7.1a) 94%
No directional arrow (Figure 7.1b) 25%
Forward exit sign with arrow (Figure 7.1c) 94%
Assembly point sign (Figure 7.1d) 50%
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Based on these results, we used emergency exit signs with a directional arrow pointing to either
the left or the right (as in Figure 7.1a) in virtual environments. This was one of the clearest signs
in our survey and is a standard sign seen in many buildings.
7.2 Robot Guidance versus Existing Guidance Technology
In Chapter 5, we presented demonstrations of simulated (Section 5.2) and real robots (Section 5.3)
to participants in order to evaluate the ability of various robotic platforms to provide understandable
guidance information. That experiment provided useful feedback about the gestures themselves, but
did not test human reaction to the robots in the context of an emergency. In Chapter 6, we tested
human reactions in the context of an emergency, but we did not provide any additional aids to help a
participant find an exit. In this experiment, however, we allowed people to experience a subset of the
robots that we had previously tested in a 3D simulated environment during a simulated emergency.
Participants were given the choice to follow guidance provided by a robot or guidance provided by
emergency exit signs similar to those found in office buildings.
Evacuees exiting a building often encounter intersections which force them to make a decision
about which direction to take. These decision points are usually accompanied by exit signs to help
guide people to the closest exit. For this experiment, each decision point was also equipped with a
robot to provide guidance. The guidance from the robot always contradicted the guidance from the
exit sign. By measuring the person’s choice at each decision point, we investigate the extent that
participants trust robots more than signs, or vice versa.
7.2.1 Experimental Setup
Participants began the interactive portion of the experiment in a maze (Figure 7.2) facing a robot and
a static emergency exit sign, one pointing left, the other right. Guidance information was presented
at each decision point in the simulation. Five total decision points were used in the experiment.
Two valid exits were available: one in the direction indicated by the robot and one by the sign.
The participant had to follow the robot’s or sign’s guidance through at least three separate decision
points to reach either exit, which limits the probability that a participant randomly chose to obey
the robot or sign at all points.
The participant was encouraged to quickly find the exit. Prior to the experiment, instructions
indicated that we were simulating an emergency. While navigating the environment, text on the
screen stated “EMERGENCY! Please leave the building! EMERGENCY!” and a timer counted
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Figure 7.2: Maze environment for this experiment. Participants started in the position and orienta-
tion indicated by the blue arrow. Decision points are shown as red dots. A robot and an emergency
exit sign with an arrow were at each decision point. One pointed to the path that lead to the exit
on the left (shown in the diagram as an open door) and the other pointed to the exit to the right.
Obstacles are shown in dark blue.
down from 60 seconds (see Figure 7.3). If a participant failed to find an exit in 60 seconds then the
participant was informed that they had not survived the simulation. We validated this method for
motivating participants in Section 6.3.
Three robots were tested: the Dynamic Sign robot, the Multi-Arm Gesture robot and the Hu-
manoid. The Dynamic Sign platform was used because our prior research (Section 5.2) verified that
participants would understand the information presented on the tablet. The multi-arm gesture robot
was used because it also scored highly in previous tests. The Humanoid platform was included in
order to test the difference, if any, between it and the Turtlebot-based Multi-Arm Gesture platform.
The 3D models for each of the platforms were identical to those presented in Section 5.2.
After the interactive portion of the experiment, participants were asked four questions about
their experience and then completed a short survey to gather demographic data. The four questions
were:
1. Did you notice the robots doing anything to help you find the exit?
2. Did you notice the exit signs on the ceiling?
3. Did you trust the information provided by the robots?
4. Did you trust the information provided by the exit signs on the ceiling?
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(a) Dynamic Sign Robot
(b) Multi-Arm Gesture Robot
(c) Humanoid Robot
Figure 7.3: Robots in the environment used for this experiment.
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Each question offered yes and no options for a response and asked participants to explain themselves.
The position and the time it took the participant to find the exit in the experiment was recorded.
The environment was built in the Unity game engine and the participant interacted with the robot
using a plugin in a web browser.
A total of 95 people participated in this experiment via Amazon’s Mechanical Turk service. Five
participants were unable to find the exit in the time provided and their results were excluded from
analysis. The remaining 90 were evenly divided among the three robots.
7.2.2 Results
Overall, 61% of participants followed the robots instead of the exit signs (p = 0.002, Binomial test
assuming 50% random chance of following either robots or signs for 90 samples). The difference
in the following decision between the robots was not statistically significant at this sample size
( 2(2, n = 90) = 0.341, p = 0.166), but some trends can be gleaned from it. The Dynamic Sign
robot had the highest following (77%), followed by the Multi-Arm Gesture (63%) and then the
Humanoid (53%) (Figure 7.4). There was a strong correlation between noticing the exit sign and
following the exit sign ( (90) = 0.59) and a weaker correlation between noticing the robots and
following the robots ( (90) = 0.39). Figure 7.5 shows the results from participants who noticed the
exit signs. Note that this sample size is relatively small, so it is hard to draw conclusions from the
data, but most participants who noticed the exit signs chose to follow them.
Participants’ explanations for their answers reinforced the conclusion that they did not notice
the exit signs. Some representative comments were: “I didn’t notice the exit signs on the ceiling. I
would have followed them if I would have noticed,” “I only saw one or two. These were not as helpful,
since I was able to miss some,” “I didn’t think I had any other hint [besides the robots] on where to
go,” “In times of emergency, you have to make quick decisions so I chose to trust the robots.” Other
participants noticed the exit signs, but preferred to rely on the robots, saying, “I trusted them, but
did not use them because I was [moving] too quickly to register them.”
Some participants indicated that the exit signs had a greater chance of being correct by saying
comments like, “[The robots] brought attention to the exit signs but appeared to be [pointing] in the
wrong direction,” “People wouldn’t put up signs that pointed the wrong way,” “I figured [the robots]
to be more of a distraction and thought it would take too much time to figure out how they were
trying to help me.,” “It seemed like [the robots’] arm was moving. I [ignored] them though. The exit
sign was easier to understand,” “I decided to go by the sign on the wall because it was not moving
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Figure 7.4: Percentage of participants who followed robot guidance broken down by robot type.
Error bars represent 95% confidence intervals.
and seemed to be there longer.”, “I didn’t have time to figure out what [the robots] were trying to
communicate.” One participant indicated that he did not trust the robots because he had seen the
film “I, Robot.”
Other participants wrote that the robots, especially the Humanoid, looked like an authority
figure: “[The robots] seemed to be with an ’authority’ outfit, looked like policemen at first.” Some
did not understand that the dynamic sign robots were robots, and simply thought that it was a
mobile sign: “They had the correct signs that were easily identifiable.”
7.2.3 Discussion
Based on the comments and the correlations, we can conclude that participants generally followed
the exit signs if they noticed the exit signs but were more likely to notice the robot. The robot
was a sufficiently distracting object that most participants did not even notice the exit signs. We
can thus conclude that robots are better at attracting attention during emergencies than standard
emergency exit signs. These robots were also found to be sufficiently trustworthy to aid participants
in finding an exit.
No significant difference was found between the three robots tested. In our later experiments,
presented in the next two sections and in the next chapter, we use the Multi-Arm Gesture platform.
This platform works well in both near and far conditions, as found in Chapter 5, and attracts
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Figure 7.5: Results from participants who noticed exit signs only.
attention in emergency scenarios, as shown in this experiment. It has the additional benefit that it
does not have to be facing participants to be understood, unlike the Dynamic Sign platform.
This experiment asked participants to navigate an unfamiliar building using both familiar (exit
signs) and unfamiliar (guidance robots) technology. We found that most participants followed the
robot because they did not notice the exit signs, and conclude that the robots attract attention
in emergency situations. In the next section, we allow participants to gain some knowledge of the
building before the emergency begins and allow participants to observe the robot’s behavior before
making their decision.
7.3 Virtual Office Evacuation Experiment
In Chapter 6, we asked participants to find an exit in an unfamiliar building with or without robot
assistance and in the previous section we added emergency exit signs to that scenario. In this
experiment, we ensured that participants are familiar with at least one path to an exit in our virtual
environment by having participants start outdoors and proceed to a room inside. Participants
followed guidance from a robot in this phase and could thus judge the robot’s ability to be a good
guide before the emergency started. When the emergency started, participants had the option of
retracing their steps to the main entrance, following guidance from an emergency exit sign in the
building, or following guidance from the robot.
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Our previous results lead us to the following hypothesis: in a situation where participants are
currently experiencing risk and have experienced a robot’s behavior in a prior interaction, partici-
pants tend to follow guidance from an efficient robot but not follow guidance from a circuitous robot.
As in Section 6.3, the robot performs efficient guidance by leading the participant straight to the
destination and performs circuitous guidance by taking a less direct route.
7.3.1 Experimental Setup
To evaluate participant reaction to emergency guidance robots, we developed a three dimensional
simulation of an office environment using the Unity game engine (Figure 7.6). The virtual office
environment had a main entrance where the experiment began, several rooms to simulate offices
and meeting rooms, and four emergency exits. Two emergency exits were marked with standard
North American exit signs. The other two were unmarked. Additionally, the main entrance could be
used as an exit. The robot guided participants through one half of the environment (containing one
marked and one unmarked exit) in this experiment; however, participants were allowed to traverse
the entire environment if they wished. The robot used in this experiment was a 3D model of a
Turtlebot with signage identifying it as an emergency guide robot and two Pincher AX-12 arms
to provide gestural guidance (this robot was introduced in Chapter 5 as the “Multi-Arm Gesture”
platform).
The simulation began by introducing participants to the experiment and the robot. Participants
were then asked to learn the movement controls of the simulation in a practice round. After the
practice round, participants were asked to follow the robot to a meeting room where they were
told they would receive further instructions. The robot’s navigation behaviors during this phase
are discussed below. After the participants reached the meeting room, the robot thanked them
for following it and the participant was asked “Did the robot do a good job guiding you to the
meeting room?” with space to explain their answers. Once the participants completed this short
mid-experiment survey, they were told “Suddenly, you hear a fire alarm. You know that if you do
not get out of the building QUICKLY you will not survive. You may choose ANY path you wish to
get out of the building. Your payment is NOT based on any particular path or method.” During this
emergency phase, the robot provided guidance to the nearest unmarked exit. Participants could also
choose to follow signs to a nearby emergency exit (approximately the same distance as the robot
exit) or to retrace their steps to the main exit. As mentioned, above, other exits were available
in the simulation, but participants were not expected to notice them as they would not have any
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Figure 7.6: The virtual office environment used in the experiment. Efficient robot path (green)
versus circuitous robot path (red) are shown.
reason to traverse that section of the environment. Participants were given 30 seconds to find an
exit in the emergency phase (Figure 7.7). The time remaining was displayed on screen to a tenth
of a second accuracy. This count down was shown in our previous research to have a significant
effect in motivating participants to find an exit quickly (Chapter 6). The simulation ended when
the participant found an exit or when the timer reached zero. After the simulation, the participants
were informed if they had successfully exited or not. Finally, they were asked to complete a survey.
As in previous experiments (Chapter 6), the robot would either provide fast, efficient guidance to
Figure 7.7: The robot providing guidance during the emergency phase. Participants had 30 seconds
to exit. Note the clearly displayed emergency exit sign pointing to another exit.
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the meeting room or take a circuitous route. In previous experiments, we showed that these behaviors
can be used to bias most participants to trust (by using the efficient behavior) or not trust (by using
the circuitous behavior) the robot later in the experiment. Efficient behavior consists of the robot
guiding the participant directly to the meeting room without detours. Circuitous behavior consists
of the robot guiding the participant through and around another room before taking the participant
to the meeting room. Both behaviors can be seen in Figure 7.6. Each behavior was accomplished
by having the robot follow waypoints in the simulation environment. At each waypoint, the robot
stopped and used its arms to point to the next waypoint. The robot began moving towards the next
waypoint when the participant approached it. The participant was not given any indication of the
robot’s behavior before the simulation started.
After the emergency phase of the simulation ended, participants were asked to complete a survey.
All participants were asked a series of questions about how they found the exit (or attempted to),
their motivation level during the emergency, and their opinion on the robot’s ability to quickly find
an exit. At the end of this survey, participants were asked to agree or disagree with the statement “I
trusted the robot when I made my choice to follow or not follow the robot in the emergency.” A third
option was given for this question, allowing participants to indicate “Trust was not involved in my
decision.” Our previous work (Section 6.2) showed that participants are occasionally uncomfortable
stating that they do not trust the robot, thus the inclusion of the third option. Our intent is to
measure positive affirmations of trust in the robot. Therefore, we code all selections of the third
option as not trusting the robot. Finally, participants were asked to answer demographic questions.
Similar to Chapter 6, our primary measure of trust is the participant’s choice of exit where exiting
through the door gestured at by the robot indicates they trusted the robot and exiting through any
other door or not exiting at all indicates that they did not place trust in the robot in that situation.
Additionally, we ask participants if they trusted the robot when they made their decision to follow
or not follow it. In this experiment, that question is somewhat problematic: their decision to follow
the robot or not is made over a continuous stretch of time from before they even see the robot
until they have actually exited the building (or time has expired). Some participants may answer
that question based on the decision they made while still in the meeting room while others may
answer with their final decision. In prior work, we have found that answers to this question strongly
correlate with decisions to use the robot when there is a single discrete decision (Chapter 6).
We deployed our simulation on the internet and solicited volunteers for our experiment via
Amazon’s Mechanical Turk service. Participants were paid $2.00 to complete this study. A total of






























Figure 7.8: Results from the experiment. Error bars represent 95% confidence intervals.
38% female) were solicited on Amazon’s Mechanical Turk service in a between-subjects experiment.
7.3.2 Results
A significant difference was found between the efficient (71% followed) and circuitous behavior (24%
followed) ( 2(1, 114) < 25.558, p < 0.001), confirming our previous experiments (Section 6.3). For
the efficient robots, 40 participants followed the robot, 15 followed the visible exit sign, and 1 retraced
their steps to the main exit. For the circuitous robots, 14 participants followed the robot, 36 followed
the visible emergency exit sign, 2 retraced their steps to the main exit, 3 found another exit out of
the building, and 3 did not find an exit in time. Additionally, 55 of 56 (98%) participants indicated
that the efficient robot did “a good job guiding” them to the meeting room (the one dissenter did
not like that it stopped at each waypoint), compared with 21 of 58 (36%) participants who answered
that the circuitous robot did a good job (only 8 of these, 14% of all participants in this category,
followed it in the emergency). Many participants who indicated that the circuitous robot did a good
job mentioned that it did seem to make an unnecessary detour, but that their overall experience
was still positive. Only 12 of 58 participants (21%) indicated that they trusted the circuitous robot
in the emergency phase, compared with 37 of 56 (66%) participants who indicated they trusted the
efficient robot. These results are evidence that the use of circuitous robot behavior breaks trust and
efficient robot behavior maintains trust in this experiment. All but one participant answered that
they were motivated to find the exit in the emergency.
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7.3.3 Discussion
The results from this experiment confirm results from Section 6.3: participants who previously
experienced an efficient robot tend to follow it in an emergency but participants who previously
experienced a circuitous robot will not follow it. This experiment confirms that this is true even
when several other exits are made available to participants in an environment with which they have
some familiarity. The experiment in Section 7.2 showed that robots attract more attention than
exit signs, but this experiment shows that the robot’s behavior can cause participants to look for
other exits. Interestingly, most participants who did not follow the robot chose to follow the nearby
exit sign instead of retracing their steps to the exit. This result differs from [7], which showed that
people tend to exit through the front door of the building in emergencies.
Not all participants rated the circuitous robot as a bad guide, however most who rated it as a
good guide still did not follow it to an exit. This indicates that they did not consider the robot’s
previous error to be important when it guided them to the meeting room, but that the error was
bad enough to convince them to find their own way out in an emergency.
As in previous work (Chapter 6), we believe that participants took this experiment seriously. All
but one participant responded that they were motivated to find an exit quickly in the emergency and
only three participants did not manage to find an exit in time. Nevertheless, participant interaction
with the emergency scenario was mediated by a computer, and thus participants probably did not
feel that they needed to evacuate as urgently as they would in a physical scenario. The next section
presents a similar experiment performed in the physical domain.
7.4 Physical Office Evacuation Experiment
To create a high-risk situation, we conducted a real-world emergency evacuation scenario using fire
alarms and artificial smoke to add urgency. This was conducted in a manner similar to the previous
experiment (Section 7.3), but the smoke and alarms provided increased motivation for participants
to find an exit. Participants were not informed that an emergency would take place prior to the
experiment.
This experiment had the same hypothesis as the previous experiment: in a situation where
participants are currently experiencing risk and have experienced a robot’s behavior in a prior
interaction, participants will tend to follow guidance from an efficient robot but not follow guidance




















Figure 7.9: Layout of experiment area showing efficient and circuitous paths.
7.4.1 Experimental Setup
This experiment took place in the office area of a storage building on the Georgia Tech campus.
The building was otherwise unoccupied during experiments. The office area contained a hallway
and several rooms (Figures 7.9 and 7.10). The room at the end of the hallway was designated the
meeting room and the room next to it was designated the other room, only used in the circuitous
behavior condition. The back exit used for this experiment actually lead to a large storage area, but
this was obscured using a curtain. Participants could see light through the curtain, but could not see
the size of the room. This was intended to make this doorway into a plausible path to an exit, but not
a definite exit to the outdoors. A standard green emergency exit sign hung in the hallway indicating
that participants should exit through the main entrance in the event of an emergency. A room in
the middle of the building was designated as the control room. An experimenter stayed in that room
controlling the robot through an RF link. The experimenter could view the entire experiment area
from five cameras placed throughout the building but could not be seen by participants.
The emergency guide robot (Figure 7.11) used a Pioneer P3-AT as a base. The base had white
LED strip lights along all sides to illuminate the ground around it. A platform was built on top of
this base to house a laptop computer and support a lighted cylindrical sign 24.5 cm tall and 47 cm
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(a) Exterior of building (b) Main hallway
(c) Interior of meeting room (d) View of hallway from meeting room door
Figure 7.10: Pictures of the experiment site
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Figure 7.11: Robot during non-emergency phase of the experiment pointing to meeting room door
(left) and robot during emergency pointing to back exit (right). Note that the sign is lit in the right
picture. A standard emergency exit sign is visible behind the robot in the emergency.
in diameter. The words “EMERGENCY GUIDE ROBOT” in 3 cm tall letters were backlit by red
LEDs. These LEDs were off during the non-emergency phase of the experiment but turned on during
the emergency. Two PhantomX AX-12 Pincher arms were mounted to the top of the sign. Only the
first three joints (the two shoulder servos and the elbow servo) on each arm were present. On top of
each arm was a cylinder of foam lit with white LEDs. The arms, including foam, were 68 cm long.
While the robot was moving the arms stayed straight up. The arms pointed straight ahead and
oscillated by 20 degrees up and down to indicate that a participant should proceed in the direction
the robot is facing (either into the meeting room or to the back exit). The robot measured 68 cm
from ground to the top of the sign and 136 cm tall with arms fully extended up. This robot was
modeled after the Multi-Arm Gesture platform in Chapter 5 so that it could provide understandable
guidance to the participant from a distance or from a nearby position. For participant safety, the
robot was teleoperated for the entire experiment.
Participants began the experiment by reading and signing a consent form. They then completed
Survey 1, which asked them to agree or disagree with ten statements about robots (Table 7.2) and
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Table 7.2: List of statements about robots. Participants agreed or disagreed with each before,











Table 7.3: Statements about feelings given before (Survey 1), during (Survey 2), and after the
experiment (Survey 3). Participants rated their agreement with the statement on a 7 point Likert
scale.
Survey 1 Survey 2 Survey 3
I feel comfortable right now. I felt comfortable while
moving through the building.
I felt comfortable during the
emergency.
I feel relaxed right now. I felt relaxed while moving
through the building.
I felt relaxed during the
emergency.
I feel safe right now. I felt safe while moving
through the building.
I felt safe during the
emergency.
I feel confused right now. I felt confused while moving
through the building.
I felt confused during the
emergency.
I feel scared right now. I felt scared while moving
through the building.
I felt scared during the
emergency.
asked them to rate their current feelings on a seven point Likert scale (Table 7.3). Five feelings
were included on the survey: comfortable, safe, relaxed, confused, and scared. Upon completing the
survey, participants were given a device that would produce a loud sound in case they needed to
abort the experiment for any reason, introduced to the robot and instructed to follow it to a meeting
room. They were told that the robot would inform them when they had reached the meeting room
by pointing with its arms (this gesture was previously evaluated in Chapter 5). Participants were
told that written instructions were in the meeting room.
During this non-emergency guidance phase, participants followed the robot to the meeting room.
The robot was remote controlled in order to ensure participant safety. The robot operator was in
a room hidden from participants. The robot performed either efficient or circuitous guidance along
the way (see Figure 7.9 for the exact guidance performed in this experiment). Participants were
randomly assigned to each condition.
After arriving at the meeting room, participants followed written instructions labeled as “Meeting
Room Instructions” that were posted in two locations on the wall as well as on a table:
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Meeting Room Instructions
1. Sit down at the table.
2. Complete the survey on the clipboard.
3. Close the door to this room.
4. Read the article on the table. Mark important sections of the article and make any
notes necessary on the page. You will be asked questions about this document after the
experiment is completed.
This survey (Survey 2) first asked participants “Did the robot do a good job guiding you to
the meeting room?” and why or why not. Then the ten robot statements from Survey 1 were
asked. Finally, participants were asked how they felt (using the same five feelings as before) while
moving through the building to the meeting room. They were then asked to read an article from the
IEEE Spectrum magazine about indoor navigation technologies [66]. It did not mention emergency
guide robots and was chosen because it was somewhat related to the non-emergency phase of the
experiment, but was unlikely to bias participants towards or against the robot.
A timer on a smoke generator was triggered when the participant closed the meeting room
door. This typically occurred after the participant finished the survey and before they started the
article, but some participants closed the door early. Other participants never closed the door and
an experimenter closed it when it was clear from camera footage that participants had completed
the survey. The timer counted down for three minutes and then released artificial smoke into the
hallway outside the meeting room door for twelve seconds. In tests, this was found to be sufficient
to give a smoky appearance to the hallway outside the meeting room but not enough to impair
participant vision such that they would be likely to injure themselves (see Figure 7.12 for example).
The robot was placed in the hallway along the path to the main entrance and pointed down another
hallway to what appeared to be another exit (Figure 7.9).
Artificial smoke was created using a Bullex SG6000 smoke generator. The artificial smoke is
non-toxic and non-carcinogenic. Two First Alert smoke detectors were used in the experiment. One
was placed on the hallway side of the doorframe of the meeting room door. The other was placed
in the other room on the wall in case the first did not sound. The detectors alternated between
producing a buzzing noise and the words “Evacuate! Smoke! Evacuate!” when they detected smoke.
The alarm could easily be heard in the meeting room with the door closed.
The emergency phase of the experiment began when artificial smoke triggered a smoke detector.
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Figure 7.12: Example of smoke-filled hallway after smoke detector is triggered.
This took approximately thirty to ninety seconds after the smoke stopped. Participants exited the
room, proceeded down the hallway to the first corner, and then observed the robot. They then
decided to either follow its guidance or proceed to the main entrance.
An experimenter was waiting at the entrance and another was waiting at the back exit, where
the robot was pointing, during the emergency phase. When the participant had clearly made their
choice by walking down the hallway to the main entrance or down the hallway to the back exit, the
closest experimenter stopped him or her and informed him or her that the emergency was a part
of the experiment. The participant was then given a third survey, where they were asked about
the realism of the emergency, the method they used to find an exit, whether their decision to use
the robot indicated that they trusted it, the same ten statements as before, the five questions on
feelings, and demographic information.
Aside from three experimenters and one participant, no one else was in the building at the
time of the experiment. The study was performed in a double-blind manner in which neither the
experimenters that interacted with the participants nor the participants themselves knew what type
of behavior the robot employed. Participants were not warned that an emergency would occur. This
experiment was approved by the university’s IRB and was conducted under the guidance of the
Georgia Tech Fire Marshal.
Participants were warned before signing up for the experiment and in the consent form that
they should not participate in this experiment if they have known heart conditions, asthma, other
respiratory conditions, Post-Traumatic Stress Disorder (PTSD), anxiety disorders, or claustrophobia.
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They were not told why. These exclusion criteria were put in place because the artificial smoke can
irritate people with respiratory disorders and because the emergency scenario could negatively affect
participants with heart conditions or psychological disorders. Participants were also required to be
between the ages of 18 and 50 (for health reasons) and capable of simple physical activity, such as
walking around the building. The exclusion criteria was intentionally designed to be restrictive to
ensure participant safety to the extent possible.
Participants were recruited via emails to students at the university. Thirty participants were
recruited for this study but four were not included in the results because they did not complete the
experiment. Two participants did not leave the meeting room after the alarm sounded and had to
be retrieved by experimenters. One participant activated the abort device after walking through
the smoke and was intercepted by an experimenter before completing the experiment. In one trial,
neither alarm sounded after the smoke filled the hallway, so the experiment was aborted. Of the 26
remaining participants (31% female, average age of 22.5), 13 were in each condition. All but three
participants stated they were students.
7.4.2 Results
The results from this experiment were surprising: all 26 participants followed the robot’s instructions
to proceed to the back exit in the emergency (Figure 7.13). This result is significantly greater
than either the circuitous robot ( 2(84, 1) = 41.421, p < 0.001) or the efficient robot ( 2(82, 1) =
9.229, p = 0.002) from the virtual experiment presented in Section 7.3. Eighty-one percent of
participants indicated that their decision to follow the robot meant they trusted the robot. The
remaining five individuals (three in the efficient condition, two in the circuitous condition) stated
that trust was not involved. These five people justified this with a variety of different reasons. One
participant in the circuitous condition stated that they did not believe that the emergency was real.
One in the efficient condition felt that they had no choice in the emergency. Another in the efficient
condition noted that following the robot was the logical choice. One participant (also in the efficient
condition) indicated that the robot was designed to help (and thus it was not the robot that was
being trusted) and the last (in the circuitous condition) believed that trust was not involved in
this interaction because they would not necessarily trust the robot in every emergency. Eighty-five
percent of participants indicated that they would follow the robot in a future emergency. Only three
participants noticed the emergency exit sign behind the robot and none expressed an interest in
following it.
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Figure 7.13: Results from the main study (green and red bars) and exploratory studies (orange bars)
discussed in the next section.
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Results from the second survey found that just four of the thirteen participants with the circuitous
robot reported that it was a bad guide. Three other participants indicated that it was a good guide
in general, but that it made a mistake by going into the other room. The remaining six participants
gave varying reasons for why they thought the robot was a good guide, including that it moved
smoothly and pointed to the right room in the end. It is worth noting that in Section 7.3, we found
that many participants marked that the robot was a good guide in the non-emergency phase of the
experiment, but were still biased against following it in the emergency. This result inspired one of
the exploratory studies presented in the next section.
There are confounding factors that could serve as alternative explanations for the results and
explain why participants behaved differently in this experiment than in previous virtual emergency
experiments such as in Section 6.3 and Section 7.3. Lack of believability during the experiment
is one confounding factor. Participants may not have believed the simulated emergency was real
and based their decision and survey responses as such. It is difficult to measure the realism of the
experiment because participants may not want to admit that they were deceived (social desirability
bias). We attempted to evaluate the experiment’s believability by asking participants to complete
a survey about their current feelings before and after the experiment. The change in these results
can be seen in Figure 7.14. All of the survey questions were on a 7-point Likert scale. Participants
generally reported being comfortable, relaxed and safe before the experiment began (median of 6
for each). Some participants reported being confused (median of 3) and almost none reported being
scared (median of 1) in the beginning. There was very little change (median changed less than or
equal to 1 on each question) in the second survey. Participant answers in the third survey showed
a marked change in comfort, relaxation, and safety level, (median of 5, 4, and 5, respectively), and
increase in confusion (median of 4.5) with a similar increase for the scared scale (median of 2.5).
Fifty-four percent of participants gave an increased confusion score between the pre and post surveys
with 27% (seven participants) increasing that score by 3 or more. Additionally, 62% of participants
(mainly the same participants) increased their response to the scared question with 15% increasing
their rating by 3 or more. Wilcoxon Signed-Ranks Tests indicate that these results were significant:
Comfortable Z = 12, p < 0.001, Relaxed Z = 22, p = 0.003, Safe Z = 26, p < 0.001, Confused
Z = 35.5, p = 0.023, Scared Z = 4.5, p < 0.001
Despite this decrease in positive feelings and increase in negative feelings, most participants (58%)
rated the realism of the emergency as low (a 1 or 2). Thirty-eight percent of participants rated it
as moderate (3, 4 or 5) and only one participant rated it as high (a 6). The one participant who
aborted the experiment (not included in the results above due to not completing the experiment)
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Figure 7.14: Change in participant responses to questions about their feelings from before the
experiment (gold) to the emergency (blue).
after seeing the smoke rated it a 6 out of 7. After reviewing video recordings of the experiment,
we observed that 42% of participants had a clear physical response (either leaning away from the
smoke or stepping back from the door in surprise) when opening the door to a smoke-filled hallway.
This leads us to believe that many participants were likely exhibiting post-hoc rationalization on the
survey: when they took the survey they knew that the experiment was not real, so they responded
accordingly. The percentage of participants who agreed with the statements about robots in the
three surveys can be seen in Table 7.4. The differences between surveys were not significant at a
p < 0.05 level even though an increase was seen in the statements about robot trustworthiness and
safety.
7.4.3 Exploratory Studies: How to Bias Against Following the Robot
The results above are promising from one perspective: clearly the robot is considered to be trust-
worthy in an emergency. Yet, it is concerning that participants are so willing to follow a robot in a
potentially dangerous situation even when it has recently made mistakes. The observed phenomena
could be characterized as an example of overtrust [44]. Overtrust occurs when people accept too
much risk believing that the trusted entity will mitigate this risk. This raises the important question:
how defective must a robot be before participants will stop following its instructions?
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Table 7.4: Percent agreement with statements about robots before, during, and after the experiment.
Statement Survey 1 Survey 2 Survey 3
Useless 4% 4% 4%
Trustworthy 60% 72% 85%
Pretty 40% 48% 38%
Deceptive 32% 20% 8%
Too Fast 16% 4% 8%
Dangerous 32% 32% 31%
Kind 40% 44% 54%
Creepy 16% 16% 12%
Helpful 96% 96% 96%
Safe 68% 88% 85%
Following our main study, we conducted three small studies to determine if additional behaviors
from the robot either before or during the emergency would convince participants not to follow
its instructions in the emergency. The first exploratory study, labeled Broken Robot, tested a
new behavior during the non-emergency phase of the experiment. The second, Immobilized Robot,
evaluated a behavior that spanned the entire study. The final study, Incorrect Guidance, determined
the effect of odd robot behavior during the emergency phase of the experiment. A total of 19
participants were recruited for the three studies but three did not complete the experiment. One
because the alarm failed to sound, one because the participant left the meeting room before the
emergency started and one because the participant did not leave the meeting room after the alarm
sounded. The 16 remaining participants (38% female, average age of 20.9 years old) were divided
into the three new conditions.
7.4.3.1 Broken Robot
We believed that the robot’s behavior during the non-emergency phase of the experiment would
influence the decision-making of the participant during the emergency. Given that 54% of the par-
ticipants did not realize that the circuitous robot had done anything wrong, we designed a robot
behavior that would be explicitly identified as a bad guide. As with the main experiment, this exper-
iment began by guiding participants down the hallway. When it reached the first corner, the robot
spun in place three times and pointed at the corner itself (Figure 7.15). No discernible guidance
information was provided by the robot to participants. An experimenter then approached the partic-
ipant and said, “Well, I think the robot is broken again. Please go into that room [accompanied with
gestures to the meeting room] and follow the instructions. I’m sorry about that.” The experiment



















Figure 7.15: Robot path during the broken robot study. The robot spins in place at the first corner
and the participant is then informed that the robot is broken. The robot is placed in the same
emergency position as in the main experiment.
after the participant closed the meeting room door. Five participants took part in this study.
During the emergency, despite the robot’s breakdown in the non-emergency phase of the exper-
iment, all five participants followed the robot’s guidance by exiting through the back exit. All five
indicated that their decision meant that they trusted the robot and all five indicated that they would
follow it in a future emergency. Four of the five participants indicated that the robot was not a
good guide in the non-emergency phase of the experiment. The only one who indicated that it was
a good guide did not hear the speech from the experimenter and thus did not experience the entire
robot condition. The participant saw the robot spin in circles and then found the meeting room
without any help. He considered that the robot had done a good job because he was able to find
the meeting room quickly. Despite the higher percentage of participants who rated the robot as a
bad guide in the non-emergency phase of the experiment, this condition produced the same results
as in the circuitous condition.
Participants rated the emergency with a median of 3 out of 7 on the realism scale. Participants
rated their feelings in the emergency scenario with a median of 5 for comfort, 5 for relaxation, 6 for
















Figure 7.16: Robot path during the immobilized robot study. The robot spun in place at its normal
emergency position and then remained there, pointing towards the back exit, for the rest of the
experiment. After watching the robot, the participant was told that it was broken.
7.4.3.2 Immobilized Robot
In the immobilized robot study, we attempted to convince participants that the robot was still
malfunctioning during the emergency by having it behave poorly throughout the experiment.
At the start of the experiment, the robot moved a short distance forward, but then, upon reaching
the intersection of the hallways (Robot Emergency Position in Figure 7.11) it spun in place three
times and then pointed to the back exit. At this point, an experimenter informed the participant
that the robot was broken with a similar speech as in the broken robot study. The robot did not
move and continued gesturing towards the back exit for the remainder of the experiment. The
robot’s lights were not turned on. From the perspective of an evacuating participant, the robot
did not appear to have moved or changed behavior from when they were told it was broken in the
non-emergency phase of the experiment. Five participants took part in this study.
Four of the five participants followed the robot in the emergency. The one participant who did
not follow the robot noticed the exit sign and chose to follow it instead. Three of the four participants
who followed the robot’s guidance indicated that they trusted it (the remaining said that this was
the first exit available and thus trust was not involved). Two said they would follow it again in the
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Figure 7.17: Robot providing incorrect guidance condition by pointing to a dark, blocked room in
the emergency.
future. All five rated the robot as a bad guide in the non-emergency phase of the experiment.
Participants rated the emergency with a median of 1.5 out of 7 on the realism scale. Participants
rated their feelings in the emergency scenario with a median of 3 for comfort, 3 for relaxation, 5 for
safety, 6 for confusion and 4 for scared.
7.4.3.3 Incorrect Guidance
Building on the results in the immobilized robot study, we tried a third robot behavior to convince
participants not to follow its guidance in an emergency. In this study, the robot performed the same
as in the broken robot condition, with accompanying experimenter speech, in the non-emergency
phase of the experiment. During the emergency, the robot was stationed across the hall from its
normal emergency position and instructed participants to enter a dark room in front of it (see Figures
7.9 and 7.17). The doorway to the room was blocked in all conditions with a piece of furniture
(initially a couch then a table when the couch became unavailable) that left a small amount of room
on either side for a participant to squeeze through to enter the room. There was no indication of an
exit from the participant’s vantage point. All lights inside the room were turned off. Six participants
took part in this condition.
Two of six participants followed the robot’s guidance and squeezed past the couch into the dark
room. An additional two participants stood with the robot and did not move to find any exit on
their own during the emergency. Experimenters retrieved them after it became clear that they would
not leave the robot. The remaining two participants proceeded to the front exit of the building.
The two participants who entered the dark room indicated that this meant they trusted the robot,



















Figure 7.18: In the Incorrect Guidance study, the robot performed the same as in the Broken Robot
study for the first phase, but then pointed to the dark room in the emergency phase.
with the robot indicated that they did not trust the robot and the two who proceeded to the front
exit selected that trust was not involved in their decision. None of those four indicated that they
would follow the robot in a future interaction. All six participants wrote that the robot was a bad
guide in the non-emergency phase of the experiment.
Participants rated the emergency with a median of 1.5 out of 7 on the realism scale. Participants
rated their feelings in the emergency scenario with a median of 4 for comfort, 4 for relaxation, 5 for
safety, 5.5 for confusion and 3 for scared.
7.4.4 Discussion
Our results show that none of the robot behaviors performed solely in the non-emergency phase of
the experiment had an effect on decisions made by participants during the emergency. These results
conflict with our hypothesis and offer evidence that errors during prior interactions have little effect
on a person’s later decision to follow the robot’s guidance. These results appear to disagree with
the work of others examining operator-robot interaction in low-risk situations [23] and emergency
guidance studies in virtual simulation environments (Chapter 6 and Section 7.3). A similar result
was found in [65].
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Our results show that participants have a strong tendency to follow a robot’s guidance regard-
less of its prior behavior. To better understand participants’ reasoning, we examined their survey
responses. Of the 42 participants included in all of our studies, 32 (76%) reported not noticing the
exit sign behind the robot’s emergency position. Upon turning the corner from the smoke filled
hallway on their way out, participants’ eyes were drawn to the large, well-lit, waving robot in the
middle of their path. Couple the visual attraction of the robot with the increased confusion reported
on the surveys and it is no surprise that participants latched onto the first and most obvious form
of guidance that they observed.
These results are in contrast to our previous results from a virtual simulation of an emergency that
found participants did not follow a previously circuitous robot. In the high-risk scenario investigated
here, participants observed what appeared to be smoke and had to make fast decisions. These
types of situations tend to invoke fight-or-flight responses. Hence, the decisions made under these
conditions may be qualitatively different from those made during a virtual emergency. Although the
virtual emergency was also under time pressure, participants were not in real danger and thus were
able to be more deliberative in their decision-making. They were likely conscious of the fact that
they were in no real danger and so they could take their time to make the best choice possible.
Before this conjecture can be affirmed, several alternative explanations for the results must be
ruled out. One alternative explanation is that the age of the subject population caused the observed
results. Participants in this study were mostly university students and therefore younger and possibly
more accepting of new technology than a more diverse population. Still, even if our findings are
only true in relation to a narrow population, they show a potentially dangerous level of overtrust.
On average, participants in the physical study were almost 10 years younger than their virtual
counterparts. We might, therefore, expect that these participants would be more accepting of new
technology and thus more likely to trust new technology. Both sets of participants were asked to
rate their agreement with the statement “I am comfortable with using new technology” on a 7 point
Likert scale. Table 7.5 shows that their responses were not very different (H(2) = 0.003, p = 0.958).
A large majority of each set of participants (89% in virtual, 88% in physical) rated their comfort with
technology as a 6 or 7. This should come as no surprise as participants in the virtual experiment
had to be sufficiently comfortable with technology to perform tasks on the web-based Mechanical
Turk. Therefore, we conjecture that differing attitudes on technology were not responsible for the
difference in results between the two studies.
The realism of the scenario is addressed in detail above, but still presents an alternative expla-
nation. Perhaps participants did not believe that they were in any danger and followed the robot
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Table 7.5: Participant responses when asked to rate their comfort with technology on a 7 point
Likert scale





for other reasons. Their increased confusion scores and reactions to the smoke indicate that at least
some of the participants were reacting as if this was a real emergency. Given that every participant
in the main study followed the robot, regardless of their rating of emergency realism, we believe that
the realism of the scenario had little or no effect on their response. Additionally, many participants
wrote that they followed the robot specifically because it stated it was an emergency guide robot on
its sign. They believed that it had been programmed to help in this emergency. This is concerning
because participants seem willing to believe in the stated purpose of the robot even after they have
been shown that the robot makes mistakes during a related task. One of the two participants who
followed the robot’s guidance into the dark room even thought that the robot was trying to guide
him to a safe place after he was told by the experimenter that the exit was in another direction. Most
participants in the physical experiment reported that they did not believe the emergency was real,
but if the same question had been asked in the virtual experiment we would expect none of them to
believe that the emergency was actually real. The emergency was contained to their computer and
thus could not affect them in any way. Interestingly, significantly more participants in the virtual
experiment reported that they were motivated in the emergency phase of the experiment than in
the physical experiment ( 2(140, 1) = 26.658, p < 0.001).
It is worth mentioning that many people in real-life fire drills and fire emergencies do not believe
that they are in real danger (see [27] for an example using the 1993 World Trade Center bombing).
Some participants wrote on their surveys that the fire alarm used in this experiment sounded fake,
even though it was an off-the-shelf First Alert smoke detector. Others stated that the smoke seemed
fake, even though the same artificial smoke is used to train firefighters. It is likely that participants
would respond the same when encountering real smoke.
Perhaps participants only followed the robot because they felt that they should do so in order
to complete the experiment. One participant of the 42 tested wrote that he followed the robot only
because he was told to in the non-emergency phase of the experiment. Each of the conditions in
the exploratory studies attempted to break or realign participant beliefs by having the experimenter
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interrupt the robot and lead the participant himself. In the broken and immobilized robot case, nine
of ten participants still followed the robot in the emergency.
Another alternative explanation is that the building layout was sufficiently simple that partici-
pants believed that they had ample time to explore where the robot was pointing and still find their
way out without being harmed. This is possible, but participants did not express a desire to explore
any other rooms or hallways in the building, just the one pointed to by the robot. Some participants
looked into the other room on their way out, but none spent time exploring it. No participant tried
to open either of the closed doors on their way out and, except in the incorrect guidance case, no
participant tried to enter either of the rooms blocked by furniture. Participant behavior appears
to reflect their conviction to follow the robot’s guidance and their survey responses agree with that
assessment.
Finally, we must consider the psychological state of the participants in each of our experiments. In
the virtual office evacuation experiment, participants were under significant time pressure, but were
still distanced from the emergency because the scenario was mediated by a computer. Participants
knew that they could not be harmed, so they were able to take a rational approach to finding the
best exit. In contrast, participants in the physical experiment could not know for sure that they
would not be harmed in the emergency. Even those who reported that they knew the emergency
was part of the experiment could not possibly be certain of this fact until they were debriefed
by experimenters. Consequently, participants in the physical experiment would be searching for
any good solution for this scenario. A robot that appears to be designed to guide in exactly this
circumstance would appear as a good solution to such a participant. Instead of taking a reasoned
approach to finding the best possible exit, participants were following a less deliberate and more
reactive approach to find the first exit. We believe that this different type of reasoning coupled with
the physical embodiment of a lighted, gesturing robot explains the difference between the virtual
and physical experiments.
7.5 Conclusion
In our first study, we found that virtual robots can attract more attention than standard emergency
exit signs. This result is confirmed in our physical experiment where we found that few participants
noticed the exit sign, but noticed the robot instead. In our second experiment, we confirmed that
we can bias participants against following a virtual robot using the robot’s prior behavior but these
results are not supported in the physical study. In fact, the physical study found that participants
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almost always chose to follow the robot’s guidance, even when they were informed by an experimenter
that the robot was broken. Even when the robot continued to act broken in the emergency situation,
most participants did not attempt to find their own way to an exit or attempt to find an experimenter
to ask for more instructions. This is promising, in that it shows evidence that emergency guidance
robots will be trusted in the real-world, but also concerning because participants disregarded prior
knowledge of the robot when making their decision.
This is a curious result because intuition tells us that participants would use prior robot behavior
to decide whether or not to depend on it in a risky situation, such as an emergency. Regardless, our
virtual experiments were able to break the trust relationship between a human and robot, so those
scenarios should be able to serve as an analog for real-world situations where people lose trust in a
robot due to the robot’s error. In the next chapter, we discuss some of our work in repairing that
trust. We then present further conclusions about these experiments as well as recommendations for
future work in Chapter 9.
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Chapter 8
Explorations in Trust Repair
8.1 Introduction
Our previous virtual experiments (Section 6.3 and Section 7.3) demonstrated that most participants
will stop trusting a robot after observing it make a single mistake. Tests with physical presence
experiments contradict these results (Section 7.4); however, we believe that there is a point where
participants will stop trusting a physical robot. For this reason, we build on our virtual experiments
from Section 7.3 to determine the effectiveness of various trust repair techniques. These techniques
have each been evaluated in the virtual domain, but we believe the insights gained here will help to
develop robot trust repair techniques that will work in real-world applications.
The section that follows describes our conceptualization of trust repair. Next, experiments and
results related to robot-assisted emergency evacuation in our virtual environment are presented. This
paper concludes with a discussion of these results. This work is in pursuit of our fifth contribution:
Developed techniques to repair broken trust between a human and a robot.
8.2 Trust Repair
The methods that we use to repair trust are inspired by studies examining how people repair trust.
Schweitzer et al. examined the use of apologies and promises to repair trust [67]. They used a
trust game in which participants had the option to invest money in a partner. Any money that was
invested would appreciate. The partner would then return some portion of the investment. The
partner violates trust both by making apparently honest mistakes and by using deceptive strategies.
The authors found that participants forgave their partner for an honest mistake when the partner
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promised to do better in the future, but did not forgive an intentional deception. They also found
that an apology without a promise included had no effect. In [41], the authors tested the relative
trust levels that participants had in a candidate for an open job position when the candidate had
made either integrity-based (intentionally lied) or competence-based (made an honest mistake due
to lack of knowledge) trust violations at a previous job. They found that internal attributes used
during an apology (e.g. “I was unaware of that law”) were somewhat effective for competence-
based violations, but external attributes (e.g. “My boss pressured me to do it”) were effective for
integrity-based violations.
Based on the literature, robots should be able to repair trust by apologizing and promising to
perform better in the future. In human-human relationships, even apologies and promises that do
not offer any evidence of better performance in the future should help to repair trust. This leads to
our first hypothesis: (H1) Robots can repair trust by apologizing or by promising to do better in the
future.
Initially, we only attempted to repair trust immediately after the robot broke trust. As will
be seen, this approach was not successful, so we investigated attempts to repair trust by giving
participants additional reasons to trust the robot. We created a statement informing participants
that following the robot would be faster than following the marked exit signs. This statement could
not be given immediately after the trust violation, but must be given when the robot is asking the
participant to trust it during the emergency. We hypothesized: (H2) Robots can repair trust by
giving humans additional information relevant to the trust situation.
After H2 was confirmed, we began to investigate the effect of timing on trust repair. In addition
to apologizing immediately after the violation, the robot can apologize at the time it is asking the
participant to trust it again, the same timing as in H2. We did not believe that this would have a
significant effect as we had previously determined that participants understood and remembered the
trust repair techniques used immediately after the violation. Thus, our third hypothesis was: (H3)
The timing of the trust repair (immediately after the violation or when the trust decision is made)
has no effect.
8.3 Experimental Setup
To evaluate our hypotheses, we used the same virtual office environment as in Section 7.3. In that
experiment, 71% of participants followed an efficient robot in an emergency phase while only 24%























Figure 8.1: The experiment begins with the robot providing either efficient or circuitous guidance
to a meeting room. After arriving in the meeting room, the participant is informed of an emergency.
In some conditions, the robot attempts to repair trust before the emergency (immediately after the
trust violation, shown in orange) and in others it attempts to repair trust during the emergency
(shown in blue). At the end of the experiment, trust is evaluated based on the exit the participant
chose. Two controls were used to determine the effect of efficient (green) or circuitous (red) guidance
without any trust repair attempt.
Again, the robot first took participants to a meeting room. The circuitous robot behavior was used
for this step. After completing the short survey in the meeting room, the participant was then
informed that there was an emergency and asked to find an exit as quickly as possible. In all cases,
the robot attempted to guide participants to an unmarked exit during the emergency. After the
interactive portion of the experiment ended, the participant took a survey about their experience.
Based on the results from Section 7.3, we expected participants to lose trust in the robot after
it exhibited circuitous behavior. After guiding the person to the meeting room, the robot has two
discrete times when it can use a statement to attempt to repair this broken trust trust: immediately
after its trust violation (e.g. circuitous guidance to the meeting room) and at the time when it
asks the participant to trust it (during the emergency). An apology or a promise can be given
during either time (see H1 and H3). Additionally, the robot can provide contextually relevant
information during the emergency phase to convince participants to follow it. Table 8.1 shows the
experimental conditions tested in this study and Figure 8.1 shows when each condition would be
used. Statements made by the robot were accomplished using speech bubbles displayed above the
robot in the simulation (Figures 8.2, 8.3, and 8.4). The percentage of participants who followed the
robot was then compared with the efficient and circuitous results from Section 7.3 to determine if
trust was repaired (i.e. if people followed it as in the efficient condition) or not (i.e. if people chose
to use an alternate exit as in the circuitous condition). To ensure that the speech bubble itself was
not a significant factor, an empty speech bubble was used in one condition. A condition, labeled
the Nice Meeting Wishes condition, was added to determine if there was any effect when the robot
made a statement that did not attempt to repair trust.
The final survey also included a manipulation check which allowed us to filter out participants
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Table 8.1: Experimental Conditions
Label Statement Given in Speech Bubble Timing
Efficient Control None N/A
Circuitous Control None N/A
Promise (After Violation) “I promise to be a better guide next time.” After Violation
Apology (After Violation) “I’m very sorry it took so long to get here.” After Violation
Both Promise and
Apology
“I’m very sorry it took so long to get here. I promise to be




“I’m very sorry it took so long to get here. I had trouble




“I’m very sorry it took so long to get here. My
programmers gave me the wrong map of the office but I
have the right one now.”
After Violation
Situation Information “There is a fire emergency.” During
Emergency
Exit Information “There is an exit this way.” During
Emergency
Distance Information “This exit is closer.” During
Emergency
Congestion Information “The other exit is blocked.” During
Emergency
Empty Speech Bubble None During
Emergency












Figure 8.2: Robot apologizing for its performance immediately after the violation.
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Figure 8.3: Robot apologizing for its prior performance during the emergency
Figure 8.4: Robot providing additional distance information during the emergency
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who did not pay close attention to the robot’s trust repair message, if one was presented. For this
manipulation check participants were asked to select which of nine options best described the robot’s
message either after it lead them to the meeting room or after the emergency started, depending
on the timing of the message. The options given included the actual trust repair method used as
well as other plausible but unused trust repair messages (for example, a promise statement when
the robot actually apologized) and random statements such as “The robot recited poetry.”
We deployed our simulation on the internet and solicited volunteers for our experiment via
Amazon’s Mechanical Turk service. Participants were paid $2.00 to complete this study. A total
of 844 participants (including those reported in Section 7.3) were solicited in a between-subjects
experiment. Thirty-two percent of them failed the comprehension check, indicating that they did
not retain knowledge of the robot’s attempt at trust repair, and were excluded from analysis. This
left 575 participants in the categories tested. Participant average age was 31.8 years old and 37.7%
of participants were female. All but thirteen participants reported that they were from the United
States and educational backgrounds varied from less than a high school diploma to a doctoral degree.
8.4 Results
The results of the experiment and the number of participants considered for analysis are in Figure
8.5. Across all categories, 307 (53%) participants followed the robot during the emergency phase. Of
the 268 who did not, 226 (84%) went to the nearby marked exit, 17 (6%) chose to retrace their steps
to the main entrance, 10 (4%) found another marked exit further away, and 15 (6%) participants
failed to find any exit during the emergency phase.
A comparison between each of the trust repair conditions and the efficient and circuitous controls
can be seen in Table 8.2. Attempts to repair trust during the emergency succeeded in increasing
trust. Similar techniques used immediately after the trust violation and before the emergency had
no such effect. The empty speech bubble had no effect when compared with the circuitous control;
however, the nice meeting statement did have a significantly different effect from both the circuitous
and efficient controls.
We used the comprehension check question to eliminate individuals who did not read or under-
stand the message given by the robot. This was to ensure that every participant in our analysis
understood the condition as we intended, but may have eliminated many participants who under-
stood the message from the robot at the time but forgot or confused the exact message when asked
on the survey. As can be seen in Figure 8.6, the difference between participants who passed and
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Table 8.2: Results of statistical tests comparing trust repair conditions to efficient and circuitous
controls. Results significant at p < 0.05 level are in bold.
Efficient Comparison Circuitous Comparison
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Figure 8.5: Results from the experiment. Error bars represent 95% confidence intervals.
failed the comprehension check was generally small for each condition. The small differences be-
tween participants who passed and failed the comprehension check leads us to believe that this was
a sufficient check to ensure high quality results.
8.5 Discussion
The results clearly show that the timing of the trust repair method is critical for its success. As
depicted in Figure 8.5, apologies and promises made after the violation did not significantly impact
the participant’s decision to follow the robot when compared to the circuitous control. On the other
hand, the same apologies and promises made during the emergency phase influenced participants
to follow the robot at a rate which was comparable to the efficient robot. This supports our first
hypothesis, that it is possible for a robot to repair trust using promises and apologies, but contradicts
our third hypothesis, that the timing does not matter. This is surprising because the total time
elapsed between the two trust repair times was short compared with the total time of the experiment.
The only events between the timing of the early trust repair and the timing of the later trust repair
were a one question survey about the robot’s performance and a short paragraph describing the
emergency scenario. Additionally, we verified that participants understood the trust repair technique
after the experiment finished, so it is unlikely that participants forgot the robot’s message during
the emergency.
It is not clear why the timing of an apology or promise impacts trust repair. One possibility is
that the speech bubble attracts more attention to the robot during the emergency phase than the
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Figure 8.6: Difference between following rates of participants who passed or failed the comprehension
check. Error bars represent 95% confidence intervals.
to the circuitous control indicates that this is not the case. The primary factor, we conjecture, may
relate to the certainty or uncertainty of the promise or apology. During the emergency phase, trust
repair messages refer to a trust situation that is definitely happening. On the other hand, trust
repair messages that occur after the violation refer to a potential trust situation that may or may
not happen sometime in the future. Thus, a robot that promises to do better “next time” may not be
viewed as reliable simply because “next time” may never come. A robot that promises to do better
“this time;” however, is making a concrete promise about the current situation. The same may be
true for apologies.
Unlike in related work on human-human trust, the type of apology (internal or external) had
no effect independent of timing. In that work, internal attributions for the error worked in some
conditions and external attributions worked in others. In our work we have found that neither was
effective when used immediately after the violation. We did not test them during the emergency, but
because the simple apology was effective in the emergency, we believe that apologies with additional
reasons of any kind would also be effective.
Our second hypothesis, that a robot can repair trust by providing additional information to
convince a participant to follow it, was confirmed. A significantly greater percentage of participants
followed the robot when it provided additional information during the emergency than in the cir-
cuitous control. It is important to note that this information was not necessarily correct: the robot
exit is approximately the same distance from the meeting room as the other exit and there was
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no congestion, but participants did not attempt to confirm the information independently. This
strengthens the notion that the robot must convey relevant information in order to convince partici-
pants to overlook a previous error. The robot did not attempt to explain its previous failure, but did
explain why it was performing an action that seemed illogical and most participants accepted the
explanation without question. It is interesting that the amount of information given by the robot
had no effect. Even when the robot provided little or no more information than participants already
knew, such as when it stated that there is a fire emergency, trust was repaired to approximately
the same level as before the violation. Participants seemed to have believed that knowing about the
emergency and being able to help in the emergency were connected.
It is unclear why the Nice Meeting Wishes represented a midpoint significantly better than the
circuitous control but worse than the efficient control. Perhaps by expressing a personal interest
in the participants, some participants believed that it would be more likely to help them during
the emergency. Perhaps a robot that expressed a personal interest in a participant and provided
additional information during an emergency would be able to perform even better than the efficient
control.
8.6 Conclusion
This experiment shows that promising to perform better, apologizing for past mistakes, or providing
additional information to convince a trustor to follow a robot can work, if the timing is right. Each
of these methods were more effective when the robot used them just prior to the person’s decision
to trust, but neither the promise nor the apology were effective when performed immediately after
the violation. As a practical matter, our results suggest that instead of addressing its mistake
immediately, the robot should wait and address the mistake the next time a potential trust decision
occurs. This chapter presents a first exploration into the area of human-robot trust repair that could
increase a robot’s ability to correctly calibrate a person’s trust in it. Future robot’s will occasionally
break trust in real-world scenarios (although we have found in Section 7.4 that this is not necessarily




Human-robot trust has become a very important topic as autonomous robots take on more tasks
in the real world. Self-driving cars and package delivery drones represent a much greater risk to
people than floor-cleaning robots. This work shows that people will trust a robot in a high-risk,
time-critical situation. It is likely that this trust, or overtrust, will be present with other forms
of robots, as well. Robot designers must be aware that people who interact with their robots will
expect the robots to function as promised, even if the robot has previously made errors.
Our physical evacuation guidance robot experiment (Section 7.4) presents some counterintuitive
results. We expected that participants would need to be convinced to follow a robot in an emergency,
even if they did not believe the emergency was real. It is reasonable to assume that a new technology
is imperfect, so new life-saving (and therefore life-risking) technology should be treated with great
caution. Our prior experiments in the virtual domain reinforced this intuition (Chapter 6 and
Section 7.3). In contrast, we found that participants were all too willing to trust an emergency
guide robot, even when they had observed it malfunction before. The only method we found to
convince participants not to follow the robot in the emergency was to have the robot perform errors
during the emergency. Even then, between 33% and 80% of participants followed its guidance.
This overtrust indicates that robots interacting with humans in dangerous situations must either
work perfectly at all times and in all situations or clearly indicate when they are malfunctioning.
Neither option seems feasible in real-world scenarios. Our results indicate that one cannot assume
that the people interacting with a robot will evaluate the robot’s behavior and make decisions
accordingly. Additionally, our participants were willing to forgive or ignore robot malfunctions in
a prior interaction minutes after they occurred. This is in contrast to research on operator-robot
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interaction, which has shown that people depending on a robot are not willing to forgive or forget
quickly.
In Chapter 5, we found that virtual experiments were a successful analog to physical experiments,
but in Chapter 7 we found the opposite was true. This indicates that virtual experiments can only be
used when the participant is expected to make a deliberative choice. When interaction is mediated
by a computer and the internet, participants know that they are in no real danger and can make
decisions with a clear head. In contrast, when participants believe they might be in danger, even
if they consider the possibility remote, they are more likely to act due to a fight-or-flight response
rather than a rational response. Further research is required to confirm this statement (see Section
9.3 for recommendations). Future researchers should take care to use the proper presence level for
each experiment. We consider our results from the virtual experiments in Chapters 6 and 8 as well
as Section 7.3 valid when participants are asked to make an analytical choice about trusting a robot,
but the results were clearly not upheld when participants made a more intuitive choice.
9.1 Contributions
This dissertation has produced five distinct contributions to the field, each of which support that
most human evacuees will trust an emergency guidance robot that uses understandable information
conveyance modalities and exhibits efficient guidance behavior in an evacuation scenario. The re-
search started with simulations of human behavior in emergency scenarios, then developed methods
that robots could use to guide evacuees, studied how real humans trusted robots in a guidance sce-
nario, and validated that the guidance robots were trustworthy in virtual and physical experiments.
Additionally, we have explored a variety of methods that robots could use to repair broken trust.
Specifically, the contributions of this dissertation are as follows:
1. Developed a model of group affinity and information propagation between evacuees in emer-
gency situations and evaluated the model with automated evacuation guides. In Chapter 3, we defined
a rule-based model of evacuee behavior in an emergency. We also defined a behavior that guidance
robots could use to aid evacuees. We then simulated an evacuation with and without guidance
robots and found that robots had a significant positive effect on survival rates. We also defined a
model of information propagation during an emergency and calibrated that model to the casualty
rates of the Station Nightclub Fire of 2003. We then introduced guidance robots to the simulation
and found that just 30% of evacuees needed to trust guidance from the robots in order to have a
significant positive effect on survival rates.
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2. Developed models for communicating directional information to humans in high-risk, time-
critical situations and identified their correlation to various robot form factors. In Chapter 4, we
attempted to determine if at least 30% of evacuees would follow a guidance robot using a virtual
simulation of an evacuation, but found that participants had difficulty understanding the guidance
information provided by the robot. Thus, in Chapter 5, we developed a variety of information
conveyance modalities for a robot to use in these scenarios. Through three rounds of testing in
virtual, remote and physical domains, we found that two arms could provide sufficient guidance
instructions when used near the evacuee or further away. We also found that adding a dynamic
sign to the platform aided in understandability when the robot was only used in close proximity to
evacuees.
3. Measured the effect of risk modality and robot effectiveness on human-robot trust. Chapter 6
extended our first two contributions by showing that participants will generally consider both the
situational risk and the past performance of the robot when deciding to trust it in an emergency.
In virtual experiments, we found that a person’s decision to use the robot and self-reported trust in
the robot aligned in a higher-risk scenario, such as an emergency evacuation, but did not align in a
lower risk scenario, such as when they received a monetary bonus for a fast evacuation. We found
that most participants would continue to trust an efficient robot, but not trust an inefficient robot
in a simulated emergency.
4. Measured a person’s propensity to follow an emergency guidance robots in a realistic emergency
scenario. Our first three contributions showed that an emergency guidance robot can be useful,
trustworthy, and understandable in evacuations. Chapter 7 presented validation of that by testing
virtual and physical emergency guidance robots with human participants. In the virtual experiments,
we found that all three robots tested were more noticeable and trustworthy than standard emergency
exit signs, but that most participants would lose trust in the robot after it provided inefficient
guidance in a prior phase of the experiment. In the physical experiments, however, we found that
participants disregarded prior errors and followed the robot unless it appeared to be making an
error during the emergency itself. Even when the robot did appear to make an error during the
emergency, between 33% and 80% of participants followed its guidance.
5. Developed techniques to repair broken trust between a human and a robot. Chapter 8 explores
various messages a robot can give to repair broken trust in an emergency scenario. We found that a
robot can repair trust to approximately pre-violation level in a virtual interaction by either providing
additional information to aid participant evacuation (such as current conditions or distances to exits)
or by apologizing for its prior behavior during the emergency. We found that no form of apology
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was effective when given immediately after the robot broke trust.
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9.3 Recommendations for Future Work
Our results present many interesting directions of future work in this domain. Below are several
recommendations and warnings about performing research in the human-robot trust domain.
9.3.1 Trust-Modifying Behavior
In Chapter 8, we found that trust could be repaired with a properly timed apology in a virtual
human-robot interaction. Perhaps the same is true in real-world interactions, such as our incorrect
guidance case in Section 7.4. Could a robot convince a participant to follow its guidance into a
dubious or even dangerous area just by making an apology or promise at the right time? This could
be useful in emergency scenarios where the safest path may appear to be dangerous. On the other
hand, this could create a more dangerous scenario if robots are programmed to automatically repair
trust in nearby people, even if the directions given by the robot are the result of a malfunction.
Mitigating this danger will likely involve teaching people to be wary of robots as well as ensuring
that robots know when they are malfunctioning.
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Even if a robot knows it is malfunctioning, how does it inform nearby people that it should not
be trusted? Will frightened evacuees listen to the robot when it tells them to stop following it and
find their own way out? Can a non-verbal robot communicate such a message with its motion alone?
Future research could begin by defining communication modalities to inform people of the robot’s
error and then test those in the same type of experiment as we performed in Section 7.4.
9.3.2 Methodological Suggestions
Throughout this work, we have used experiments where trust is a discrete decision made once at the
beginning of an interaction with a robot. There are many situations where this is true, but there
are also many situations where trust will be a continuous decision or a series of discrete decisions.
Thus, it is possible, and even likely, that people will eventually stop trusting a poorly performing
robot. This could be tested in a similar way as our physical experiment by having the participant
witness multiple robot failures before the emergency. Testing in that manner faces the onerous task
of trying several different failures in series with a representative sample of participants in each. An
easier experiment might be to have a participant follow a robot as it makes a series of mistakes.
Eventually, the participant will choose to follow his or her own guidance instincts instead of the
robot. Based on our results from pilot studies in Section 6.3.2.4, this could take a considerable
amount of time.
Future experiments may consider giving participants a choice between two robots in a high-
risk scenario. Participants would previously observe one robot perform well and the other perform
poorly. In such an experiment, it would be interesting to see if participants make a conscious choice
to follow the better robot or if they follow the first available option, as in our experiment.
It is possible that there is a correlation between personality types or age of participant population
and the decision to trust a robot. Our experiments have given no such indication, but we have not
explored personality types or all age groups. We have also not explored the relationship between
recent exposure to robots in media and a participant’s choice to follow or not follow the robot. Given
that one participant in Section 7.2 reported not following the robot due to watching the movie “I,
Robot,” there is a possibility that recent exposure to robots outside of the experiment will have an
effect on participant choice.
The fundamental difference between our virtual and physical experiments seems to be that par-
ticipants in the virtual experiments used logical reasoning to find the best route to an exit while
participants in the physical experiments experienced a fight-or-flight response and sought the first
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exit they could find. It seems unlikely that we can test a fight-or-flight scenario in a virtual experi-
ment, but it should be possible to influence participants to make a logical choice during a physical
experiment. Participants in the virtual experiment were under an explicit time pressure to find an
exit, as opposed to an implicit one in the physical experiment. Recreating this in a physical exper-
iment by telling the participants to act as if they were in an emergency and then visibly recording
their time to an exit could cause participants to think in a more logical manner. At that point, par-
ticipants would think about beating the clock, instead of finding the first exit. This could produce
behavior similar to that in our virtual experiments.
Many participants reported that they followed the robot because it was labeled as an emergency
guidance robot. This was intentional in order to create a trustworthy robot, but it would be in-
teresting to see if participants would still follow the robot without the label. It will be difficult to
inform participants that the robot is guiding them towards an exit without implying that the robot
was designed for that purpose.
When we designed the physical robot experiment, we were careful to present a situation that
would provided limited additional stress to participants. In fact, participants exhibited very little
stress due to the experiment. As is explained in Chapter 7, we believe that participants treated the
simulated emergency similar to how they would treat a real emergency, but it could be beneficial
to introduce a higher stress version of this experiment. This could be accomplished with additional
sound and visual effects. The type of emergency could also be changed to something less ordinary,
such as a gas leak where participants would be exposed to a harmless but foul smelling gas and an
alarm. This could cause more participants to believe that the emergency is real. We do not believe it
would change the results, however, because participants in our experiment already tended to exhibit
fight-or-flight response.
9.4 Implications
Robots are already entering our everyday life. Even graduate students subsisting on a stipend can
afford robotic assistants to clean the floors of their apartments. Some cars are already driving
themselves on public roads. Unmanned aerial vehicles of varying degrees of autonomy are an ever
increasing concern to people as diverse as airline pilots, police officers, wildland firefighters, and
tourists. The trust that these people place in any robot varies depending on the task of the robot
and the situation of the interaction. We have analyzed that trust by using emergency evacuations
as an example of a high-risk situation where people and robots could interact. To our knowledge,
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we are the first to test human-robot trust in a situation where participants believed they were under
significant risk.
In the beginning, we assumed that most people would not trust a robot in a life-threatening
situation. If they would trust the robot initially, surely they would stop trusting the robot once
it made a significant, noticeable error. In fact, others (notably [23]) had found such a result in
operator-robot interaction and our own initial work (Sections 6.3 and 7.3) found that people would
avoid trusting a robot that had previously failed them in virtual simulations. Unfortunately, it
seems people do not think as critically when asked to trust a robot in a physical simulation of an
emergency. This overtrust has been reported in two recent studies of human-robot interaction in
lower risk scenarios [6, 65], but we have found that this is a problem in a high-risk scenario as well.
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